GaAs ICs MANAGE HIGH-SPEED CLOCK SIGNALS

• SPECIAL SECTION: AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRONICS
Climbing takes skill, experience and teamwork. Reaching the top also takes leadership, forward thinking and focus. Since 1971, Standard Microsystems has applied this philosophy to the design and manufacture of standard and semi-custom integrated circuits.

Today, SMC's engineering expertise and extensive SuperCell™ library, allows us to offer innovative and timely solutions to your unique application needs. Our portfolio focuses on networking and mass storage controller devices for the computer industry.

The next time you face a networking or mass storage challenge, call SMC. Discover how our cost-effective and technically superior products can help you climb ahead of your competition.
When it comes to motion control products, Hewlett-Packard towers over the rest with a more diversified and innovative line of solutions. Giving you one source to meet all your design needs.

Just look at our award-winning HEDS 9000 series of encoder modules. Using HP's unique optical technology, these modules are the ideal building blocks for creating precision high-speed linear or rotary applications.

Your choices include everything from a 3-channel module for industrial applications to the small footprint of our 9700 collection for business equipment.

Control panel: the HRPG series.
For front panel applications, turn to our RPG series of potentiometers. Offering you full configuration flexibility, improved rotational feel, and small footprint, HP delivers the perfect line of data entry devices for your test, medical, analytical, and computer equipment.

Controlled performance: the HCTL series.
Our new line of high-speed HCTL ICs give you high performance servo control in low-power CMOS. The result: superior performance and more microprocessing power left over for your laboratory, medical, and industrial automation designs.

And because these motion control solutions come from HP, you're assured of our on-going commitment to excellence in service, support, and reliability.

So why take a chance, when you can take control. With motion control products from HP. Call for our free brochure: 1-800-752-0900, ext. 1497.

There is a better way.

HEWLETT PACKARD
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"All I'm doing is applying technology to solve the world human communications."

HOW NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR IS HELPING YOU MEET THE CHALLENGES OF NEXT-GENERATION DATACOM AND TELECOM SYSTEMS.

Mike Evans, National Semiconductor's Director of Strategic Applications, Integrated Systems Group, talks about applying high-performance VLSI solutions to communications problems.

Achieving single-chip integration for IEEE 802.3 local area networks.

"We're already a generation ahead in Ethernet chip design. We're the LAN market leader and the de facto standard in the industry. And now we've set a new standard in analog and digital integration with SONIC, for 'Systems Oriented Network Interface Controller.' It combines a controller, an encoder/decoder, and a phase-locked loop onto a single chip that delivers a data rate of 10Mbits per second.

"It's the first device that implements all 802.3 network management functions. And the first capable of embedding the Ethernet control functions in 32-bit computer systems. High performance, low power, small footprint."

Setting the pace for tomorrow's fiber-optic solutions with FDDI.

"This is a quantum leap from Ethernet. Fiber Distributed Data Interface. It's the backbone of next-generation LANs. And it delivers at an incredible 100Mbits per second, and with an incredibly low bit-error rate. We have a four-chip set, one in CMOS, three in BiCMOS. Our BiCMOS gives us the bipolar speed necessary for these data rates, with the CMOS density for high-speed logic functions. And we're already adding a fifth chip — a high-performance system interface. This is the frontier — and we're right on the edge of it."

Creating the world's first analog programmable CODEC/filter.

"Here's another example of how we're building on our leadership position. Our COMBO I, combined coder/decoder and filter, is already on nearly half of the non-captive analog linecards in the world. But the telecom market needs higher performance and more flexibility, so we've given
the world's most advanced
's most ancient problem:

them the COMBO II. Second-generation, proven technology, fully qualified, fully characterized, in production. And it's the only one in the world that is fully programmable for gain and hybrid balance and time-slot assignment and A- or μ-law.

Bringing unprecedented power and flexibility to fax designs.

"If you think facsimile is 'old' technology, then you haven't seen our solution yet. Actually our range of solutions — you can go from low-end designs to high-end designs without rewriting a single line of code. Full 32-bit processing power. Optimizing your fax functions, but also allowing you to utilize the processor for other functions when it's not sending or receiving faxes. So you can do PostScript calculations, laser printing, network management. Single chip, single box, single company."

Putting the pride of National to work for you.

"You know, communications affects the whole world. But the first step in communicating is overcoming our natural reluctance to do it. If I wanted to talk to communications experts, I'd call National. That's where it starts."

1-800-NAT-SEMI, Ext. 601

National Semiconductor

© 1990 National Semiconductor Corporation
PostScript is a registered trademark of Adobe Systems. ASPECT, COMBO, M2CMOS, and SONIC are trademarks of National Semiconductor Corporation.
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39 GaAs Clock Chips Remove Skew
Two clock-generation circuits simplify high-speed TTL-compatible system design by delivering clock signals with skews under 500 ps. The chips also offer programmable control of timing-signal edges.
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57 Engine Controllers Go Modular
Today's automotive systems need microcontrollers with modular architecture to handle changing engine requirements.

71 New ICs Drive Auto Electronics
Specially designed ICs are opening up a wide range of new automotive applications.
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45 Microcontrollers: Features Galore
For embedded control, microcontroller ICs solve most application needs, particularly with recently added on-chip support functions.
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Graphics mature, but at what price?

Molding compounds hasten IC demise
ASIC makers promote standard test port
Server brings back mini memories
Smart models run simulations with Max
HDTV's first impact to hit computer industry
Spice model creates better GaAs ICs
Megabit flash EPROM performs sector erase
Process merges tungsten deposition and etchback
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How important are analog design skills for engineers in the future?
How do the design skills of today's EE graduates stack up against those of young engineers of the past?

Send us your opinions on these questions on our Reader Opinions fax: (201) 393-0637. Or, mail your responses to ELECTRONIC DESIGN, Reader Opinions, 611 Route 46 West, Hasbrouck Heights, NJ 07604.

Special Report: Advanced Computer Technology—Six experts assess future advances
A preview of the International Test Conference—boundary-scan testing takes the spotlight
The ins and outs of designing with DSP chips
Using new delta-sigma d-a converters
First details on new mixed-signal simulators
Plus regular features:
Ideas for Design
Quick Look
Technology Advances
The dilemma rears its ugly head time and time again. Do the impossible. By tomorrow. Worse yet, do it with an intimidating hodge-podge of design automation tools and data formats. And while you're at it, make sure all these tools and data play together freely and efficiently. No problem. Right?

To avoid this kind of chaos, you need to consider a fundamental change in your engineering strategy. Which is why we now offer you our Concurrent Design Environment™.

Simply put, the Concurrent Design Environment allows tools from virtually any source to work together.

Within it, our new Falcon Framework™ lets you assemble precisely the design automation environment your situation requires — without sacrificing the considerable benefits of integration. And our OpenDoors™ program ensures that your choice of tools includes the best the entire industry has to offer.
ES 125 ENGINEERS, ES, DISPARATE TOOLS AND L. SO WHY IS HE SMILING?

The Concurrent Design Environment also includes engineering management tools of unprecedented scope and power. Like our Decision Support System, which automatically monitors any aspect of the design process you care to specify. So you spot and correct little problems long before they grow into big ones.

No matter how tight your deadlines, no matter how large your engineering teams, our Concurrent Design Environment will keep you ahead of the game. Which, after all, is a very nice place to be. For a free videotape, call 1-800-547-7390.

Mentor Graphics
New technologies driving world markets
Apply now for the conference!
Easy registration service including
- Hotel Accommodation
- Translation service
- Technical Tours and Tourist Programme in East and West Berlin

The door to high-tech business in Europe

Sponsor:
German Section IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

ICC Berlin
September 10 – 13, 1990
An event held under the auspices of BIGTECH Berlin
Build EMC into your design now, and it won’t be a problem later.

With all the new regulations surrounding electromagnetic compatibility (EMC), the best way to avoid costly delays is to locate problems as early as possible. Two new HP EMC solutions make that easy. The HP 84100A Design Development Solution helps you correct problem areas at the design stage. It pinpoints hot spots on breadboards and prototypes using a spectrum analyzer with software memory cards that simplify troubleshooting.

The HP 84110A Pre-Production Solution gives you added confidence that your designs will pass compliance. It has all the analysis capability, software and accessories you need to uncover conducted and radiated emission problems before final EMI testing. So, find out how to build EMC into your designs. For information about HP’s full line of EMC solutions and design training programs, call 1-800-752-0900.* Ask for Ext. 1351, and we’ll send you our EMC Measurement Solutions fact kit.

There is a better way.

*In Canada, call 1 800-387-3867, Dept. 502

©1990 Hewlett-Packard Co. TMSAD033/ED
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See Us At IEEE EMC Symposium, Booth 212 and 214
Now there's a smarter way to get a single-channel SCC.

Cut a better deal with NEC's single-channel serial controller.

Successful engineers cut waste to create efficient designs. And we think it's pretty wasteful to buy a dual-channel serial communications controller when your system only uses one channel. That's why NEC developed the µPD72002, a single-channel version of our 72001 multi-protocol serial controller.

For single-channel data communications, our 72002 is the cost-efficient choice.

If you need two channels, our 72001 is a proven performer. Both devices offer advanced features, including:

- Functional superset of the 8530 SCC.
- SDLC/HDLC/SYNC/ASYNC protocol control.
- Two baud-rate generators per channel.
- A pair of transmit data-length registers per channel.
- Digital phase locked loop per channel.
- Speeds up to 2.5Mbps.
- 12.5MHz system clock.
- CMOS with standby mode for reduced power consumption.
- DIP, PLCC and plastic quad flat packages.

Our 72001/002 lineup gives you unique flexibility in meeting both cost and performance goals. For more information, contact NEC today.
From Star Wars
Our High Rel/Aerospace linear array experience is paying off for companies with high-volume, low-cost applications.

*Symbol Technologies* is a good example. A tiny Raytheon instrumentation amplifier helped them combine both bar code scanner and decoder in a single, lightweight, handheld unit—that's tough enough to take a five foot drop onto concrete.

Symbol also took advantage of our *Win-Win* program. It let them get to market quickly with a semicustom array, then shift to full custom as sales volumes increased.

*Win-Win* is fast, flexible, and makes good business sense because it eliminates the risk of getting into a full custom array before you're really ready.

Raytheon is committed to analog technology. From our design kits and engineering support to our fab and plastic assembly facility. We have the experience it takes to help you develop creative, cost effective solutions.

Find out how. Call 1-800 722-7074 for our new analog brochure.

Raytheon Company, Semiconductor Division. 350 Ellis St., Mountain View, CA 94039.
LCD Proto Kit
Everything you need to start your LCD application... create complex screens in just a few hours!

Kit provides serial interface to IBM PC for quick prototyping.
Board also supports displays up to 240 x 128 pixels.

Interface to 6 soft keys or 4 x 4 key matrix.
Dial 0-256 ohms for LCD contrast.

The CY325 LCD Windows Controller provides parallel or serial high-level control of instrument-size LCDs. Up to 256 built-in windows support window-relative text, bar graphs, waveforms, and plots. Text and graphics are maintained in separate planes, facilitating special effects.

Complete User Manual included.

$495 - Kit
Popular LCD Starter Kit.

($509 pre-assembled & tested)

*The CY325 40-pin CMOS LCD Controller IC is available from stock @ $75/singles, $20/1000s (Surface mount also available in qty.)

Noyce on Education
It's already been a couple of months since Robert Noyce died in Austin, Texas, where he moved to direct operations at Sematech, the consortium for semiconductor manufacturing technology. Noyce's last interview may have been one of his most profound, published in the July/August, 1990 issue of Intel Corp.'s house organ "Microcomputer Solutions." Here he noted, among other things, "We need to decide now whether we are going to make an investment in education. The outcome of that decision will be with us for the next 40 to 50 years."

Few will deny that Robert Noyce earned the right to predict for the next 40 to 50 years. His achievements—as the co-inventor with TI's Jack Kilby of the integrated circuit and as a co-founder of both Fairchild Semiconductor and Intel Corp.—will be with us for at least that long. And his comments on education, albeit posthumously recorded, are again right on target.

With all due respect to the leaders of the American education system, we believe that few experts exist in the process of education—at least not as expert in the same sense that Noyce was an expert in semiconductor technology. Education is not a rigorous science, as is physics—cause and effect in people are not as predictable as, say, the movement of electrons in a conductor or semiconductor. Just about the only common link between the two disciplines is that, in today's world, there won't be much progress without large upfront investments. But successful education programs involve more than money. The home and community environment must actively support the education process, and there must be a promise of employment opportunity when the education is completed.

The tributes to Noyce have been offered, the eulogies have been delivered. What could possibly remain to be said? Perhaps nothing need be said. Perhaps what's needed is action.

Stephen E. Scrupski
Editor-in-Chief
dc to 2000 MHz amplifier series

SPECIFICATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>FREQ. MHz</th>
<th>GAIN, dB</th>
<th>MAX NF</th>
<th>PRICE $</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAR-1</td>
<td>DC-1000</td>
<td>18.5 15.5</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>0 5.0 0.99 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAR-2</td>
<td>DC-2000</td>
<td>13 12.5 11</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>-3 6.5 1.50 (25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAR-3</td>
<td>DC-2000</td>
<td>13 12.5 11.5</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>+6 6.0 1.70 (25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAR-4</td>
<td>DC-1000</td>
<td>8.2 8.0 7.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>+11 7.0 1.90 (25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAR-6</td>
<td>DC-2000</td>
<td>20 16 11 9</td>
<td>0 2.8 1.29 (25)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAR-7</td>
<td>DC-2000</td>
<td>13.5 12.5 10.5</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>+3 5.0 1.90 (25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAR-8</td>
<td>DC-1000</td>
<td>33 23 19 10</td>
<td>35 5.0 1.90 (25)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: Minimum gain at highest frequency point and over full temperature range.

Unbelievable, until now... tiny monolithic wideband amplifiers for as low as 99 cents. These rugged 0.085 in. diam., plastic-packaged units are 50ohm* input/output impedance, unconditionally stable regardless of load*, and easily cascadable. Models in the MAR-series offer up to 33 dB gain, 0 to +11dBm output, noise figure as low as 2.8dB, and up to DC-2000MHz bandwidth.

*MAR-A, Input/Output Impedance is not 50ohms, see data sheet. Stable for source/load impedance VSWR less than 3:1.

Also, for your design convenience, Mini-Circuits offers chip coupling capacitors at 12 cents each.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size (mils)</th>
<th>Tolerance</th>
<th>Temperature Characteristic</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>80 x 50</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>X7R</td>
<td>10, 22, 47, 68, 100, 220, 470, 680, 1000 pf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 x 50</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>X7R</td>
<td>220, 470, 680, 1000, 10,000 pf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120 x 60</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>X7R</td>
<td>022, 047, 068, 1µf</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Minimum Order 50 per Value

Designers kit, KCAP-1, 50 pieces of each capacitor value, only $99.95

Designers amplifier kit, DAK-2
5 of each model, total 35 amplifiers only $59.95

Unbelievable, until now... tiny monolithic wideband amplifiers for as low as 99 cents. These rugged 0.085 in. diam., plastic-packaged units are 50ohm* input/output impedance, unconditionally stable regardless of load*, and easily cascadable. Models in the MAR-series offer up to 33 dB gain, 0 to +11dBm output, noise figure as low as 2.8dB, and up to DC-2000MHz bandwidth.

*MAR-A, Input/Output Impedance is not 50ohms, see data sheet. Stable for source/load impedance VSWR less than 3:1.

Also, for your design convenience, Mini-Circuits offers chip coupling capacitors at 12 cents each.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size (mils)</th>
<th>Tolerance</th>
<th>Temperature Characteristic</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>80 x 50</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>X7R</td>
<td>10, 22, 47, 68, 100, 220, 470, 680, 1000 pf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 x 50</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>X7R</td>
<td>220, 470, 680, 1000, 10,000 pf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120 x 60</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>X7R</td>
<td>022, 047, 068, 1µf</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Minimum Order 50 per Value

Designers kit, KCAP-1, 50 pieces of each capacitor value, only $99.95

designers amplifier kit, DAK-2
5 of each model, total 35 amplifiers only $59.95

Unbelievable, until now... tiny monolithic wideband amplifiers for as low as 99 cents. These rugged 0.085 in. diam., plastic-packaged units are 50ohm* input/output impedance, unconditionally stable regardless of load*, and easily cascadable. Models in the MAR-series offer up to 33 dB gain, 0 to +11dBm output, noise figure as low as 2.8dB, and up to DC-2000MHz bandwidth.

*MAR-A, Input/Output Impedance is not 50ohms, see data sheet. Stable for source/load impedance VSWR less than 3:1.

Also, for your design convenience, Mini-Circuits offers chip coupling capacitors at 12 cents each.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size (mils)</th>
<th>Tolerance</th>
<th>Temperature Characteristic</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>80 x 50</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>X7R</td>
<td>10, 22, 47, 68, 100, 220, 470, 680, 1000 pf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 x 50</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>X7R</td>
<td>220, 470, 680, 1000, 10,000 pf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120 x 60</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>X7R</td>
<td>022, 047, 068, 1µf</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Minimum Order 50 per Value

Designers kit, KCAP-1, 50 pieces of each capacitor value, only $99.95

designers amplifier kit, DAK-2
5 of each model, total 35 amplifiers only $59.95

Unbelievable, until now... tiny monolithic wideband amplifiers for as low as 99 cents. These rugged 0.085 in. diam., plastic-packaged units are 50ohm* input/output impedance, unconditionally stable regardless of load*, and easily cascadable. Models in the MAR-series offer up to 33 dB gain, 0 to +11dBm output, noise figure as low as 2.8dB, and up to DC-2000MHz bandwidth.

*MAR-A, Input/Output Impedance is not 50ohms, see data sheet. Stable for source/load impedance VSWR less than 3:1.

Also, for your design convenience, Mini-Circuits offers chip coupling capacitors at 12 cents each.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size (mils)</th>
<th>Tolerance</th>
<th>Temperature Characteristic</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>80 x 50</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>X7R</td>
<td>10, 22, 47, 68, 100, 220, 470, 680, 1000 pf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 x 50</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>X7R</td>
<td>220, 470, 680, 1000, 10,000 pf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120 x 60</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>X7R</td>
<td>022, 047, 068, 1µf</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Minimum Order 50 per Value

Designers kit, KCAP-1, 50 pieces of each capacitor value, only $99.95

Mini-Circuits
A Division of Scientific Components Corporation
P.O. Box 350166, Brooklyn, New York 11235-0003 (718) 934-4500
Fax (718) 332-4661 Domestic and International Telexes: 6852844 or 620156
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GRAPHICS MATURE, BUT AT WHAT PRICE?

Displays on graphics workstations are nearing the point where the improvements in resolution are no longer easily noticeable by the human eye. On the other hand, monitor manufacturers are struggling to keep up with rapidly rising pixel refresh rates now possible with higher-speed ICs. However, such performance improvements—higher resolution and faster refresh rates—are expensive. The question is: How much will users pay for this high performance? Makers of high-end graphics systems will be looking for conclusive evidence, one way or the other, as they display their wares at the Siggraph '90 Computer Graphics Conference, August 6th to the 10th, in Dallas, Texas.

In today's market, a 1280-by-1024 monitor's cost (about $3000) is about the most users seem willing to spend on a display. Units with a resolution as high as 2048-by-2048 pixels are available, but they still cost much more: up to $50,000 with today's technology, primarily because of expensive CRT technology. As manufacturers begin to supply users with alternative, potentially lower-cost technologies, such as color LCD, high-res display prices should start to drop. This may even put added pressure on CRT developers to innovate lower-cost CRT technology.

Consequently, the next few years will see only those users who need high resolution move to 2048-by-2048 displays. Rather than higher resolution, the most significant improvements probably will be refinements in CRT design to improve overall display quality and convenience (such as flat, thin displays, shorter depths, etc.), or in high-resolution flat-panel screens, making them larger (greater than 15-in.-diagonal) at an affordable price.

For example, Dolch Computer Systems, San Jose, Calif., developed a mere 10-in. display with a resolution of 640 by 480, which represents a solid starting point for the active-matrix LCD technology. Using a thin-film transistor (TFT) method, the Dolch VGA-compatible display is a step above standard electroluminescent or gas-plasma displays. It boasts a contrast ratio of 100 to 1, five times that of conventional LCDs and a typical response time of just 40 ms, compared with the LCD's usual specs of 300 ms.

One key issue facing graphic-workstation designers is integrating different data-handling functions, such as image processing, volume rendering, and interactive graphics. Users typically would prefer to perform all of their graphic analyses on one system, rather than jump from one specialized system to another to get the optimum data-displaying method. Because the need for visualization and the amount of data that requires the integrated technologies has grown so rapidly, workstation makers had to turn integration from wishful thinking into reality.

Another issue to be discussed at Siggraph involves tuning up the graphics processing system. Producing graphics involves more than just displaying an image. Many imaging requirements reside in a "graphics" environment in order to offload the CPU from graphic-specific tasks. As a result, it's free to handle memory and move data around quickly. The graphics processor then performs the graphics-oriented operations, such as zooming, panning, rotations, and clipping. Users are now finding that the bottleneck once located in the processor has shifted. Statistics indicate that up to 80% of computing time is spent processing I/O information to disks, peripherals, or to the graphics subsystem. The standard solution of increasing the processing power won't help ease the bottleneck. Therefore, it's likely that vendors will now focus their resources on increasing I/O performance. I/O specifications will be highlighted instead of the MIPS that are always tossed about. And because the high number of MIPS can't be utilized effectively, those numbers may be leveling off.
Don’t keep your processor in suspended animation.

Introducing the industry’s first 20 and 25ns—1 Megabit SRAMs.

History is filled with examples of good architecture gone bad. Elegant designs left hanging because they didn’t have the right parts.

As a system designer, you’ve probably experienced the same thing. Now, Paradigm Technology offers a solution. The industry’s first 20 and 25-nanosecond 128K x 8 SRAMs.

Our 1 Mb SRAMs provide significantly enhanced functionality, throughput and performance in a variety of architectures. What’s more, a very small cell size allows our chips to fit neatly into packages as small as 400-mils—all made possible by a proprietary dual-well CMOS process.

Best of all, every SRAM is fabricated right here in our own facility in San Jose, California. Don’t keep your processor in a state of suspended animation. To place an order for any of our family of very fast 1 Mb and 256K SRAMs, call Paradigm’s Express Chip hotline today.

Catch the Express
1-800-767-4530

PARADIGM TECHNOLOGY, INC. 71 Vista Montana, San Jose, California 95134
(408) 954-0500  FAX (408) 954-8913
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dc to 3GHz from $1145

- lowpass, highpass, bandpass, narrowband IF
- less than 1dB insertion loss
- greater than 40dB stopband rejection
- 5-section, 30dB/octave rolloff
- VSWR less than 1.7 (typ)
- meets MIL-STD-202 tests
- rugged hermetically-sealed pin models
- BNC, Type N; SMA available
- surface-mount
- over 100 off-the-shelf models
- immediate delivery

---

**Low Pass dc to 1200MHz**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL NO.</th>
<th>PASS BAND, MHz (loss &lt;1dB)</th>
<th>fco, MHz (loss 3dB)</th>
<th>STOP BAND, MHz (loss &gt;20dB)</th>
<th>VSWR, pass-stop band typ.</th>
<th>PRICE $</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PLP-10.7</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLP-21.4</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLP-30</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLP-60</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**High Pass dc to 2500MHz**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL NO.</th>
<th>PASS BAND, MHz (loss &lt;1dB)</th>
<th>fco, MHz (loss 3dB)</th>
<th>STOP BAND, MHz (loss &gt;20dB)</th>
<th>VSWR, pass-stop band typ.</th>
<th>PRICE $</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PHP-50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHP-100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Bandpass 20 to 70MHz**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL NO.</th>
<th>CENTER FREQ. MHz</th>
<th>PASS BAND, MHz (loss &lt;1dB)</th>
<th>STOP BAND, MHz (loss &gt;10dB)</th>
<th>VSWR, 1.5 typ. band typ.</th>
<th>PRICE $</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PIF-21.4</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIF-30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Narrowband IF**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL NO.</th>
<th>CENTER FREQ. MHz</th>
<th>PASS BAND, MHz (loss &lt;1dB)</th>
<th>STOP BAND, MHz (loss &gt;10dB)</th>
<th>VSWR</th>
<th>PRICE $</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PBP-10.7</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBP-21.4</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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CIRCLE 103
Whether you design, specify or manufacture, one discrete semiconductor source simplifies your decisions. And cuts your costs. It's Philips Components Discrete Products Division.

We'll provide you with more than the broadest lineup of high-performance discrete semiconductors in all standard metal, plastic and glass packages.

You can count on Philips Components to help you improve design-to-development efficiency. To help you reduce time and costs—with SPC, JIT, Ship-to-Stock, EDI, PPM.
For the broadest selection of discrete semiconductors—and cost-cutting ways to use them better—look no further than Philips Components. Call today for a catalog.

1-800-447-3762

Philips Components
Discrete Products Division
2001 W. Blue Heron Boulevard
P.O. Box 10330
Riviera Beach, FL 33404

If the new Little Board/386 fits in your pocket—think how it would fit in your product.

Big power. Small package. Little Board/386 is a complete, 32-bit, 20MHz, 80386 computer which occupies just 5.75” X 8”. It’s perfect for embedded applications such as instrumentation, telecomm, network servers, data acquisition, CAM and others. Anywhere that you need big power in small space.

A complete 386™ or 4 Mbytes DRAM. Dual serial ports and parallel port. Floppy and SCSI controllers. Plus solid state disk (EPROM or NovRAM), and an expanding list of MiniModule™ expansion modules. You can even add standard PC and AT form factor boards.

Priced right. Little Board/386 can jump-start you in 386-based, embedded-processor product development. Little Board/386 is shipping now. In quantity. And, we can deliver at prices that are more than competitive.

Answers. Now. Little Board/386 is the newest in our complete family of IBM PC and AT-compatible, single board systems. If you embed microcomputers in your products, call today for complete information on Little Boards, MiniModules and the name of your nearest Ampro representative. Worldwide.

Call Toll Free:
1-800-966-5200
1-MINUTE OPINIONS

Is the IEEE truly serving its membership?

I've been an IEEE member for 12-plus years now, with no regrets at all. There is a lot of voluntary work involved, so you can't complain too much. Some of the publications are great; I have a large pile that I haven't read through. There are a lot of academic papers—I would like to see more practical examples that I can immediately come to grips with and apply in my work. James D. Traill, Tokyo, Japan.

For a not-for-profit organization with so many volunteers in different societies, I believe IEEE is serving its membership. I do not mean that there is no room for improvement. However, in the local chapter that I belonged to, there are so many workshops and seminars—from how to grow in your own profession to how to start your own business. A lot of time and energy has been put in by those volunteer organizers. It is a self-service organization. I don't think it is fair to lay back and say that it didn't serve me well enough. Janpu Hou, Bridgewater, N. J.

What is the goal of the IEEE? Is it to help distribute information and push forward technology? I think that these are the goals of the IEEE and the IEEE is doing fine on these goals. I do not feel that the IEEE needs to be a union for engineers; nor should there be a union for engineers. Richard Lokken, Milwaukee, Wis.

Instead of surveys and public opinion polls, which seem to have the intent of IEEE bashing, you would serve your engineering readers better by sending your writers out to report the actions taken by IEEE PACE groups.

How can your readers know that despite any hearsay resulting from the previous reputation of the IEEE, that there are volunteers working within the IEEE structure to help the “working” engineers, including the unemployed? The tone set by your magazine in both "1-Minute Opinion?" and the career survey is such that it debases the efforts of the IEEE volunteers.

In addition to the EA, the IEEE has on-line services for jobs. It has a national network, plus local BBS services, which on Long Island include a message area: "jobs for LL engineers." A number of IEEE volunteers have been fighting what they call ESP—engineering shortage propaganda. We have other groups—the Consultants Network, the Retired Engineers, and the group that I chair: the Small Business Development Group for engineering entrepreneurs and engineer-owned businesses.

Remember, the IEEE is a volunteer organization. Anyone with a complaint about what the IEEE does (or does not do) needs only to become an active member to be able to participate with us in improving the member services. Marlene S. Farber, East Meadow, L. I.

What's your opinion on the IEEE? ... or how about the importance of analog design skills. ... or the quality of today's EE graduates. See the table of contents (p. 5) for a complete list of questions and fax your opinions to (201) 393-0637. Or mail your opinions to Quick Look, Electronic Design, 611 Route 46 W, Hasbrouck Heights, NJ 07604.

---

CAE SURVEY

Which systems do you use for automated design (including CAE or CAD), 1990 vs. 1989?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System Type</th>
<th>1990 Percentage</th>
<th>1989 Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standalone PCs</td>
<td>71.1%</td>
<td>72.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standalone engineering</td>
<td>52.7%</td>
<td>43.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiuser workstation networks</td>
<td>45.2%</td>
<td>37.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC networks</td>
<td>44.9%</td>
<td>33.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minicomputer host systems</td>
<td>32.7%</td>
<td>28.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mainframe host systems</td>
<td>23.8%</td>
<td>22.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Survey of Electronic Design readers conducted by the Adams Co., Palo Alto, Calif.

HOT PC PRODUCTS

With line powering, a compact, 2400-baud modem works without an ac adapter or internal batteries. The Stowaway 2400 modem from Vocal Technologies Ltd. instead derives power from its serial port connection to a computer and from the phone line, which is how conventional telephones operate. Compatible with the AT command set, the modem, which has dimensions of 2.2 in. by 3 in., slides easily into a shirt pocket or the pouch for a laptop or notebook computer.

Because it can be tucked behind other equipment and doesn't need to be monitored, the modem also may find use in embedded applications. The Stowaway 2400, which sells for $295, is available from Vocal Technologies, 3032 Scott Blvd., Santa Clara, CA 95054; phone (408) 980-5181; fax (408) 980-8709.
Which technical books are the most popular in Silicon Valley?

**ELECTRONICS**

5. **Art of Electronics**. Paul Horowitz, Winifred Hill. Cambridge University Press. $49.50.

From Stacey's Bookstore, 219 University, Palo Alto, CA 94301; (415) 326-0681.

**COMPUTER SCIENCE**

National’s Simple Switcher.™
Finally, simple means just that.

THE LM2575/LM2577 FAMILY OF SWITCHING REGULATORS. EASY TO USE, AND JUST AS EASY TO PAY FOR.

No matter how you're doing it now, our Simple Switchers will change the way you use regulators. No more losing valuable design time to tedious inductor selection. No more parting with precious board space to accommodate as many as 10 extra components. And no more expensive DC-to-DC converters.

Instead, we offer our monolithic LM2575 step-down (buck) and LM2577 step-up (boost) regulator families, in 5V, 12V, 15V and adjustable versions. They're a lot easier to use than a traditional switching regulator, and cost about one-fifth as much as a DC-to-DC converter.

Now you can save design time, board space and money.

MINIMUM DESIGN EFFORT.

Designing a reliable, efficient, power supply used to be complex and tedious. No more. Our LM2575 Simple Switcher requires only four external components—an inductor, a diode, and two capacitors—and selecting them is a breeze.

Take the inductor: We provide a nomograph right in the datasheet, along with tables associating inductor codes with their corresponding values and manufacturers. You simply look up the inductor value required by your application. Then you can purchase the inductor (as well as the capacitors and the diode) right off the shelf. And you put them to work with a simple, three-step design process.

MAXIMUM SYSTEM PERFORMANCE.

There's nothing commonplace about the Simple Switcher's performance. For example, the LM2575T-5.0 features a 5V output capable of driving a 1A load with impressive line and load characteristics. Operating at 82% efficiency (compared to 40-50% for a linear regulator), it will help your system consume less power.

And you won't have to sacrifice the quality and reliability you've come to expect from a National three-terminal regulator: current limit, thermal shutdown and a guaranteed system output voltage tolerance (±3%). If you're looking for MIL-STD-883B Rev. C-compliant devices, we offer the LM1575 and LM1577, scheduled for qualification later this year.

ONE SIMPLE PHONE CALL.

This is a power solution that won't try your patience or test your budget. If you'd like to know more, give us a call. We'll even send you a complete Simple Switcher design aid kit, with an optional PC-DOS-compatible design diskette. In the U.S., call 1-800-624-9613, Ext. 25. In Canada, call 1-800-548-4529, Ext. 25. Or write us at National Semiconductor, P.O. Box 7643, Mount Prospect, Illinois, 60056-7643.

We can't make it any simpler.
For 17 years you've been better look at your
Sorry you had to wait so long.

**Introducing the Model 1600 Logic/Oscilloscope**

Now you can clearly see logic timing problems in analog form across as many as 160 channels—with logic analyzer triggering.

Look at both time alignment and signal fidelity simultaneously on lots of channels, and solve all kinds of measurement problems. Bus monitoring, for computers and peripherals. Termination problems. Ringing. Overshoot. Rise and fall times. Set-up and hold times.

And now, finally, you can test and time-align high channel-count test equipment. Calibration labs can now test and verify their ATE systems and ASIC verification systems.

The Logic/Oscilloscope lets you see it all, in exactly the format you want, with one machine. One screen. One group of parameters. One set of probes.

Display any channel, any place, relative to any other channel you want. Overlap two or more waveforms for easy comparison, and differentiate them in eight colors.

Easy-to-understand screens, prompted functions and a “Help” key make it easy to set up and take measurements without ever opening the manual.

Call (408) 374-2990 now and find out how to get a good look at the new Model 1600 Logic/Oscilloscope from Outlook.

You’ve waited long enough.

**CIRCLE 121**
The way we build workstations, you'd think we had to use them ourselves.

There's nothing like some real world proof to establish the viability of a product.

Which is why you might find it comforting to know that the Sony NEWS™ line of workstations are being used by real designers. On real chip, board, and product development projects. For one of the world's most successful electronics manufacturers: Sony.

In fact, Sony engineers are using NEWS workstations to design everything from SRAMs and other chips to advanced video and audio controllers for the professional broadcast markets.

All of which uniquely positions us to understand your engineering and product development needs. Because here is a case where the supplier is acutely aware of the consumer's needs. And has to meet those needs. On a daily basis.

The result is our very affordable NEWS 3710 desktop workstations—the latest additions to our current workstation line. Fast, powerful, and expandable, these R3000™-based systems offer extensive memory plus high capacity, cost-effective storage options—including Sony's unique magneto optical drives and DAT tapes.

Of course, you can choose the black-and-white, grayscale, or high-resolution Trinitron® color monitor that best fits your application.

We even have most of the popular EDA software packages—including applications from vendors such as Cadence, Valid Logic, Data IV/O, Synopsys, Racal-Redac, Silvaco and an ever-expanding roster of others.*

To find out more about why Sony's solutions should be your solutions, give us a call at 1-800-624-8999, ext. #96. Then just sit back and watch the NEWS.
TECHNOLOGY NEWSLETTER

MOLDING COMPOUNDS HASTEN IC DEMISE
An important cause in the degradation of the intermetallic region of the gold-wire-to-aluminum-bonding-pad interface has been identified in several types of IC devices. In a paper presented at the International Reliability Physics Symposium in New Orleans in March, it was reported that antimony trioxide—a common component of semiconductor molding compounds—is the overriding factor in causing “ball lift,” leading to a near-complete loss of bond strength. The test results, reported by scientists from Dexter Electronic Materials, Olean, N.Y., contrast sharply with earlier reports that antimony trioxide improves wire-bond reliability in dry environments. Dexter disclosed that the commonly used substance actually weakens many molding compounds. Using ion-seaeveng additives with specific types of flame retardants solves the problem. Dexter's scientists believe that their test procedures will help screen molding compounds and benefit many applications. DM

ASIC MAKERS PROMOTE STANDARD TEST PORT
Several leading ASIC suppliers have formed a specification group to enhance and promote a standard test-access port for on-chip test structures developed by CrossCheck Technology Inc., San Jose, Calif. The group's first meeting discussed how to improve and extend the test circuitry while ensuring compatibility with independently developed application software tools, such as fault-simulation and automatic-test-pattern-generation (ATPG) programs. With a standard port, ASIC designers could use the same application software to design ASICs with different suppliers. Members include Fujitsu Ltd., Harris Semiconductor Corp., LSI Logic Corp., and Raytheon Co. The group, all of which are licensees of CrossCheck technology, decided that the test port should be usable as a standalone port or with the IEEE-1149.1 test-access port for board testing. The patented test structure is a grid with many test points embedded in the ASIC's base array. Using the grid and specially developed ATPG software, designers can get faster high fault coverage than with conventional techniques. JN

SERVER BRINGS BACK MINI MEMORIES
The recently announced VAX 4000 model 300 “server” from Maynard, Mass.-based Digital Equipment Corp., closely resembles the mimicomputer of yesteryear. The VAX is the first that DEC designed and optimized specifically for client-server operation, coming on the heels of the company's proclamation that client-server computing will rule in the 1990s. Fully compatible with other members of the VAX family, the server can utilize the extensive library of existing application software. The pedestal-enclosure machine occupies less than 20 ft.² and doesn't require any special air conditioning or a separate computer room. Systems start at $127,000. The server, as well other products, were announced at DECWorld '90. RN

SMART MODELS RUN SIMULATIONS WITH MAX
Board-level simulation with the Max family of erasable programmable logic chips from Altera Corp., San Jose, Calif., has just become possible thanks to behavioral software models created for the EPLDs. The simulation models, called SmartModels, from Logic Automation Inc., Beaverton, Ore., enable designers to simulate the EPLDs as standalone devices and simulate the entire system, into which the EPLDs are inserted. One option available for the models is a “window” feature that allows designers to view some of the inner workings of the EPLDs. With the window viewports, designers can set breakpoints, single-step through instructions, change register values, and group various registers or bits together to form a cluster that can be observed as one entity. SmartModels will be available next quarter for the four current Max family members, and for two soon-to-be-released additions to the Max EPLD family. Contact Rick Denker at Logic Automation, (503) 690-6900. DB

HDTV'S FIRST IMPACT TO HIT COMPUTER INDUSTRY
ACM Siggraph, the Association of Computing Machinery's Special Interest Group on Computer Graphics, forecasts a greater emphasis on computer graphics applications as high-definition television (HDTV) shifts into niche markets. According to ACM's report, "HDTV & the Quest for Virtual Reality," HDTV will influence the evolution of desktop workstations significantly. According to the study, HDTV and workstation designers must replace bulky CRT screens with flat-panel displays, and adapt to higher-capacity communications channels. The study examines the current state of HDTV hardware and the probable future direction of the technology and its marketplace. The study, which was recorded on videotape, serves as a buying and planning guide for users with...
production and closed-circuit applications. It offers manufacturers, programmers, and educators a thought-provoking analysis and forecast of the HDTV movement. Also, the debate on standards, program delivery, and interactivity is addressed. The report was released at the Siggraph '90 conference. For information on obtaining the tape, call (800) 523-5503. RN

SPICE MODEL CREATES BETTER GaAs ICs

By correcting several deficiencies in existing models, a new Spice model allows designers to more accurately represent GaAs metal-semiconductor field-effect transistors (MESFETs). For instance, in most existing Spice models (like Raytheon-Statz Spice models), the correct drain conductance can be predicted only for a small range of drain current values. The new model, developed by TriQuint Semiconductor Inc., Beaverton, Ore., rectifies this problem by making pinch-off voltage a function of drain voltage, and by correcting self-heating more efficiently. It also incorporates several features unique to GaAs technology, and more accurately predicts small-signal parameters over many bias conditions. As a result, the improved model delivers more realistic results for gain compression and other nonlinear parameters. The model is available now to TriQuint customers, and may soon be included with commercial Spice programs. For more information, call (503) 644-3535. LG

MEGABIT FLASH EPROM PERFORMS SECTOR ERASE

Unlike the simple flash memory chips that just erase the entire chip, a 1-Mbit flash memory’s space divided into 128 sectors of 1 kbyte each. Each sector of the 128-kword-by-8-bit memory from Philips Components-Signetics Corp., Sunnyvale, Calif., can be erased and rewritten independently. The entire chip can also be erased, as is the case with the simpler chips. The 48F010 is the first flash memory chip from Philips-Signetics to come as a result of a technology-sharing agreement inked between Seeq Technology Inc., San Jose, Calif., and Philips in the fall of 1989. Philips is an alternate source for the previously released Seeq megabit flash memory. Data in the 48F010 can be read in 200, 250, or 300 ns (depending on the speed grade), and can be stored in just 0.5 ms/byte. The 48F010 requires a 12-V supply for the erase/program cycle and can endure 100 such cycles; screening can yield units with 1000-cycle ratings. Future chip versions will be able to endure up to 10,000 erase-program cycles. DB

PROCESS Merges Tungsten DEPOSITION, EThBACK

An integrated metallization system to create interconnections, or vias, between metal layers in multilayer ICs has been developed to reduce wafer-processing cycle time and particle-induced defects. The system, developed by Applied Materials Inc., Santa Clara, Calif., combines chemical vapor deposition (CVD) of tungsten with tungsten etchback and maintains the wafer under vacuum throughout the processing sequence to avoid airborne contaminants. After receiving the CVD tungsten deposition, the wafer is then transferred to the etchback chamber where a magnetically enhanced reactive ion etching removes the tungsten blanket at a rate greater than 7000 A/min, but leaves tungsten in the contacts or via holes. At this point, the etch system removes any residual tungsten and the adhesion layer on the oxide surface using a highly selective overetch step. To prevent plug recess, the system—called the Precision 5000 WCVD—uses an endpoint-detection scheme based on multiline optical emission. This detects the interface between the blanket tungsten film and the underlying adhesion layer. ML

SUBMICRON BiCMOS Packs 300 KGates/Chip

A next-generation biCMOS process with drawn features as small as 0.8 µm makes it possible to pack 300,000 gates on a chip. Up to 120,000 ECL gates (including embedded RAMs), or 200,000 to 300,000 biCMOS gates, as well as mixed ECL, TTL, or CMOS I/Os can be integrated. Dubbed ABIC IV (advanced biCMOS IV) by its creator, National Semiconductor Corp., Santa Clara, Calif., the process can implement loaded ECL gates with delays as short as 50 ps biCMOS gates with delays of less than 200 ps, and CMOS gates with loaded delays of about 400 ps. The process employs twin buried layers and double-diffused npn transistors to get 15-GHz cutoff frequencies for the bipolar devices. In addition, contactless self-aligned structures with polysilicon sidewall silicidation are used. Silicide also coats the source, drain, gate, base, and emitter regions to reduce contact resistances. Short polysilicon local interconnections are also silicided. Tungsten plugs are used in the dielectric contact holes between metal layers so that subsequent metal layers are deposited on planar surfaces, thus eliminating step-coverage problems. With the planar layers, four levels of metal can be used for device interconnections, resulting in high wiring densities. DB
Clearpoint, of course!

Advanced Chip Technology and Design
Get up to 64 MB of fast, VME-compatible memory in a single slot. Designed with state-of-the-art 4 Mb DRAM technology, Clearpoint's VMERAM-FP1 assures higher reliability through lower component count. Each of Clearpoint's VME-compatible boards supports all VMEbus addressing and data transfer types—block mode (BLT), unaligned (UAT), and address only (ADO).

The Fastest Byte Parity
The VMERAM-FP1, available in 4 to 64 MB, provides the fastest sustained block transfer timing available. Typical operating speeds boast 74 ns read and 100 ns write.

Error Detection and Correction Options
Clearpoint offers several EDC boards for the VMEbus and the VSB subsystem bus. Our proprietary second generation EDC chip set allows for reduced chip count while providing advanced EDC logic.
- VMERAM-EC1: Featuring Clearpoint's exclusive "extra bit" technology, 24- and 32-bit addressing, and 8-, 16-, and 32-bit data transfers, VMERAM-EC1 is available in 2 to 64 MB densities.
- VMERAM: The VMERAM is the low-cost alternative for EDC memory, with pricing comparable to parity memory. The VMERAM is available in 2 to 16 MB densities.
- VSBRAM-EC1: Features include "extra-bit" EDC and dual 64-bit caches for simultaneous transfer capabilities. Dual-ported for the VMEbus and VSB subsystem bus, the VSBRAM-EC1 is available in 2 to 64 MB densities.

The Clearpoint Difference
Clearpoint is a leading vendor in the VME marketplace, with the most comprehensive service program available. All Clearpoint memory products are covered by a lifetime warranty and a toll-free technical support hotline. Dedicated inventory in multiple locations worldwide support our 24-hour replacement program.

Call or write to receive the facts:
- Product/Services Catalog
- Designer's Guide
- Spec Sheets
- Newsletter
- Applications Video
- Quality Assurance Information

Clearpoint Research Corporation
35 Parkwood Drive
Hopkinton, MA 01748
1-800-CLEARPT
(1-800-253-2778)
Before you buy development

One glance at the advertising in this magazine and you know your embedded design involves mega choices. But too much of a good thing may lead to one thing: confusion.

We can help clear this up, for free. With the articles and technical notes you see above. Because whether you’re an old hand or just starting out, they’ll provide timely insights and techniques. To help you get to market first.

Learn which development tools are right for your project. Do you need emulation or simulation? And just how can you debug less and enjoy it more.

These papers are based on Applied Microsystems’ experience at setting up over 12,000 systems
tools, read the fine print.

worldwide for 8-, 16- and 32-bit designs. Our field engineers have seen enough to write a book. But we've boiled some of it down to several thousand well-chosen words. To order an article, or to receive a system demonstration, call 1-800-343-3659.

And get the bigger story:

Applied Microsystems Corporation
111 1mm
Applied Microsystems Corporation

Statistical Performance Analysis
Networked Development Systems
Training Program
Installation Checklist

A Review of Three Source-Level Debuggers for Microprocessors

Applied Microsystems Corporation
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Because successful designs require more than just a single embedded processor, Hamilton/Avnet carries the Intel i960 32-bit Embedded Processor Family. Featuring i960 Superscaler architecture with up to 66 MIPS of performance, the i960 Family includes a broad performance range of 32-bit embedded processors, as well as the peripheral components, coprocessors, and development tools to ensure the success of your designs.

Peripheral components that include Intel’s 82596, 32-bit ethernet processor; 27960 burst EPROM; 85C960 and 85C508 EPLDs; and evaluation boards.

And Hamilton/Avnet can further support your design with Intel development tools, such as the ICE-960KB; development software; technical literature; design application notes; and technical specialists. For details, simply send in the coupon below, or call toll free, 1 (800) 442-6458.

FREE DEMO DISKETTES!
☐ I’d like more information on the Intel i960 Family, including the i960 development tools demo diskette.
☐ Please have a Hamilton/Avnet representative call on me.

Name ____________________________________________
Title ____________________________________________
Company _________________________________________
Address _________________________________________
City _____________________________________________
State __________ Zip __________
Phone __________________________________________
Application ______________________________________
Mail to: Hamilton/Avnet Electronics
        Dept. 175, P.O. Box 9000, San Fernando, CA 91341-9981

Offer expires October 31, 1990.
X-WINDOWS GETS TRUE COLORS SIMULTANEOUSLY

Thanks to a RAMDAC with a unique architecture and a virtual-resource scheme, X-window terminals can now have true colors simultaneously for all windows. The RAMDAC, dubbed the Bt463, was developed jointly by Brooktree Corp., San Diego, Calif., and Digital Equipment Corp., Maynard, Mass. The chip's virtual-resource scheme enables each X-terminal window to have its own color map and the associated pixel data that's structured uniquely by the graphics chip without any color degradation.

The Bt463 operates at 110 to 170 MHz and is the first commercially available monolithic IC that offers a high-resolution true-color palette (see the figure). According to Brooktree, the device's mapping functions are completely different from any other RAMDAC's, and is the key to its performance.

The chip's lookup tables have enough storage space to switch between a full eight-plane pseudo-color and a full 24-plane true-color display. By adding the pixel-mapping function, called window-type tables, the lookup table can be subdivided into 16 smaller tables, depending on the window types being supported. The window-type tables offer the ability to switch on a pixel-by-pixel basis for different visual types (gray-scale, true-color, or pseudo-color). In addition, they make it possible for a window to be set at any depth. For example, one window can have a 24-plane true-color format, another a 12-plane true-color format, and still another an 8-plane pseudo-color or gray-scale format.

The Bt463 is constructed so that each residing application can have control over its own lookup table. Before the Bt463, the application that last touched the lookup table (the application on top) would modify the table. This confused all of the other applications running on the screen at that time.

At 170 MHz, the chip can achieve 1/2-pixel resolution—at 110 MHz, that equates to 1/4-pixel resolution. The chip, which contains a standard microprocessor interface, isn't designed exclusively for DEC hardware. It isn't X-window specific either, just window specific.

The chip's pixel ports are reconfigurable on a pixel-by-pixel basis, offering the flexibility for multiple display modes. The reconfigurability feature also makes the frame buffer more efficient because the same buffer can be used for pseudo- and true color.

The RAMDAC lets DEC—one of the key instigators behind the X-window software standard—promote the graphical user interface as a standard more easily.

RICHARD NASS

INSTANT GATE ARRAYS HAVE WIRING CONFIGURED BY LASER

A proprietary laser-patterning process has been developed that eliminates many drawbacks of other fast-turnaround patterning schemes. It also lets premetalized gate arrays be configured in minutes. By predefining a two-level metal X-Y matrix of wiring above the gate array, Chip Express Corp., Santa Clara, Calif., can pattern both layers at the same time, thus eliminating processing steps of other fast-turnaround gate arrays.

That promises to reduce the turnaround time for gate arrays to 1 to 5 days. Although the scheme can theoretically work with almost any gate array, its key is the custom X-Y wiring grid for each array family. However, to ensure no hitches on the first product release, the company, along with International Microelectronic Products Inc., San Jose, Calif., developed its own family of gate arrays with predeposited metalization grids. The CMOS arrays have 3000, 6000, and 10,000 gates, and typical loaded gate delays of 500 ps.

Because the grid sits atop a standard chip, the company expects utilization to be near that of fully mask-configured arrays. To "instant" program a gate array, the base array is coated with metal. The metal is then patterned to form the first-level grid, an oxide insulating layer is deposited, and the second metal level is deposited and patterned. Tiny window regions are next etched away in the oxide regions formed between the grid of second-layer metal lines, to expose the programming points on the first metal layer (see the figure, p.36, left port).

For accurate laser positioning and minimal vaporized aluminum-wiring redepositing, a thin, proprietary antireflection material is deposited over the chip surface. Wafers can then be stockpiled for configuration at any time. An array is configured under the proprietary Quick laser-micromachining system. About an hour later (for up to 12,000-gate arrays), a configured chip
emerges (see the figure, right part).

Post-processing removes the antireflection coating and any redeposited aluminum. A sealant cap layer is used to protect the chip. Chips can then be tested with customer test vectors and then delivered.

All of this works well for a few chip samples with a turnaround of 1 to 5 days. However, when a few dozen to a few hundred chips, there are two alternatives through IMP. The first is the OneMask production option, which allows all metal lines to be patterned in a single etch step. Most double-level-metal arrays require four mask steps to custom-create the two wiring layers, resulting in a much longer processing cycle. For major production volumes, the second option lets IMP create custom metal masks for the Chip Express arrays to further optimize performance. For either option, customers can deal directly with IMP.

Chip Express doesn’t plan to sell its laser system initially, but hopes to become a “service house,” making possible designs in either of two modes. Customers can provide a circuit netlist and test vectors created with the library of macrocells supplied by Chip Express and standard tools from popular workstation vendors. Chip Express will then do the layout (a fuse cut list) and supply post-layout parameters for final simulation before signing off.

Alternatively, customers can purchase the layout software tools from the company and do all placement and routing. Then they just supply a final approved fuse pattern and test vectors.

Contact Adi Gamon, (408) 988-2445.

DAVE BURSKY

**GAAS COMES OF AGE IN LOW-COST DOWNCONVERTER**

Gallium arsenide’s days as a bridesmaid may finally be over. For years, proponents of GaAs technology have predicted that the material’s time was just around the corner. It took longer than originally thought to turn that corner, but Anadigics Inc., has done so. The Warren, N.J., company is producing more than 70,000 GaAs downconverter ICs a month to fulfill a 1-million-piece order from British Satellite Broadcasting. This is the largest production run of any GaAs IC. The Anadigics low-noise block downconverter is mounted in the Ku-band antenna’s feedhorn. The circuit drops the incoming 11.7-to-12.5-GHz signal to 950-to-1750 MHz, a frequency range than can be sent through coaxial cable to the indoor direct-broadcast satellite (DBS) receiver. The downconverter and a preceding two-stage low-noise amplifier also boost the signal by 50 dB (see the figure). The Anadigics IC replaces more than 50 discrete components used in older-generation downconverters.

To win the British Satellite order, Anadigics had to come up with a way to produce large numbers of GaAs ICs with a higher yield and lower price than is typical for the GaAs industry. To do that, the company bought moderately priced, commercially available equipment and modified it to fit the project’s needs. Production technology was also improved to increase yields.

Furthermore, the company developed a quick-turn design cycle that went from mask tape to device to evaluation in just 2 weeks. The whole cycle requires only 4 weeks, compared with a typical 16 weeks.

The chip was packaged in a modified TO-5 can that costs less than $1, rather than the $10 or more for a specialized microwave package. In fact, the whole chip sells for under $8. The discrete components being replaced cost from $5.50 to $7, depending on quantity.

However, the IC also permits a smaller and simpler antenna, reduces manufacturing and test costs, and improves reliability and consistency.

The 12-GHz Ku-band transponders, which have transmitters in the 100-W range, make it possible for home receivers to use antennas of less than 1 m and costing about $500. This compares with C-band systems in the U.S. with 3-m antennas and price tags of $1500 and up.

JOHN NOVELLINO
Get the Facts
When evaluating RISC processors for embedded applications, you need real benchmark data from independent sources. The R3001 Performance Comparison Report is a collection of the original third-party data used in the graph below.

Benchmark Your Code
Of course, we know that published data can’t give you all the information. You’d prefer to perform benchmarks for your specific application, and our six technology centers are equipped to do just that — bring us your code and we’ll run your benchmarks!

You Can Count On Us
IDT offers a full array of complementary high-performance system building blocks for all your applications. Contact us today and get the facts: an R3001 Data Pak and R3001 Performance Comparison Report.

IDT Corporate Marketing
P.O. Box 58015
3236 Scott Blvd.
Santa Clara, CA 95052-8015

(800) 345-7015
FAX: 408-492-8454

When cost-effective performance counts

Integrated
Device Technology
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A 1983 concept that's still an innovation - Ericsson component power

If you've only just discovered the economy, reliability and flexibility of component power, don't worry. Even some power supply manufacturers think it's new!

In fact, component power concept - using very efficient, high frequency DC/DC converters as complete power 'components' for distributed power architecture - was introduced by Ericsson way back in 1983. And EriPower™ modules have since been proven in thousands of applications worldwide.

The first product, the PKA 25 to 40 Watt converter, set the standard and is still the market leader by far. Using hybrid construction and 300 kHz switching it's the world's smallest converter to offer full power operation at 85°C. And with ceramic capacitors for filtering and effective thermal management design, it has a demonstrated MTBF of over 200 years!

This same concept applies to the 15 and 18 Watt PKC. With a footprint smaller than a credit card, these sub-miniature converters offer the unique option of In-Card low profile mounting. The mechanical design allows the center of the module to rest in a slot in the PCB, giving a maximum height of just 8.5mm. The PKA and PKC can be easily paralleled for higher power applications and they make ideal components for n+1 parallel redundancy applications.

If your product demands innovative power supplies, yet needs the security of well proven solutions from a reliable source, call Ericsson. And let our technology lead help maintain yours.
One of the most difficult aspects of high-speed system design is distributing minimal-skew high-speed clock signals across one or several circuit boards. Often, board designs have to be "tuned" by adding inverter strings or delay lines to reduce clock skews. Such tuning lowers the maximum performance because the board must operate with worst-case trims. Yet another problem is distributing high-speed clock signals across multiple circuit boards so that the clocks can all be synchronized.

Although ECL systems have dealt with both issues for years, the latest crop of high-speed TTL-compatible systems now face this same problem as clock speeds go to 33 or 50 MHz and beyond. A 5-ns clock skew across a large board or system caused by improper buffering or system design could detract as much as 20% from the throughput in systems that run at 40 MHz.

By trimming the clock skew between clock output lines to less than 500 ps, most skew-related performance degradations can be eliminated. A pair of gallium-arsenide-based timing support chips, the GA1110 and 1210 from Gazelle Microcircuits, accomplish just that. They offer flexible and programmable control of timing-signal edges for systems with clock frequencies of 25, 33, 40, or 50 MHz, or with double-frequency clocks of up to 100 MHz.

The GA1110 can generate as many as five TTL clock signals that are phase- and frequency-synchronized to a master clock, adjust the clock edges in 2-ns steps, and buffer the clock signals for distribution. The GA1210 generates multiple output-clock signals at double the input frequency. Those clocks are also phase-aligned to the input clock.

In its basic configuration, the GA1110 serves as a multiple-output, zero-skew clock buffer. Inputs and outputs are all TTL compatible, with each...
output able to deliver symmetric waveforms with an output drive of \( \pm 24 \text{ mA} \). Output lines can be paralleled if higher drive currents are needed. The chip generates five identical phase-aligned output clock signals, as well as one 180° phase-aligned output clock, from a periodic reference clock (Fig. 1). Both the phase and frequency relationships of the output clocks to the input clock are controlled by the circuit through an on-chip phase-locked loop (PLL) that operates at about 500 MHz.

Proprietary PLL circuitry, similar to that employed in the company’s previously released Hot Rod serial communication circuits, eliminates the need for any external components to support internal phase locking at up to 500 MHz. That makes the GA1110 very simple to use. A sixth clock output serves as the feedback signal to the PLL and synchronizes the outputs to the input clock. Multichip clock chains and clock trees can now be easily configured thanks to the tight skew control.

There’s no requirement, however, that the external feedback connection be directly hardwired from an output pin to the feedback input (FBIN) pin. Additional logic can be inserted in the feedback path as long as the signal arriving at the FBIN pin is derived directly from one of the output pins, and it maintains the output pin’s frequency. The internal PLL will adjust the output clocks to ensure zero phase delay between the FBIN and CLKIN signals. This feature is very handy when custom chips must be synchronized to the system clock. There’s one caveat, though: The signal at the FBIN pin must stay continuous (it can’t be a gated or conditional signal) to ensure synchronization.

A pair of active-high control signals, S1 and S0, combined with the feedback of an output clock signal to the FBIN, enables users to select any of 14 timing relationships between the five output clocks (Table 1). Consequently, the clock edges can be placed in precise, digitally-controlled 2-ns increments (+ or −) relative to the input and feedback clock phase. In systems where clocks must be sequential, or where wiring-trace and loading mismatches develop, the chip can supply the early or late clocks. When the chip is powered up, or the system clock is reset, the PLL requires a short time period (\( T_{sync} \)) to lock onto the signal.

In a typical system, designers may require several low-skew outputs, one early clock, one late clock, and one inverted clock. Such a system can be satisfied by setting S1 low, S0 high, and connecting Q0, Q1, or Q4 to the FBIN input (row 3 of table 1). The result is that Q0, Q1, and Q4 will be phase-aligned to the input clock, Q3 provides the early clock (by one 2-ns increment), Q2 delivers the late clock (also by one 2-ns step), and Q5 supplies the inverted clock.

Output clock signals are generated with 50/50 duty cycles, even if the input clock isn’t completely symmetrical. Ratios of up to 75/25 for the input clock can be handled. Housed in a standard 16-pin DIP, the chip has three pins assigned for power and another three serve as ground lines. As a result, it permits more than adequate power-supply bypassing to eliminate noise. The chip operates from a 5-V supply and typically draws about 120 mA. Working either in conjunction with the GA1110 or as a standalone circuit, the GA1210 delivers multiple

**Table 1: Timing Options for the GA1110**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration number</th>
<th>Select pins</th>
<th>Outputs fed to feedback input pin</th>
<th>Output phase shift</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>S0</td>
<td>Q0, Q1, Q2, Q3, or Q4</td>
<td>Q0, Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0, 1</td>
<td>0, 0, 0, 0, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0, Q1, or Q4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Q2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Q3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Q4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Q5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Q0, Q2, or Q3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Q1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Q4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Q5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Q0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Q1 or Q2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Q3 or Q4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Q5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: 1. \( i \) represents the incremental phase-shift adjustment (2 ns) 2. A 0 phase shift indicates the output is aligned to the clock input 3. A negative phase indicates the output precedes the input clock 4. A positive phase indicates the output follows the input clock 5. I indicates an inverted version of the input clock
AT&T’s 50 to 150 Watt Board Mounted Power Modules: Engineered to take the heat... for virtually 100% system up-time.

Our UL*-recognized modules not only withstand 0° to 90°C temperatures, they bring Bell Labs' design innovation and AT&T quality to your distributed power architecture. This provides leading-edge power features that help you reduce design time, and manufacturing and servicing costs, while enhancing reliability.

Component needs are cut by including filtering and control functions within the package. They include an EMI filter to meet FCC requirements (Class A) by controlling both radiated and conducted EMI.

Modules are hot-pluggable in parallel configuration and can be replaced or serviced while the system is up and running—with no loss of power or data.

AT&T power modules also allow parallel redundancy, so you need only one extra module to back up the system. All 50, 100 and 150 watt modules measure 4.8 x 2.5 x .5" and are available in a variety of outputs.

Save space and prevent downtime with AT&T's power modules. Call today for our complete catalog of AT&T 5W to 150W devices: 1800 372-2447, ext. 590.

© 1990 AT&T
* Registered trademark of Underwriters Laboratory, Inc.
Regulated 5 Watt to 30 Watt

- 386 Standard Models
- Single, Dual and Triple Output
- Output Voltages of 5, 9, 12, 15, 24, 28 and 48 Volts DC Standard
- Ambient Temperature Range –25°C to +70°C with No Heat Sink or Electrical Derating
- All Units Shielded
- 500V DC Isolation Input to Output
- New PLR Series Features .300” ht.
- New NR Series, up to 30 Watts-50 Models-30 Triple Outputs

OPTIONS AVAILABLE
- Expanded operating temp (–55°C to +85°C)
- Stabilization Bake (125°C ambient)
- Temperature Cycle (–55°C to +125°C)
- Hi Temp, full power burn in (100% power, 125°C case temp)

Delivery—stock to one week

SEE EEM, THOMAS REGISTER OR SEND DIRECT FOR FREE PICO CATALOG

PICO Electronics, Inc.
453 N. MacQuesten Pkwy. Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 10552

Call Toll Free 800-431-1064
IN NEW YORK CALL 914-699-5514

PICO also manufactures over 700 standard DC-DC Converters, AC-DC Power Supplies and over 2500 Miniature Transformers and Inductors
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CLOCK GENERATOR CIRCUITS

TABLE 2: OUTPUT CHOICES FOR THE GA1210

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control pins</th>
<th>Clock output lines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enable 2-phase clocking</td>
<td>Invert Q1 output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: 1. 1X is an output clock, a phase-aligned copy of the input clock signal.
2. (I) indicates inverted version of 1X clock (180° out of phase)
3. 2X is an output clock, a phase-aligned double-frequency copy of the input clock signal.
4. PH1 and PH2 are the first and second of two clock phases, synchronous to the input clock.

low-skew clock signals that are twice the frequency of the input clock, which can be as high as 50 MHz (Fig. 2). The chip also generates several 1X clocks, one of which is fed back to the FBIN input so that the PLL can maintain synchronization.

All of the generated clocks (up to 100 MHz) are phase-aligned to the periodic clock input. Such a circuit solves the problem of distributing high-frequency clock signals in large systems. A low-frequency clock of 50 MHz or less can be distributed to each board and then doubled on the board by a GA1210, so that 50-to-100-MHz clocks can time on that particular card.

Several different configurations can be set up on the chip to accommodate various system requirements through the Enable 2-phase Clocking (EN2) and Invert Q1 (INV1) control pins (Table 2). In addition to supplying the 2X clock, the chip can be configured to generate non-overlapping two-phase clocks.

As with the GA1110, the clock multiplier accepts a master-clock input frequency from 25 to 50 MHz, has a maximum skew of 500 ps between outputs, recreates a 50/50 duty cycle on each output, and can drive up to 24 mA on each output line. The GA1210 also comes in a 16-pin DIP, and includes triple power and ground lines to minimize noise.

PRICE AND AVAILABILITY
The GA1110 and 1210, which come in 16-pin DIPs, are immediately available. The commercial-temperature-range versions of the 25- and 33-MHz speed grades sell for $28.50 in 1000-unit quantities. The higher-speed grades will be sampled next quarter.

Gazelle Microcircuits Inc., 2300 Owen St., Santa Clara, CA 95054; Bob Gunn, (408) 982-0900.
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HOW VALUABLE?
CIRCLE
HIGHLY 547
MODERATELY 548
SLIGHTLY 549

2. GENERATING CLOCK INPUTS that are 2X or 1X multiples of the input clock, the GA1210 clock circuit can use its high-frequency PLL to synchronize the output clock signals to the input clock.
The program in a switch.

Introducing Vivisun Series 2000, the programmable display pushbutton system that interfaces the operator with the host computer. The user friendly LED dot-matrix displays can display any graphics or alpha-numeric and are available in green, red or amber. They can efficiently guide the operator through any complex sequence, such as a checklist, with no errors and no wasted time.

They also simplify operator training as well as control panel design. Four Vivisun Series 2000 switches can replace 50 or more dedicated switches and the wiring that goes with them. In short, Vivisun Series 2000 gives you more control over everything including your costs. Contact us today.

AEROSPACE OPTICS INC.
3201 Sandy Lane, Fort Worth, Texas 76112
(817) 451-1111 • Telex 75-8461 • Fax (817) 654-3405

VIVISUN 2000

Programmable display switches. Making the complex simple.
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A Fine Line Separates Us From Other ASIC Suppliers.

We back our world-class ASIC technology with a full line of standard semiconductor devices, offering you a complete solution for any of your IC needs, with technological advancements across the board. From our 32-bit RISC Processors, to our 4 MB DRAMs, to our comprehensive line of ISDN ICs. In fact, it’s our extensive experience in standard semiconductor technology that sets Siemens apart from other ASIC suppliers.

And our significant R&D investments have made us a world-class leader in ASIC technology. We feature 1.5µm and 1.0µm CMOS Sea of Gates ASICs, offering up to 172K raw gates, and a full line of ECL gate arrays.

Through ADVANCELL® our cell-based custom capability, we offer compiled megacells in 1.5µm and 1.0µm CMOS technology for maximum flexibility and functionality. And both our CMOS product families are alternatively sourced and identical to industry-leading families at the mask level, giving you the additional flexibility of multiple sourcing.

From R&D to design to production, Siemens offers the quick turnaround and high-precision capabilities, to get you to market fast, and supply you with quality ASIC parts and support. As well as a world-class line of standard semiconductor products. Ensuring you a line you can believe in.

For details on our ASIC products, call (800) 456-9229, or write: Siemens Components, Inc. 2191 Laurelwood Road Santa Clara, CA 95054-1514. Ask for literature package M31A003.
functions include timers, counters, serial ports, and parallel I/O ports.

Additional support functions becoming popular include interrupt controllers, large register files, and DMA controllers. Furthermore, manufacturers have created specialized I/O functions that include complex timer modules, pulse-width modulators, analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog converters (ADCs and DACs), and others for automotive system, telecommunication, consumer-equipment, and computer-peripheral applications.

On the whole, the older NMOS controllers have given way to CMOS. However, for applications that aren't power-critical, NMOS 8-bit controllers are still viable and cost slightly less than the newer CMOS chips. NMOS-device choices are somewhat limited to older- or first-generation architectures—the MCS-48 and 51 families originated by Intel Corp., Chandler, Ariz.; the 6805 series from Motorola Inc., Austin, Texas; and the Z8 from Zilog Inc., Campbell, Calif.; among others.

One way manufacturers can cut chip cost is to design a simple processor that performs its operations with minimum hardware by time-sharing the silicon resources. In previous designs, that approach worked because processor throughputs could handle the expected applications.

Today's demanding applications, however, require much higher performance. As a result, controller makers are taking two approaches to meet the customer's needs. The simplest approach is to up the clock fre-
frequency that the controller runs at. Over the past few years, clock frequencies have crept from 8 MHz up to 16 MHz, and later this year some suppliers expect to ship controllers that run at 20 MHz and beyond. Unfortunately, elevated clock frequency creates several problems—testing the chips at the higher speeds, potentially reduced yields of higher-speed devices (and thus a higher device price), and more generated radio-frequency interference caused by higher clock frequencies.

Alternatively, more silicon can be used to address the throughput issue. The processor’s time-shared internal architecture can be restructured to a more parallel structure that enables multiple operations to be done in one clock cycle.

Many original low-cost 8-bit processors, such as the 80C51 family from Intel Corp.; the 68HC05 series from Motorola Inc.; the TMS7000 series from Texas Instruments Inc., Dallas; and the Z8 family from Zilog Inc.; require 8 to 12 clock cycles (1 to 2 µs) for one instruction to execute. In contrast, some of the latest 8-bit controllers—such as the H8 processors from Hitachi Semiconductor Inc., Brisbane, Calif.; and the K series chips from NEC Electronics Inc., Mountain View, Calif.; and the TMS370 family from TI—require just a few cycles (less than 500 ns) to complete an instruction. Consequently, for a much lower clock rate, the processor can perform the same work. The drawback is that more silicon area is needed for the more efficient processor core, increasing chip cost.

Today’s workhorse processors, the 8-bit microcontrollers, come in a dazzling array of configurations. A well-established family, such as Intel’s 80C51, which has several licensed alternate sources, contains more than two dozen commercial versions from Intel; Advanced Micro Devices Inc., Austin, Texas; Oki Semiconductor Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif.; Philips-Signetics Corp., Sunnyvale; Siemens Corp., Santa Clara, Calif.; and others.

The original CMOS versions in the MCS-51 family include the 80C51 with 4 kbytes of ROM and 128 bytes of RAM, and the 80C52, which includes 8 kbytes of ROM and 256 bytes of RAM. UV EPROM and ROM-less versions of both chips are also available. Other 80C51 resources include a pair of 16-bit timer-counters, a full-duplex serial port, 32 bidirectional I/O lines (four 8-bit ports), and a five-source interrupt structure with two priority levels. The C52 adds one more timer-counter and its interrupt source.

Intel’s latest offering is the 87C51FC, which offers the largest on-chip program storage in the MCS-51 family: 32 kbytes of EPROM, doubling the memory of the company’s previous version—the 87C51FB. Along with the expanded program memory, the chip packs an array of programmable counters with five I/O channels to handle complex timing applications with minimum CPU overhead. Either a windowed ceramic package or a one-time-programmable (OTP) plastic package can house the chip.

Additional 87C51FC resources include 256 bytes of RAM, a serial I/O port, three 16-bit timer-counters, and a two-level program lock to guard against software piracy. A simpler version of the chip, the 87C54, eliminates the complex counter array to trim the price. The chips are designed to handle some of the complex operations in automotive control systems, and can operate over a −40 to +125°C temperature range at either 12 or 16 MHz.

The 80C515, packing 48 I/O lines, a 16-bit watchdog timer, three additional 16-bit counter-timers, a full-duplex serial port, an 8-bit ADC, as well as 8 kbytes of ROM and 256 bytes of RAM, is an extended-I/O version of the 80C51 offered by AMD and Siemens. Housed in a 68-lead PLCC, the controller’s ADC has eight multiplexed inputs and performs a conversion in 13 µs. When operating at 12 MHz, the controller executes most commands in about 1 µs. Higher-speed 16-MHz units are also available.

AMD and Siemens went in different directions for additional control-
timer-counter, one 16-bit compare timer, one 16-bit reload-capture-compare register, four 16-bit capture-compare registers, eight 16-bit compare registers, the ability to perform concurrent compare operations, and up to 21 channels of compare outputs. The multiplication-division block tackles the math-intensive applications and delivers results on 32-bit numbers in just 4 to 6 µs.

In addition to the MCS-51-compatible chips, Siemens just signed a deal with SGS-Thomson Inc., Phoenix, Ariz., to alternate source and jointly develop future versions of SGS's S-series microcontrollers. The ST8 series from SGS is based on a core CPU that can address up to 32 kbytes of program memory and a 6-bit stack pointer (future versions will increase the pointer to 8 bits to address up to 256 kbytes). The first two processors in the family, the ST8108 and 81E08, pack 8 kbytes of ROM and EPROM, respectively, 176 bytes of RAM, timers and serial I/O ports, as well as bidirectional I/O ports. Future members will include EEPROMS, ADCs, DACs, and other functions. SGS also has two other families, the ST6 to tackle the low-end applications, and the ST9 to handle the most complex 8-bit applications.

Tackling I/O-intensive applications, Philips-Signetics created an extended I/O processor—the 83C51—which offers seven 8-bit I/O ports in a 68-lead PLCC version. One unique port includes a "mailbox" feature that makes it possible for the port to serve as an I/O port or as a control and status register. The chip packs the same amount of RAM and ROM as the original 80C51.

A more complex version of the same chip—the 83C552—starts with the 80C52 memory and adds six byte-wide parallel ports, a 10-bit 8-channel ADC, two pulse-width-modulated (PWM) outputs, and an inter-IC bus serial port for chip-to-chip communications (see the figure). Also available are an EPROM version, and a version without the ADC and PWM outputs and with only four ports.

Very large memories on a version similar to what Intel included on the 877C51FC are also on the horizon. Philips-Signetics plans to offer the 83C528 with 32 kbytes of EPROM and 512 bytes of RAM. In addition, the company will have two versions—the 83C053 and 054—both of which pack 192 bytes of RAM, and 8 or 16 kbytes of EPROM, respectively. These two chips are aimed at TV remote-control subsystems and pack a separate 128-byte display RAM and three digital video outputs.

Going in the low-cost and minimal-I/O direction, Philips-Signetics slimmed down the 80C51, creating the 83C751. It comes in a 24-pin skinny DIP (300-mils wide) and packs 19 I/O lines, one counter-timer, a single-level interrupt structure, 2 kbytes of ROM, and 64 bytes of RAM. A slightly larger version—the 83C752—comes in a 28-lead DIP or PLCC, and packs the same memory and counter-timer, but has three parallel ports (two 8-bit and one 5-bit parallel ports), an inter-IC serial interface, one PWM output with timer, and a five-channel 8-bit ADC. Both chips can't use off-chip memory.

Philips-Signetics is also upgrading its 80C51 direct-equivalent controllers so that they can operate at 20
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**ONE OF** the most complex microcontrollers based on the 80C51 processor core is the PCB80C552 from Philips-Signetics. It packs an eight-channel ADC, a pair of PWM outputs, a pair of serial ports, multiple timer-counters, and a large number of I/O lines.

---
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and 24 MHz. The 24-MHz unit becomes the fastest C51 controller available from any source and can execute typical commands in just 500 ns. The company hopes to be the first supplier to include EEPROM on an 80C51-based controller. Plans are underway to create the 83C851, an 80C51 with 256 bytes of EEPROM. One alternative to EEPROM for the 80C51 is a battery-backed version offered by Dallas Semiconductor Corp., Dallas, Texas. By embedding a long-lifetime battery-backed RAM in the same package as an 80C51-equivalent controller, Dallas devised a controller that can retain data for about 10 years, if used in accordance with its data sheet.

Although many C51-based CMOS controllers can operate at voltages down to about 2.5 V, even lower operating-voltage requirements led designers at Philips-Signetics to create another version of the C51—the 83C5410. The CL410 was designed with static CMOS logic and can operate with supply levels of just 1.5 V, or draw less than 1 mA when operated at 3 V and 3 MHz.

As prolific as the MCS-51 family is thanks to its multiple suppliers, Motorola has limited alternate sources to its low-to-mid-range 68HC05 architecture microcontrollers, establishing itself as a sole-source for its mid-to-high-end 8-bit family—the 68HC11 series. However, that hasn’t limited the proliferation of the 68HC05 controllers. Nearly two dozen versions of the 68HC05 already exist, with a few of these alternate-sourced by Harris Semiconductor Corp., Melbourne, Fla. (an outgrowth of Harris’s acquisition of RCA Corp., the original licensee of the Motorola processors). The chips’ typical instruction execution time is about 1 µs and contain a similar software structure to the original 6800 microprocessor.

Needless to say, a wide variety of memory, I/O, and control functions are available in the processor family, and more “standard” versions are planned by both Harris and Motorola. To create so many versions, Motorola implemented a customer-specific adaption program that tries to match similar customer requests with similar features and then to turn all of the requests into a common piece of silicon that can be offered commercially. The company also expects to add such capabilities as handling high voltages for display driving or high-current outputs to directly drive small motors.

For more demanding applications, Motorola offers the 68HC11 family, the first microcontrollers to offer RAM, ROM, and EEPROM on one chip. The original HC11 processor packed 256 bytes of RAM, 512 bytes of EEPROM, and 8 kbytes of ROM, as well as a timer, both simple and complex serial ports, multiple parallel I/O ports, an 8-channel ADC, and a watchdog timer. One forthcoming HC11 processor will include no ROM, but will offer demultiplexed address and data lines, 1 kbyte of RAM, and 512 bytes of EEPROM—the 68HC11F1. Additional processors with larger on-chip memories are also in development.

The HC11 processors execute a superset of the original 6800 and 6801 instruction sets and include the ability to tie the dual 8-bit accumulators together and perform 16-bit arithmetic operations without looping. The simplest version in the family is the 68HC11D3, which contains just a 4-kbyte ROM, 192 bytes of RAM, and comes in a 40-pin DIP. Memory capacities for large programs are also available—the HC11E9 packs 12 kbytes of ROM, 512 bytes of EEPROM, and 512 bytes of RAM.

Also offering two families of 8-bit microcontrollers, TI developed the TMS7000 series to tackle what it considers low-to-mid-range applications, and the TMS370 series to handle the mid-range to high-end applications. About a dozen versions of the TMS7000 processor exist, all offering performance levels competitive with the MCS-51 and 68HC05 families. The TMS7000 chips pack up to 4 kbytes of ROM or EPROM, 128 or 256 bytes of RAM, timers, serial ports, and up to 32 I/O lines. One CMOS processor, the 70C42, operates from as low as 2.5 V and as high as 6 V. At the low value, the chip must run at a much-reduced clock frequency—800 kHz, maximum—rather than the 5 to 6 MHz when powered by a 5- or 6-V supply.

Employing a more complex CPU core, the TMS370 series chips compete more with the 68HC11 and the K-series from NEC Electronics. TI actually divided its 370 family into several sub-families, which total close to two dozen choices. The sub-families consist of the 370Cx10, Cx3x, and Cx5x series. The Cx10 aims at the lower end of the higher-performance range, the Cx3x for slightly more complex applications, and the Cx5x solves the high-I/O and large memory needs of the most challenging applications.

Various members of the Cx10 series offer up to 4 kbytes of program ROM or EEPROM, 128 bytes of RAM, another 256 bytes of data EEPROM, a counter-timer and a watchdog timer, a serial port, and up to 22 I/O lines. More formidable applications might use the Cx5x processors, which pack up to 16 kbytes of ROM or EPROM, or 4 kbytes of EEPROM, as well as 256 or 512 bytes of RAM, 256 or 512 bytes of data EEPROM, an 8-channel ADC, two counter-timers plus a watchdog timer, two serial ports, and up to 55 I/O lines.

Some of the most recent family members include versions that operate at clock frequencies as high as 20 MHz. They add on-chip functions such as a multichannel ADC, or a multi-output complex timer array that can offload the Cx32 core processor, much like the timing array Intel and Siemens included in their 80C51-based controllers. The programmable acquisition and control timer module provides six capture inputs, eight timer-controlled outputs with PWM capability, up to 20 configurable comparison lines, a watchdog timer, and a full serial port.

With ROM capacities of 2 or 4 kbytes, Zilog’s NMOS Z8 family gives customers about a dozen variations with pin counts ranging from 28 to 64 leads. All of the chips in the Z8600 family pack 124 bytes of RAM, either 1 or 4 external interrupt inputs, two timers, and in most versions, both an asynchronous serial port and another simpler, synchro-
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ous serial port. The CMOS Z8 family includes over 15 processors that have as few as 18 and as many as 40 pins. On-chip memory ranges from 2 to 8 kbytes of ROM or EPROM, while RAM is either 124 or 236 bytes.

Several Z8 versions are designed to retain data when the power supply dips as low as 2 V, and they can operate from 3 to 5.5 V with clock speeds of 2, 8, or 12 MHz. When running at 12 MHz, the average instruction executes in about 1 µs. Some also include analog comparators to perform level-sensing operations and programmable timers with programmable prescalers (the Z86C08, 09, 30, and the ROM-less C90).

The company's older NMOS Super 8 processor will soon be converted to CMOS, thus reducing power, possibly increasing the on-chip ROM to 16 kbytes, the RAM to 512 bytes, and improving performance. The NMOS version packs many resources—a DMA controller, high-performance math instructions and commands to support threaded-code languages such as Forth, a large 128-kbyte address space, a complex interrupt-service unit that responds to an interrupt in just 600 ns, a pair of counter-timers, a full-duplex serial port, and 40 parallel I/O lines.

One version of the Z8, the Z86C27, is optimized for television control, and contains an 8-kbyte RAM, 256 bytes of ROM, a separate 180-byte character RAM, 4-kbyte character ROM, and 13 PWM outputs with 6 or 8-bit resolution (except for one that offers 14-bit resolution). The chip also includes some analog comparators, a pair of counter-timers, 36 parallel I/O lines, and fast-responding interrupt control logic.

Future members of the Z8 family will tackle such applications as hard-disk control, thanks to a separate ALU that accelerates multiplication and division operations, thus improving response times in servo control loops.

In addition to offering an alternate source to the old Intel MSC-48 family, Mitsubishi America Inc., Sunnyvale, has a family of over thirty 8-bit controllers in its proprietary M50XXX and M37XXX families that are software-compatible with the 6500 family instruction-set processors. On-chip ROM ranges from 3 to 16 kbytes on the smallest to largest units, with RAM growing from a minimum of 96 bytes to 512 bytes at its maximum.

Minimum instruction execution times range from about 2.5 µs when a 3.2 MHz clock is employed, to just 670 ns when the chips run from a 12-MHz clock. The 6502 processor core is also used by NCR Corp., Colorado Springs, Colo., to create custom custom microcontrollers, while Rockwell International, Newport Beach, Calif. has developed a single-chip controller with 2 kbytes of RAM and 64 bytes of RAM.

Depending on the chip in Mitsubishi's family, there can be from 14 to 48 I/O lines, asynchronous or synchronous serial ports, ADCs, DACs, PWM outputs, counter-timers, and special features including vacuum-fluorescent or liquid-crystal display drivers, telephone-tone generators, or variable-threshold comparators. A complex chip, the M37499M2, combines the controller, 192 bytes of dual-ported RAM, 320 bytes of normal RAM, 4 kbytes of ROM, three full-duplex serial ports, an 8-bit timer, and two byte-wide I/O ports.

Targeting the high-throughput applications, the K-series processors from NEC offer designers highly efficient CPUs. The company currently has close to 20 devices defined and in production, with more to be released before year's end. In the K2 family, versions are available with ROMs as large as 1 kbyte and ROMs or EPROMs of up to 32 kbytes. As with the Motorola 68HC11, NEC offers one type that packs 16 kbytes of ROM, 512 bytes of RAM and 512 bytes of EEPROM—the uPD78244.

The K-series is crafted for speed—at 12 MHz the K2 chips execute instructions in 333 ns—about half the time required by the 68HC11 or TMS370 controllers. Due later this year are 16-MHz versions that cut the instruction cycle time to 250 ns. Serial I/O ports, counter timers, and multichannel ADCs and DACs are common on most devices in the K series. One carryover from the previous uPD7800 family of 8-bit control}-
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"But what's in it for us today?"

"A full line of embedded controllers for our integrated systems, which means we can drop man-years of software development."

"You mean we can do it all with hardware, and achieve orders of magnitude greater performance?"

"Yes, this is what we have been looking for. When can we get started?"

"I've got Toshiba here today!"

It's true. With Toshiba's highly integrated line of embedded controllers, you won't have to rely on slow, memory-hungry software routines any more. Instead, a single embedded chip implements complex algorithms. The result—a system running at least an order of magnitude faster than even optimized software routines.

This advanced line-up of embedded controllers is a product of Toshiba's leadership in CMOS technology. Each offers a single chip embedded solution to a specific application. All provide significant advantages in system speed and throughput over other products on the market. And they provide a higher level of system integration.

If you're designing laser or print-shop quality printing systems, for instance, the TC8511 Font Graphics Accelerator (FGA) provides the full set of font rasterizing algorithms. For everything from common fonts to the most demanding graphics characters. Rasterizing is conducted with algorithms for Bezier curves, straight lines, arcs and ellipses.

The Gouraud Shading Processor (GSP), on the other hand, provides for the smooth shading of 3-D or 2-D graphic displays. The solution is based on a Gouraud shading procedure, and is intended especially for PC and workstation displays.

The Token Ring Controller (TRC) is an IEEE 802.5 based LAN controller utilizing token ring protocol. It also includes MAC operations, supports bridge functions, and is 16/4 Mbps software switchable as well. The TRC operates with a Toshiba BiCMOS media driver.

For international standard communications, the ISDN protocol controller meets the CCITT basic rate interface recommendations. It is suitable for broad applications such as digital telephone, facsimile, terminal adapter and other ISDN terminals.

There's a good deal more to tell you about these advanced embedded controllers. But we just don't have the room. If you'd like technical literature for any of them, give us a call at 1-800-888-0848, ext. 517. We'll fill in whatever details you need.
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Autos Spur the 90s

Transportation emerges as the next catalyst for electronic component technology.

JOHN GYORKI AND MILT LEONARD

THE ELECTRONICS industry is undergoing a fundamental change, spurred on by new applications in vehicles. Automakers in the 1990s will increasingly depend on electronics to meet ever more strict safety and emissions standards. Moreover, manufacturers now see auto electronics technology as a means of getting a competitive edge. The result: Innovative applications in ride control, entertainment, and driving aids have already been developed, and indications are that the best is yet to come. The next phase of automobile development will treat the auto as a total integrated system which will rely on substantially higher levels of computer speed and memory.

Experts feel that automotive applications may stimulate the demand for electronics in the 1990s as the PC did in the early 1980s. Electronics companies that supply European and Japanese automakers may benefit in particular. The reason is that these car builders tend to buy electronic components from outside suppliers. The Big Three automakers in Detroit, on the other hand, tend to obtain most of their electronics from internal divisions.

TRENDS AND PROJECTIONS

According to Roger Grace Associates, a San Francisco-based consulting firm, automakers’ increasing dependence on electronic solutions (along with a growing automotive market) will boost the worldwide automotive electronics market from an estimated $12.5 billion in 1987 to $35 billion by 1995. Growth for North American auto electronics is equally dramatic. Where a 1970 model car from Ford Motor Co. contained about $25 worth of electronics, the electronic content per vehicle of 1984 models averaged $585. Projections for 1995 indicate a jump to $1,500 per vehicle, and to $2,000 by the end of the decade. Similarly, Chrysler Corp. estimates a jump from an average $350 for a 1988 model to about $1,400 for a 1992 model. The increased emphasis on automotive electronics is also reflected in a study conducted by The University of Michigan at Ann Arbor. The Delphi V study reports that electronics will represent 20% of a car’s total value by the year 2000.

Another study by Dataquest Inc., a San Jose-based market research and consulting firm, divides an estimated $2.6 billion electronics market for the North American passenger-car industry into application areas. Most expenditures (40%) will go toward power-train controls such as ignition systems, emission control, and engine and transmission control. Vehicle controls will comprise another 19%, followed closely by the safety, comfort, and convenience (SCC) aspects of automotive design, which will consume 17% of the market. Currently the fastest growing segment of the automotive market, SCC includes keyless entry, automatic climate control, memory seats, and antiskid...
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ELECTRONIC FUEL INJECTION

Electronic fuel injection (EFI) computers basically control engine air-fuel (A/F) ratios to handle changing conditions. For example, a ratio of 14.7/1 is optimal for cruise conditions, but a richer mixture is needed for cold start and wide open throttle (WOT). Similarly, a leaner mixture is required for decelerations; sometimes the fuel is totally cut-off on deceleration.

Sensors give the EFI controller information about the volume of air inducted so it can calculate the precise amount of fuel to be injected. Direct-measuring mass air-flow sensors were not readily available for use in early EFI systems. Rather, a so-called speed density system was employed that measured engine speed, manifold vacuum, and inducted air temperature. Mass air intake could only be interpolated from these secondary measurements. Inaccuracies resulted and had to be corrected.

However, Bosch of Germany recently developed an advanced mass airflow sensor that overcomes such drawbacks. The air meters use either a hot wire or hot film as the sensing element. Inducted air tends to cool the heated resistance element as it passes. The idea is to adjust current through the element to keep it at a constant temperature. The amount of current flow is proportional to airflow and, thus, serves as a measure of inducted air mass.

Exhaust emission and fuel economy requirements have forced engine designers to constantly improve fuel-management techniques. For example, systems are being designed to learn and adapt to changing driving conditions and engine parameters. New solutions to internal-combustion engine-management problems include injection valves with split spray jets for engines containing four valves per cylinder, hot wire mass airflow meters, and highly integrated electronic ignition systems.

Two basic types of EFI systems are widely used. The first is called multiport injection where each cylinder has a separate fuel injector. The other is single-point injection where one main injector sits in the throttle body.

The Mono-Jetronic system by Bosch uses a simple single-point, throttlebody injection system (TBI). Gasoline is injected through a single solenoid-operated valve located above the throttle valve. This thoroughly atomizes fuel at the point of maximum air velocity.

---

**EFI System functional diagram**

THE LH-JETRONICS system with hot-wire airflow sensor is one of the most advanced EFI systems available for passenger cars. Earlier systems, such as the L-Jetronic, contained a moving vane (pushed by the airflow) connected to a position-sensing potentiometer.

Like most other EFI systems, the LH-Jetronic fuel system is controlled by solenoid-operated injector valves. The pressure drop at the injector nozzle (metering point) is held constant with a pressure regulator. Thus, the injected volume of fuel depends solely on the opening period of the injector valves as calculated by the electronic control unit.
The TBI system consists of a throttle valve, injection valve, pressure regulator, throttle valve potentiometer, temperature sensor, and throttle valve servomotor. Because of the compact and low-profile design, the throttle body can mount directly on the intake manifold.

Fuel-injection control and exhaust gas optimization is handled by an intelligent system, called Alpha-n control. This is a self-adaptive controller that monitors the exhaust gas (Lambda) sensor, throttle valve angle, and engine speed. These inputs determine the fuel-control schedule, also known as the engine map.

The computer monitors exhaust gas composition and stores the data in memory. Next, it calculates an optimum operating point, outputs a new fuel-injection signal, then rechecks the exhaust ahead of the catalytic converter. The external surface of a ZrO₂ ceramic sensing element protrudes into the exhaust gas flow and the inner surface is exposed to outside air. The ZrO₂ electrodes generate a small voltage that is proportional to the ratio of residual oxygen in the exhaust gas to oxygen in ambient air. When the ratio changes, the output voltage also changes.

The electronic control unit uses the Lambda output voltage as a factor in adjusting the air-fuel ratio. The exhaust gas composition is kept at a level that is optimum for treatment by the catalyst.

The Lambda sensor can only operate when the exhaust gas and manifold exceed 900°C. On some engines, the time for Lambda sensor warm-up is prohibitive so a self-heating sensor was developed. This permits closed-loop control within 30 s of starting and during idle.

braking. Driver information systems, such as digital gages, service reminders, trip and navigation computers, and CRT and head-up displays, will account for another 14%, and entertainment and body systems, such as multiplexing and lighting will comprise the rest.

**NEAR-TERM BENEFITS**

New car models showcase advanced electronic control systems from the power train throughout the chassis. For example, General Motors Corp. plans to equip all luxury and full-size 1991 cars with ABS (antilock braking systems), which will become standard on all models by 1994. A typical ABS combines wheel-speed sensors, microcontrollers, and brake-pressure modulators to apply pulsed brake pressure at each wheel without brake lockup.

Using many of the same components as ABS, traction control minimizes wheel slippage during vehicle acceleration. The front-wheel drive of the 1990 Cadillac Allante has a 2-stage antislip system made by Robert Bosch GmbH of Stuttgart, West Germany. The system combines front-axle traction control with Bosch's four-wheel ABS. Cadillac's 1992 Eldorado and Seville are expected to be similarly equipped. Other U.S. cars expected to have traction control next year are the Lincoln Town Car from Ford Motor Co. and the New Yorker Fifth Avenue and Imperial from Chrysler Corp.

Active suspension improves vehicular handling and safety by changing the damping force of shock absorbers according to driving conditions. European and Japanese auto suppliers are leading the technology with systems that respond to such variables as road surface, axle load, wheel turning angle, and even side loads caused by wind.

The list goes on with antitheft and security systems. GM's PASS-Key (personalized automotive security system) has an ignition key with an embedded resistor code which is read by electronic sensors in the ignition lock cylinder. If an
improper key is inserted, the system disables the starting and fuel systems. In a more aggressive system by Ford, opening the door turns on the horn, blinks the lights, and disables the starter coil when the dome light is lit by opening the door.

With the number of in-vehicle control modules doubling to over 60 during the past ten years, the size and weight of wire harnesses that interconnect these functions has increased dramatically. To reduce the complexity of such links, U.S. carmakers are turning to multiplexed designs. These use a microprocessor to send pulse-width-modulated commands over a single wire to distributed output devices.

For example, an integrated system on the Buick Electra controls exterior mirrors, window motors, and door locks, and provides keyless entry, antitheft, and illuminated entry functions. Multiplexing reduced the number of wires passing through the door on the driver's side from 56 to 20. Multiplexing is also being used in the Cadillac Allante to power interior lighting modules and in Chrysler's collision-detection system to allow an engine-control module, body computer, and trip-fuel consumption computer to share data from various sensors.

The deployment of multiplexing technology in automotive applications has been delayed by a lack of international standards. In pursuit of a common approach to system protocol, standards committees in the U.S., Japan, and Europe have devised three classes of multiplexed systems as a starting point: Class A for low-speed body wiring and control functions, Class B for medium-speed data communications, and Class C for high-speed, real-time control. Furthermore, the Society of Automotive Engineering (SAE) is expected to complete its recommended practice (J1850) for Class B applications late this year.

Networked schemes will also show up in automotive applications. Bosch has developed a technique called the automotive serial controller area network (CAN). Its protocol is supported in silicon from both Microcontroller Div. of Motorola Inc. (Austin, TX) and Intel Corp. (Santa Clara, CA). The network topology is a multimaster bus configuration that operates over either two shielded copper wires or fiber cable with a maximum bus length of 40 m and a data rate of 1 Mbit/s. Other standards vying for universal acceptance are the CarLink protocol from Detroit's Big Three, and Automobile Bus and VAN (vehicle area network) in Europe.

ON THE HORIZON

Even more intriguing features are in the planning stage. Digital signal-processing (DSP) techniques for speech synthesis and speech recognition will enable cellular telephones to be controlled by voice and talk to the driver. Cellular users can already use a system from L.A. Cellular in Los Angeles to receive traffic updates, vehicle location, and recommendations for hotels, restaurants, and trip designations.

For truck drivers, an emerging satellite technology called radio determination satellite service (RDSS) beams messages to areas not serviced by traditional communications systems. A terminal mounted in the cab displays the message on a screen, prints out a hardcopy, or delivers the message with a speech-synthesis system developed by Berkeley Speech Technologies of Berkeley, CA.

DSP technology is also behind an active noise-cancellation system being developed by Lotus Engineering in the United Kingdom. Aimed at reducing interior car noise, the system effectively "fingerprint" the sound picked up by several microphones distributed throughout the car, generates out-of-phase noise signals, and broadcasts this sound through the car's stereo speakers to cancel the noise. The system is expected to be offered to auto manufacturers within two years.

Although market growth beyond the mid-1990s is difficult to predict, driver information systems that work with "smart highway" equipment are expected to help fuel continued growth. Japan and Europe are far and away the leaders in this and related technologies such as sophisticated vehicular navigation systems. However, an experimental program in the U.S. may spur interest among domestic carmakers.

In part because of its legendary traffic jams, California is experimenting with a smart highway program which could lead to a commercial system by the mid-nineties. Jointly conducted by the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans), the Federal Highway Administration, and General Motors Corp., the Pathfinder program was initiated in 1988 to relieve traffic tie-ups by integrating traffic information with a vehicle navigation system.

The $1.6 million experiment uses 25 Oldsmobile Delta 88 sedans equipped with electronic navigation systems from Etak of Menlo Park, CA. The navigation system consists of a trunk-mounted communications console and a display screen fitted on the dashboard. The two-way communications system is linked to other test vehicles and to the Caltrans traffic operations Center in Los Angeles. Drivers receive traffic information visually on the display screen or by computer-synthesized voice. The screen shows area street maps, tracks the vehicle's position, and gives alternate routes for avoiding traffic.

The ultimate solution for smart highways will need to include sensors along the highway for gaging traffic density and speed. A traffic control center will retransmit this information to properly equipped vehicles. The scheme might even be used to regulate vehicle speed automatically. Though the prospects for smart highway technology are dramatic, several major hurdles remain, such as high installation cost, software development, and the need for communications protocols.
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The LeCroy Arbitrary Function Generators
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For the complexities of full custom, there's no one with more experience than Harris. Or so many processes: CMOS to BiCMOS. Bipolar JI to bipolar DI. Even BiCMOS/DMOS for Intelligent Power ASICs.

Our FASTRACK™ Design System, built on the Cadence Framework, offers you open architecture, exceptional design flexibility, easy upgrades and a standard user interface.

Your success is ensured because Harris is committed to total customer satisfaction. We're the number one supplier of ASICs to the U.S. military, a responsibility which sets precedents for the levels of quality, reliability and service you require.

Our broad portfolio of technologies and libraries allows for smooth integration of digital, analog and power—on a single chip. As in the mixed-signal subscriber line interface circuits we supply to major companies in the telecommunications industry.

Your ASIC possibilities are enriched through our strategic alliances. Advancell®*, the international agreement of Siemens, Toshiba and Harris, offers you a cell-based design library with over 400 functions, including RAM, PLA and analog. Our gate arrays include 13 sizes with up to 110,000 equivalent gates.

Harris is an unmatched source for a broad range of ASICs, including digital, analog, power, 6805 and RTX microcontrollers, and application-specific standard products. Last year alone, Harris introduced hundreds of complex new designs, now in operation in a wide variety of applications. For more information on how we can deliver your ASICs on
in everything from Sunday drives.

Our own ASIC design system — FASTRACK™ — isn’t the only track; Harris also supports the leading industry software: Dazix*, Mentor*, Valid* and OrCAD*.

In core-based design, we support several industry standards including the 6805 and our RTX™ microcontrollers.

Harris’ strength is more than technology alone. On-time delivery of our 6805s, for example, met Chrysler’s just-in-time inventory requirements for production of its LeBaron Convertible.

With the help of custom and off-the-shelf Harris ASICs, GE Fanuc Automation produced its unique Genius® I/O System—a distributed input/output system with extensive diagnostic capabilities. Harris’ wide-ranging capability lets you marry logic, analog and power for factory automation and other intelligent motor control applications.

Our ASICs are found in many leading PCs. Some of the world’s top creative designers—with small time-to-market windows—find our expertise can open doors.

time, within budget, call 1-800-4-HARRIS, ext. 1210 (in Canada, 1-800-344-2444, ext. 1210). Or call your local sales office. Harris Semiconductor. What your vision of the future demands. Today.

*Trademark of a company other than Harris Corporation.
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Seat belts have been widely used on American vehicles since the early 1960s. But recently, lawmakers have dictated that cars be equipped with passive restraints.

Beginning with model year 1990, all U.S. cars must provide a passive-restraint system for the driver, and in 1994 it must be available for the front seat passenger as well. Safety legislation places unusual demands on designers to provide airbag systems that are reliable, do not deploy during minor fender-benders, can remain unused without degradation for long periods, and can survive a crash but still deploy. Key to such a system is a trigger unit that senses the magnitude of the crash.

The trigger unit must contain an acceleration sensor that accurately determines when to blow the air bag or tighten a seat belt. When an evaluation circuit detects deceleration indicative of serious accidents, a firing cartridge triggers an air bag and activates the seatbelt tensioner. In a frontal collision at 30 mph (18 km/h) — the velocity needed to trigger the air bag — the calculation is so fast that the cartridge fires within only 10 ms.

At the same time, the system must be sensitive enough to discern minor bumps that must not deploy the air bag. To prevent such problems, the device checks itself against data from test crashes to implement filtering action. For further reliability, a diagnostic program continuously checks the integrity of the entire electrical system, including the controller, cable and plug, and trigger unit.

At specified deceleration, the trigger sends an electrical pulse to a detonator located in a gas generator. The propellant detonates and fills the air bag. After 100 ms, the gas escapes through slots around the edge of the bag and collapses to absorb the kinetic energy of the driver’s body.

Drivers are protected by an airbag in the steering wheel. Passengers are restrained by a special belt tensioner. Upon impact, a capsule is detonated by an electrical signal, and the resulting high pressure expels a fluid against turbine blades. The turbine turns the shaft, reverses the roll-up mechanism, and tightens the seat belt.

The seat-belt tensioner for the front seat passenger operates from the same trigger unit as the air bag. Propellent forces fluid against impeller blades of a turbine. Turbine wheel rotation forces a roll-up shaft to tighten the belt.

If the vehicle battery is disabled during an accident, a large capacitor gives enough backup power to operate the restraint system. A voltage converter assures that the full operating voltage is available for the trigger unit even if the battery drops as low as 4 Vdc.

A check lamp monitors the electrical system. The lamp illuminates when the ignition switch is on and remains lighted for about 10 s during a test cycle. If the system is operable, the lamp goes out. The lamp stays lighted if system service is needed.

Older restraint systems were primarily mechanical, employing several sensors that can monitor only two or three parameters. Acceleration in these devices contained mechanical switches that tended to cause inadvertent bag deployment. In contrast, newer electronic units contain more sophisticated acceleration sensors, with microprocessor and digital signal-processing ICs for control and monitoring functions.

The accelerometer in a Bosch AB6 system, for example, uses a spring-weight system and electronic circuitry. The dual element sensor detects vehicle deceleration during frontal collision. The movable weight bends a spring that is bonded to four sensing resistors in a bridge circuit. The device generates a voltage that is proportional to the deceleration. The voltage is fed to an amplifier through a highpass filter.

A limiter stage follows that filters out high-frequency vibrations and subtracts signals less than 4 g — accelerations encountered during normal driving conditions. The threshold deceleration value for the seat belt is relatively low. Belts tighten at a frontal collision speed of only 25 mph (15 km/h). But the threshold level for the air bag is approximately 42 mph (25 km/h).
HP and Apollo proudly announce the birth of five new workstations.
As you'd expect, compatibility runs in...
You're ready for more powerful workstations. But you want them at a reasonable price. And you don't want to sacrifice your software investment to get them.

Hewlett-Packard has a better way.

The new Hewlett-Packard Apollo 9000 Series 400 workstations. Based on the latest Motorola technology, they give you astonishingly fast performance at a very low price. As well as the capability to handle over 3200 applications, the broadest and best set of applications available.

At the entry level, there's the very powerful 400dl with 12 MIPS for under $5,000.* The 425t with 20 MIPS and 3.5 MFLOPS is priced under $9,000.* And, there's the affordable 433s, with 26 MIPS and 4.5 MFLOPS for under $16,000.*

Our new VRX graphics options offer you excellent performance for 2D graphics with X Windows. Or add the unparalleled power of our advanced 3D graphics for the best rendering technology in the industry.

The affordable, compatible new generation of Hewlett-Packard Apollo workstations. Just the kind of innovation you'd expect from HP Apollo. For more information, call 1-800-752-0900, Ext. 1540.

There is a better way.

*U.S. list price.
© 1990 Hewlett-Packard Company  CPWG002

The new Fluke 86 and 88 Automotive Meters have all the right features to test electronic engine control components. To test every part of the electrical system and to zero in on the problem fast. To hunt down even the trickiest driveability problems. Quickly. And profitably.

They are the first to deliver Fluke's superior digital multimeter performance in a totally automotive-specific package. Providing full DMM capabilities plus pulse width, duty cycle, frequency measurements, and RPM measurements with an inductive pickup. The Fluke 88 adds Smoothing™, Lo-Ohms, deluxe test leads and a backlit display.

Yet with all this high-tech performance, Fluke meters are tough enough to stand up to dust, dirt, grease, moisture, and all the abuse you can dish out. And a full three-year warranty to back them up.

Demand the best—Fluke. To get the job done right, the first time, for a long time to come. Fluke 86 and 88 Automotive Meters are available from leading automotive tool suppliers nationwide. Or call 1-800-44-FLUKE, ext. 11, for more product information.

© 1990 John A. Fluke Mfg. Co. Inc. All rights reserved.
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Newly Developed ICs Driving Auto Electronics

Early automotive electronics had to make do with older semiconductors, but specially designed ICs are opening up a wide range of new applications.

RANDY FRANK AUTOMOTIVE SEGMENT, MOTOROLA DISCRETE AND SPECIAL TECHNOLOGIES GROUP, PHOENIX, ARIZONA

Carburetors and points have gone the way of horseshoes and saddles in the area of personal transportation. Just as the automobile replaced the horse, increasingly sophisticated electronic control systems have made formerly essential components of the auto obsolete. The new systems improve performance, safety, convenience, communications, and manufacturability, and reduce emissions. In addition, they offer superior system diagnostics for improved serviceability, and system integration for increased reliability.

Although the microcontroller unit (MCU) is the critical control element in many current systems (12 applications depend on MCU technology), other semiconductor technologies will also play a key role in achieving high-volume production. Applications will include transient suppression, load controls that need more rugged and smarter power devices, and sensing of numerous vehicle inputs. In addition to supplying more precise control, the automotive semiconductors used in these applications must cope with one of the harsher environments for electronic components.

A good example of an automotive electronic control system is an antilock braking system (ABS). Virtually every auto manufacturer offers some sort of ABS on selected models. The typical ABS uses an MCU, several sensors, semiconductor power devices, and hydraulic components to automatically pump the brakes rapidly and repeatedly. As a result, the driver can maintain steering ability and vehicle stability under difficult road surfaces, such as ice or wet asphalt and under hard braking conditions.

Functions performed by a typical ABS controller include actuation of solenoids, motors, and indicator lamps. A simplified model of a generic ABS system starts with inputs from either vehicle sensors (or switches) or driver-actuated switches (Fig. 1). These inputs are converted to a form that can be employed by the MCU. For simple switched inputs, the interface requirements are minimal or nonexistent, but many sensing inputs require amplification, buffering, temperature compensation, or analog-to-digital conversion.

If designers develop custom ICs...
to link the sensors to the MCU, the ABS controller's complexity and component count can be considerably reduced. For instance, combining signal conditioning with the sensing elements to allow bidirectional communication with the MCU creates a "smart sensor." Smart sensors are typically monolithic semiconductor devices that offer fewer components, improved reliability, and reduced system cost.

The MCU's low-current, digital output must be amplified before it can control the power semiconductor or relay that will ultimately actuate the desired solenoid, motor, lamp, or display. As in the smart sensor, output signal conditioning and power semiconductor devices can be combined into smart-power ICs.

Besides easing the interface task, smart I/O devices also protect the system and supply fault-detection or diagnostic capabilities. With increased vehicle-system complexity, circuit protection and diagnostics are viewed as mandatory for improving manufacturability, safety, and first-time success for repairs.

The sensors measure the speed of the wheels and send the MCU an ac signal whose frequency is proportional to the wheel's speed. When the MCU detects a wheel lock-up, the controller drives relays that activate solenoid valves. The valves control the hydraulic pressure applied to each wheel to keep it in an optimum slip range. Present systems use electromechanical relays and bipolar power transistors or power FETs to activate the solenoids.

One of the many problems that confronts automotive-electronics designers is that the nominal 12-V system in passenger cars is just about anything but 12 V. In typical operations, charging systems regulate the alternator's output to supply sufficient voltage to keep the battery charged under various temperature and load conditions. This voltage can range from over 15 V at 0 °F to about 12 V at maximum underhood temperatures.

Moreover, electronic assemblies on cars must withstand reverse battery conditions to −13 V, jump starts from tow trucks (24 V), short-duration voltage transients that can easily exceed ±100 V, and long-duration (400 ms) "load dump" transients that can exceed +80 V. To prevent damage due to excessive voltage, the systems must either use electronic components with a breakdown voltage that can withstand the various automotive voltages, or they must include protective circuits.

The load-dump effect is a good example of the varying-voltage problem and how it can be remedied. To the voltage-regulated alternator, a properly connected battery appears as a large capacitor, maintaining a low and constant bus voltage. However, when it's disconnected, the alternator suddenly generates a high (by automotive standards) voltage transient lasting several hundred milliseconds (Fig. 2). This transient can cause catastrophic damage to voltage-sensitive electronics.

A common and relatively inexpensive way to suppress these transients is to place a short voltage clipper—such as a Zener diode or surge suppressor—across the input of the electronics. The suppressors, which for automotive applications are in the 24-V to 32-V range, must withstand the energy of the transient. This energy level is defined by many automotive specifications, the most common being 60-V or 100-V peak transients decaying exponentially to a 14-V battery level in a time constant of 0.115 seconds.
If you think you have no choice when it comes to MOSFETs... think again.

Tired of losing in a shell game with manufacturers who offer a limited selection of small signal MOSFETs? Then take a look at Siemens SIPMOS® FETs, and choose from an unequalled number of types and packages. That's right. Siemens small signal SIPMOS FETs are the answer for your circuit when high performance can't be compromised. With Siemens SIPMOS FETs, you can choose between a wide range of N- and P-channel enhancement mode and N-channel depletion mode devices with the largest surface mount selection available anywhere:

- **N-Channel Enhancement**
  - Logic-level; general-purpose (with very tight $V_{DS(on)}$ range); high-voltage (up to 600V); and medium-power ($>1.0A$) in TO-92, TO-18, TO-202, SOT-23, SOT-89, and SOT-223 packages. All with exceptionally low on-state resistance.

- **N-Channel Depletion**
  - General purpose and high-voltage types in TO-92, SOT-23, and SOT-223 packages.

- **P-Channel Enhancement**
  - Complements to the N-channel devices with breakdown voltages up to 240V in TO-92, SOT-23, SOT-89, and SOT-223 packages.

So why gamble with other suppliers when you can win with Siemens? Select SIPMOS small signal FETs for a real choice in MOSFET devices. Return the coupon for a data kit including our handy Product Selector Guide. Or call 1 (800) 888-7730 today.

Select Siemens SIPMOS... for a real choice in small signal MOSFETs.
Therefore, for five time constants (0.575 seconds), the suppressor must sustain this source or compliance voltage through a specified limiting resistance. The general range of resistor values produces surge currents in the 0.5-A to 10-A range. In addition, the specifications usually require that the device withstand 10 transient pulses, one every 30 seconds.

The duration of the load-dump transient will cause excessive junction temperatures even in many ruggedized power MOSFETs. However, using avalanche rectifiers (such as Motorola's MR2535L) in the alternator can limit the maximum voltage to 40 V, even with 90 A of reverse current for 80 µs at a junction temperature of 175 °C (Fig. 2, again).

This solution is very cost-effective because the on-resistance of power FETs increases as their breakdown voltage is increased to the 2.2 power. If a lower breakdown voltage can be used, the resulting reduction in on-resistance will reduce the cost of the power FETs, assuming that die size remains constant. Even if only a few power FETs are used, the savings can easily offset the cost of the avalanche rectifiers.

The spectrum of new automotive systems is pushing the development of power electronic components (including smart power ICs), which will ease system design and lower costs. The devices must control lighting, solenoid (inductive), and motor loads; illuminate displays; and perform dc-dc power conversion for 12-to-15-V, 12-to-24-V, and 12-to-48-V systems (see the table). Many of these loads require relatively high in-rush and/or high steady-state currents, so to minimize power dissipation or heatsinking requirements large output devices are used. Power FETs are the most frequently used semiconductor device in these cost-sensitive applications.

A critical factor in under-hood automotive applications is a high ambient temperature. As a result, the auto industry has pushed for higher maximum junction temperatures for power devices. By using plastic packaging materials with a glass transition temperature approaching 200 °C makes it possible for 175 °C ratings for the newest, energy-rated power FETs, such as Motorola's E-FET power MOSFETs.

Another class of devices, ruggedized FETs like the Motorola TMOS series, are designer-friendly components that offer opportunities to reduce the number of circuit components because they're easier to interface and they perform special functions. For example, using tighter processing controls and techniques developed for fabricating MCU and memory chips has substantially improved the typical gate-rupture capability of the MTP50N06E (a 60-V, 50-A, 0.028 Ω power FET) from approximately 40 V to over 90 V. In many applications, this improvement can eliminate the need for an external Zener diode on the gate.

The procedures used to qualify new power devices are also being beefed up. Standard practice is to use 80% of the breakdown rating during reliability tests. For all power FETs, this has been increased to 100% of the maximum data sheet rating to ensure that devices are stressed to the combined maximum temperature and voltage. For example, high-temperature gate bias tests are conducted at 100% VGS and 150 °C, and high-temperature reverse bias testing is done at 100% VDS and 150 °C. Devices that can operate at 175 °C are being qualified at the higher temperature as well.

Another important feature of power ICs is the ability to withstand a shorted load. A current-limited FET, such as the MLP1N08L, offers an integrated solution to protect semiconductor power devices from high in-rush current as well as from short circuits. With a current rating of 1.1 A, minimum breakdown voltage of 80 V, and an on-resistance of 0.75 Ω at 25 °C, the MLP1N08L limits the current that can flow in a logic-level power FET.

The current-limited FET incorporates a small-signal npn transistor and a diode from the gate to the source of an n-channel, logic-level FET (Fig. 3). Because it's designed for medium-speed switching applications that require rfi and emi to be minimized, the device has an integral resistor, R1, that limits the gate charge and discharge rate. R2 is the sensing resistor that determines the maximum current level for forward biasing of the npn tran-
Soturation!

With more new U.S. Industry types and our extensive European line-up, we're "saturating" the market.

"Soturation"—simply, it means that we're putting together an enormous family of quality SOTs for you to choose from. And since we're constantly expanding our product line, finding the perfect SOT for your design will be easy.

But that's only part of our successful SOT story.

That's because each SOT is built with Siemens unsurpassed quality and long term reliability. And every one of them is produced using Statistical Process Control (SPC), a data-driven method that manages the manufacturing operation, providing a quality level of ≤ 5 DPM.

Result: Performance that's second to none. Which is what your boards require to withstand the punishing environment of surface mount assembly, plus whatever your application demands.

Whether the need is for automotive, computers, communications, telecommunications, instrumentation, tuners, or factory automation; you're assured of the highest quality SOT for your applications.

Discrete Surface Mount Semiconductors from Siemens. The definition of superior quality. Check it out yourself. Write or call... today! Siemens extensive line-up of quality SOTs are in stock now at Advacom, Advent, Hall-Mark and Marshall. Or clip the coupon for our new expanded SOT catalog. Siemens Components, Inc. (800) 222-2203.

Siemens... pioneer and leader in SOT technology.
sistor. As the npn transistor turns on, gate drive is taken away from the power FET, limiting the current. The current limit is temperature dependent and decreases with increasing temperature, from 2.3 A at 25°C to 1.1 A at 150°C. The MLP1N08L withstands over 8 kV in electrostatic discharge tests conducted with the human-body model test circuit.

Because the MLP1N08L conducts current and dissipates power even during a short circuit, a heat sink is needed to keep the junction temperature below the maximum of 150°C. To simplify the user's assembly process, therefore, the current-limited FET will also be offered in a fully isolated package whose thermal performance is similar to schemes that use additional hardware, such as mica washers or commercially available isolation pads. Both versions of the FET are suitable for low-cost applications.

Two ideal automotive uses are in incandescent-lamp operation and in inductive circuitry. A standard, logic-level power FET process produces the current-limited FET. The process, which can create small-signal devices as well as power ICs, enables designers to boost integration levels with only a small increase in area needed by the basic power FET and with the addition of only one masking layer. Consequently, the cost of the added circuitry is minimal compared with the total cost of the power switching device. An intermediate level between smart-power ICs and standard power MOSFETs, dubbed Smart-discretes, differs from an IC process by the lack of isolation between circuit elements (except for the oxide-isolated diodes). Eliminating the isolation keeps the cost down but also limits the circuits that can be obtained. Moreover, parasitic elements that can occur must be accounted for in each design.

Devices made possible by the Smartdiscrete process also help fill another need in automotive electronics: diagnostic signals. The process permits a simple open-drain diagnostic scheme that can indicate the presence of an open or short fault by sending a flag to an MCU. The diagnostic uses information supplied by either the current-limit or thermal-sensing circuits.

Electronic engine control systems have used semiconductors for sensing manifold absolute pressure (MAP) for over seven years. Most frequently, a MAP sensor uses two silicon wafers to produce a piezoresistive silicon pressure sensor. The top wafer is etched until a thin, square diaphragm (approximately 1 mil thick) is created. The square area is extremely reproducible, as is the 54.7° angle of the cavity wall. In addition to absolute pressure measurements, atmospheric pressure or a reference pressure can be applied to one side of the sensor through a hole that's micromachined in the second, constraint wafer.

The latest development in semiconductor pressure sensors is the integration of all conditioning circuitry on the same chip as the micromachined diaphragm. This circuitry adjusts the offset and span, compensates for temperature effects on both offset and span, and supplies an amplified signal (Fig. 4). The device is based upon one piezoresistive sensing element positioned at a 45° angle in the center of the edge of the square diaphragm. The variation of the offset voltage and the full-scale span of this sensing element with temperature is highly predictable.
Designed to withstand continuous maintenance overcharge and high rate discharge in a sealed environment, the superior performance of Sanyo Nickel Cadmium batteries has made them ideal for use in leading products using rechargeable batteries. Review their superior technical performance for yourself and see why Sanyo Nickel Cadmium batteries are the world's choice.

Leading Edge Battery Technology
Sanyo offers you the highest energy density, longest run time, longest cycle life, and the broadest family of cells, from high temperature to fast charge (1 hour), of any battery manufacturer today.

Superior Service Life and Economy
With output power much higher than that of dry cells, Nickel Cadmium batteries can withstand over 500 repeated 100% charge/discharge cycles, in addition to offering outstanding economy.

Excellent High-rate Discharge Performance
Sanyo's unique electrode plate manufacturing process and current collectors minimize internal resistance, which in turn enables high-rate discharging and guarantees stable discharge voltage.

Charge/Discharge Characteristics
Sanyo Nickel Cadmium batteries are designed to give you optimal performance during charge and discharge thus assuring outstanding performance in your applications.

Cycle Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of cycles</th>
<th>Discharge capacity (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<Cycle conditions>
Charge: 0.1C x 16 hrs.
Discharge: (10C x 30 sec. x 1C x 30 sec.) x 20 min.

<Capacity measuring conditions>
Charge: 0.1C x 16 hrs.
Discharge: 0.2C, E = 1.0V

Wide Operating Temperature and Maintenance Free
In addition to displaying only minimal variation in performance over a wide temperature range, the totally-sealed construction makes Sanyo Nickel Cadmium batteries maintenance free over their life time. With the additional benefit of 5 year shelf life, there's no better battery on the market.

Superior Reliability
Sanyo CADNICA batteries are manufactured under strict quality control conditions.
All of our products are fully formed and cycled to insure uniform performance and superior reliability.

Structural Design
Sanyo also offers a long life resealable precision spring vent system and a patented welded electro-tab construction on all nickel cadmium batteries.

Sanyo's the One
No other battery manufacturer offers all these benefits. So if you're not buying Sanyo batteries you're simply not buying the best.

For more information on Sanyo Nickel Cadmium batteries, contact:
SANYO Energy (U.S.A.) Corporation,
1201 Sanyo Avenue, San Diego, California 92073, (619) 661-6620
In Florida: (904) 378-6711
In Illinois: (708) 595-5600
In New Jersey: (201) 641-2323 (Ext. 417)
In Georgia: (404) 278-1377
In Texas: (214) 480-8345
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On the road... quartz crystals were once the king of frequency control and electronic systems timing. No more!

Ceramic Resonators are taking over the throne. They're stronger. They take on harsh automotive-class environments with a vengeance.

They're less expensive... just a fraction of the cost of quartz crystals. And, in most cases, they're smaller at comparable frequencies. We even offer surface mount chip ceramic resonators.

Murata Erie has taken the lead in getting ceramic resonators ready for the road. We've been at the forefront of ceramics-for-electronics technology for over 45 years and have built an enviable, world-renown reputation for quality and capability.

If your automotive electronics application needs a frequency or timing control device, give us a call at 1-800-831-9172. Chances are one of our ceramic resonators can get it on the road.
improvements in process control implemented by Motorola have greatly increased long-term reliability. The tests used the current transfer ratio (CTR)—the ratio of transistor collector current to forward current—as a measure the LED's light output. After 7500 hours, the average CTR of the improved LEDs was still almost 98% of their initial value (Fig. 5). This testing was performed at room temperature but tests are in progress to evaluate their operation at 85°C, 105°C, and 125°C.

Several custom optical sensors have already been developed for automotive use. Two pairs of optical emitters and detectors were mounted at the end of the steering column to measure steering wheel turn angle direction and speed as part of a ride-control system. Multiple slots in a shutter interrupt the light path of the two pairs of emitters and detectors to provide the quadrature signal.

The MCU in the ride-control system uses an algorithm that determines the straight-ahead wheel position and then calculates the lateral acceleration that will result from the turn angle. If this lateral acceleration is above a programmed level, the shock absorber damping is switched to firm. The optical steering sensor also sends the MCU information that enables it to determine the rate at which the steering wheel is turning. If this rate is too high, the damping is switched to firm to supply more maneuverability.

Perhaps the most significant aspect of semiconductors is the fabrication process, which offers the ability to integrate functions while aggressively reducing cost, especially in the volumes represented by automotive applications. In the 10 years since the first use of microprocessors in vehicles, prices have dropped by more than an order of magnitude, while features and computing capability increased significantly. Continuing development ensures that new devices will be available for cost-effective performance in future automotive systems.
Automotive connectors for new performance standards in the new decade.
Every new idea in automotive electronics must meet high quality standards in a tight economy.

To provide advanced connectors that live up to those requirements, we work under a formal, corporate-wide quality program, starting from an established technological ‘platform’ and developing products that enhance the manufacturing process.

Our latest — the AMPSEAL underhood connector and the POSI-MATE instrument panel connector — typify the philosophy. Both employ proven contact technology, a design platform that offers easy reliability projections and cuts development and testing time significantly.

Yet both still allow application-specific versions, particularly the high-density POSI-MATE connector, which can be implemented in many configurations.

Crimp contacts allow automated termination, and the clean (lanceless) design uncomplicates handling. Terminal position assurance is provided by the housings. Our IP connector goes a step further with connector position assurance: for protection against under-dash tugs, the latch can also be locked.

Both assemble quickly, but our AMPSEAL high-temp submersible connector is unique — it literally goes together in seconds.

The housing comes preassembled, seals in place, with the front partially extended. In a simple, two-stage loading sequence, terminals are first inserted through the rear seal area and held firmly in the positioning stage. When the front is pushed into place, the contacts are locked.

Both connectors provide an inherent quality control check as well — the housings won’t assemble if a contact is in wrong. Ideas like this have helped us meet tough quality/manufacturability requirements in the global automotive arena for decades, and in every related industry as well. We’d like to help you.

For more information or to arrange for an AMP Automotive Sales Engineer to visit at your convenience, call 1-800-522-6752 Ext. 7302. AMP Incorporated, Harrisburg, PA 17105-3608.
We'd like to name names, but the story is still unfolding.

One of the Big Three automobile manufacturers had been buying custom controllers for instrumentation lighting from an off-shore vendor—we're talking about a million pieces annually—when the dollar suddenly took a downturn.

Faced with continuing price increases, they went looking for a reliable domestic supplier: "All we need is a simple form, fit and function replacement," they said.

Not so simple. As they discovered, other suppliers either wanted to sell them standard parts or an expensive ASIC. Furthermore, no one was willing to make the effort to supply an IC and hybrid and make it cost competitive. It was driving them nuts.

Then in marched the General.

Because we're set up to provide custom hybrid power IC solutions, we routinely dedicate a program manager to the project. In this case, he not only successfully engineered exactly the part they wanted, he also pioneered a few improvements of his own.

He designed the heat sink right onto the package at no additional expense. This reduced parts count, saved labor costs and significantly increased reliability. What's more, because of his growing intimacy with the customer's design process, he was able to identify and implement a new consumer feature that was also incorporated onto the hybrid—a circuit that activates a courtesy light for 30 seconds after you close the car door.

The auto manufacturer was thrilled. Not only did we give them another competitive advantage, we've shipped them nearly a million parts.

That's our business: solving problems by going that extra mile. If you need a custom power IC or hybrid solution, contact Silicon General, 11861 Western Avenue, Garden Grove, CA 94641. TWX: 910-596-1804. FAX: 714-893-2570. Phone: 714-898-8121.

Solutions... that's the general idea.
ACTUATORS PROVIDE
MOTION CONTROL

A NEW LINE OF ELECTRIC linear actuators are designed to provide remote and automatic motion control in large vehicles such as buses, vans, and trucks. Applications include door opening and closing; transmission "shift by wire" in trucks and off-highway equipment; and wheelchair lifting, positioning, and locking. Using motor voltages of 12, 24, 36 or 90 VDC, the actuators can operate at stroke lengths up to 24 in., speeds to 2 in./s and with loads up to 1,500 lb.

The weatherproof actuators, which consist of a motor, gearbox, and lead-screw, are simple to install because complex wiring is not needed.

Warner Electric/Dana Corp., 449 Gardner St., S. Beloit, IL 61080; (815) 389-3771.

CIRCLE344

HALL SENSOR ACTIVATES LAMPS

THE UGQ5140K IS AN IC Hall sensor that can activate incandescent lamps, relays, and solenoids. The IC is equipped with an internal protection system. A voltage regulator on the chip allows use of the device to be used with supply voltages of 4.5 V to 28 V.

The UGQ5140K features a high current sink capability (300-mA continuous; 900-mA peak current limit), an automotive temperature range (−40 to 85°C), and a low-profile 4-pin Mini SIP package.

Sprague Electric, 70 Pembroke Rd., Concord, NH 03301; (603) 224-1961.

CIRCLE345

P&B relays handle tough automotive switching problems

Peace of mind.

For nearly 60 years, manufacturers of industrial controls have known they can rely on Potter & Brumfield relays to handle their toughest switching problems. A new line of relays from P&B now allows designers of automotive electronic/electrical systems to have that same peace of mind.

P&B automotive relays range from miniature PC board units to 70 amp, plug-in types and special relay modules. They're designed to handle the toughest switching problems.

Our expertise in the field of electrical switching is considerable, plus we can call on the resources of Siemens. We're supported by their vast experience and automotive electronic/electrical product knowledge.

This combination assures you of competitively priced, high quality relays that deliver the performance you demand. All from a domestic source with worldwide manufacturing facilities.

Contact your P&B sales representative and find out more. For the name and telephone number of the sales representative serving your area, call toll-free 800-255-2550.

Write us for a free automotive relay catalog. Potter & Brumfield Inc., 200 S. Richland Creek Dr., Princeton, IN 47671. Fax 812-386-2335.

Potter & Brumfield A Siemens Company

CIRCLE94
Almost all the colors of the rainbow and a lot easier to mold.

Plenco Polyesters...

Many design engineers have said that in addition to the other qualities they look for in a material, aesthetics is an important one, and that thermoset polyesters give them an attractive product as well as one that can stand the heat better than other materials including thermoplastics.

More and more of them looking for a tough plastic with tight color matching (including grays and whites) are finding Plenco thermoset polyesters to be a good solution.

These compounds offer characteristics, in addition to colors, that outdistance most higher-priced engineering thermoplastics — injection moldability, high heat resistance, excellent appearance and real economy.

Why not choose Plastics Engineering Company from the beginning of your next project? We can help you gain a level of quality, product performance, and total cost savings that can help to keep you competitive. You’ll also get Plenco’s first-rate service and on-time delivery that many manufacturers and molders count as part of their success. For information, call 414-458-2121 or write P.O. Box 758, Sheboygan, WI 53082-0758.

PLASTICS ENGINEERING COMPANY
Sheboygan, WI 53082
Since 1934

CIRCLE 108
METERS AID IN TROUBLESHOOTING

In addition to measuring basic quantities such as DC and AC voltage, current, and resistance, two handheld meters, the Fluke 86 and 88, also have the ability to measure revolutions-per-minute, frequency, duty cycle, and pulse rate. Both models can record minimum and maximum readings and can average the readings in a given time period. These capabilities make it possible to check current draw and voltage drops in automotive starting and charging circuits.

Built according to military standards, the 86 meter includes probes and alligator clips. The 88 includes hair probes, needle point probes, and alligator clips. Both meters have safety features which warn users when leads are connected to the current jack while the meter is selected for voltage or resistance. An added feature for the 88 meter is smoothing, which displays the average of eight measurements and provides a stable display for fluctuating signals. U.S. list prices are $495 for the 88 and $399 for the 86. John Fluke Mfg Co. Inc., P.O. Box 9090, Everett, WA 98206; (206) 881-6966.

SURGE SUPPRESSORS CHALLENGE ZENER DIODES

The V24ML family of surge suppressors are designed as alternatives to Zener diodes for automotive applications. The devices are rated for peak currents of up to 2,000 A (8/20 μs current wave), have a jump-start over-voltage capability of 24.5 V for five minutes and can operate at a wide temperature range (−55 to 125 °C) to handle the harsh environment of the automotive industry.

The devices are supplied in leadless chip form for surface mounting. These devices can also distribute heat evenly because their semiconducting ceramic structure, unlike that of Zeners, contains thousands of p-n junctions at their conductive-grain boundaries. The result is low peak temperatures, which makes the device more reliable.

Production quantities of the V24ML1206, 2820 and 2220 will be available at the end of this year. Harris Semiconductor, P.O. Box 883, Melbourne, FL 32901; 1-800-4-Harris ext. 1066.

When you need to select a transducer for your high volume OEM application, think of Data Instruments' new Model DG pressure transducer.

• for hostile environments
• meets SAE specifications for shock, vibration, salt spray, and humidity
• ±4% total error band
• 0-100 psi to 0-5000 psi ranges

Pick up the phone and call us today at 1-800-333-DATA. We'll send complete specifications your way!
AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRONICS RESOURCE FILE

These brochures, catalogs and technical bulletins are available to you.

To order copies, circle the appropriate numbers on the information Center Card.

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS CATALOG
98 pgs. of charts and diagrams covers complete line of products. Includes info. about ceramic capacitors, chip inductors, potentiometers and piezo alarms and other electronic components.

Murata Erie North America, Inc. Symrna, GA CIRCLE 202

MOLDING COMPOUNDS
Plastics engineering company offers a reference file for manufacturing and design engineers. The detailed listing of phenolic, melamine-phenolic and polyester molding compounds shows properties and test values for stock compounds.

Plastics Engineering Co., Sheboygan, WI CIRCLE 203

FREE AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRONICS POSTER
Now available from Fluke; an illustrated guide to troubleshooting 10 of the most common electronic control components found in today's high tech automobiles. This attractive poster is approximately 2 x 3 ft. 1-(800) 44-Fluke

John Fluke Mfg. CIRCLE 204

FREE MOSFET DATA KIT
This handy kit is packed with data sheets about the full Siemens line of small signal SITMOS®FETS ... high voltage types ... low threshold ... depletion mode ... medium power ... and the most surface mount types in the industry! 1 (800) 888-7730

Siemens Components, Iselin, NJ CIRCLE 208

POWER IC DRIVERS
Descriptive data on power ICs designed for automotive application such as lamp, solenoid and motor drivers. Key features, spec sheets, environmental stress data, and a handy product/application selection guide are included in this reference folder.

Harris Semiconductor, Melbourne, FL CIRCLE 205

NICKEL CADMIUM BATTERIES
Literature from Sanyo provides electrical specifications for seven families of nickel cadmium batteries. They all exhibit excellent charge/discharge and thermal characteristics.

SANYO Electric Co. Ltd. San Diego, CA CIRCLE 206

FREE AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRONICS POSTER
Now available from Fluke; an illustrated guide to troubleshooting 10 of the most common electronic control components found in today's high tech automobiles. This attractive poster is approximately 2 x 3 ft. 1-(800) 44-Fluke

Siemens Components, Iselin, NJ CIRCLE 208

PRESSURE SENSORS
An updated guide has been issued by Honeywell's Micro Switch Div. Gage, differential, absolute, vacuum gage, low pressure, high pressure, heavy-duty, pressure-to-current, adjustable gage & digital set-point pressure sensors are included in catalog.

Micro Switch, A Honeywell Div., Freeport, IL CIRCLE 211

FEA FOR DESKTOP COMPUTERS
FEA 3D modeling & analysis system for 286/386/486 PC's perform linear & nonlinear stress, dynamic, heat transfer, piping & electrostatic analysis. Model with included CAD package or interface to others. Phone: 412-967-2700 FAX 967-2781

Algor Interactive Systems, Inc., Pittsburgh, PA CIRCLE 212

PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS
Full-line catalog provides pressure transducer, instrumentation and load cell information. Application and selection guides provided to determine the type of transducer you need. New product data sheets available for low cost high pressure/high volume OEM users. 1-800-333-DATA

Data Instruments, Acton, MA CIRCLE 213

MOLDING COMPOUNDS
Plastics engineering company offers a reference file for manufacturing and design engineers. The detailed listing of phenolic, melamine-phenolic and polyester molding compounds shows properties and test values for stock compounds.
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Descriptive data on power ICs designed for automotive application such as lamp, solenoid and motor drivers. Key features, spec sheets, environmental stress data, and a handy product/application selection guide are included in this reference folder.
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PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS
Full-line catalog provides pressure transducer, instrumentation and load cell information. Application and selection guides provided to determine the type of transducer you need. New product data sheets available for low cost high pressure/high volume OEM users. 1-800-333-DATA

Data Instruments, Acton, MA CIRCLE 213
The Management Collection

Books selected to help you approach difficult business situations more knowledgeably.

LEADERSHIP

R75 Surviving the Crisis of Change — Honing Your Management Skills
In today's fast-paced business world it is not always easy to find the best answers to difficult questions. This series of forty articles is a collection of Industry Week's best information dealing with change that affects managers' professional as well as personal lives. You'll learn how to gain control over difficult problems. Every day articles include... Expand Your Career by Expanding Yourself; The Politic Game; Surviving a Takeover; When Values Collide; and many more.
124 pages... softbound... $22.50

R85 How to be a Better Leader
Frederick Herzberg, Daniel Yankelovich, Charles Day, Perry Pascarella, and others in classic articles about the changing expectations of today's workforce and how to deal with them. Included are: Selecting Your Management Style; Dealing With Your Subordinates; Motivating Your Workers; and more.
98 pages... softbound... $17.50

R90 Your Toughest Tests As A Manager
This book guides you in assessing your own management skills and helps you to develop the strong leadership capabilities you need to be a more effective manager. Articles include: Developing a Flexible Management Style; Motivating Without Manipulating; Handling Creative Staff Members; and many more.
57 pages... softbound... $15.00

R87 the Unhealthy Executive and Some Practical Cures
Managing in an age of anxiety can drive executives into dangerous responses. This book keys on emotional awareness. It shows you how to recognize potential problems and how to deal with them.
72 pages... softbound... $16.00

R89 Future Focus: Advancement and Leadership Strategies
Should you plan your career — or just let it happen? Are you using strategies that build success or derail advancement? These are a few of the topics you'll find discussed in a series of articles ranging from career planning to executive management skills.
117 pages... softbound... $18.00

MOTIVATION

R88 Herzberg on Motivation
What can the manager do for himself and for his subordinates to overcome the "burnout" caused by the increasing abstraction of work and work relationships? Why is scientific management not the answer to increasing productivity? This book answers all these questions and many more... from problems that might surface in trying to make participative management work to effective leadership in a period of psychological depression... this book has it all.
80 pages... softbound... $22.50

LEGAL

R80 Right Off The Docket
This is an invaluable reference source of more than 140 industrial accident and occupational illness claims. The index provides a cross-reference for each case by type of injury and the judicial ruling set forth so that you can quickly turn to those cases of particular interest.
130 pages... softbound... $10.00

MANUFACTURING

R72 Strategic Manufacturing
This complete series of twenty-four articles analyzes some of the key issues management must face in developing effective strategies in the years ahead. The articles discuss "how" to link manufacturing with all of the functional departments of an organization so they work with a broad, corporate view of their goals. Articles include...Ten Ways to Mismanage Technology; Learning From Foreign Strategies; CIM... Walking Through Fire; Challenging Tradition; and much more.
94 pages... softbound... $19.50

FINANCE & ACCOUNTING

X39 Managerial Accounting for Non-Financial Managers
You'll work as a company controller in this programmed learning course. You'll learn to properly record all the company's business transactions... sales, inventory purchases, operating expenses, depreciation, equity changes, disposal of assets. When the company's fiscal year ends, you'll prepare the annual report, balance sheet, income statement, and the statement of source and application of funds. When you've finished the course, you'll understand better the role of accounting and how to use the information accounting gives you to be a more effective manager.
Two volumes—course book and workbook... $27.50

R70 Strategic Management
Getting a fix on your competitive position, establishing a clear purpose for the corporation, meshing the corporate purpose with the individual goals of your people, and getting their commitment. This collection of ten articles will help show you ways to foster greater vision of your corporate purpose and techniques for combining the human and technological factors needed for good decision-making.
34 pages... softbound... $7.00

To order these books, just fill out the coupon below and mail to:

Penton Education Division
1100 Superior Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio 44114

Please send the books indicated. I understand that I can review them for 15 days and, if not satisfied, return them for full refund or credit.

Orders under $15.00 must be prepaid.

☐ My payment is enclosed for postage-free shipment in the U.S. and Canada.
☐ Bill my company and include postage and handling charges. My purchase order is enclosed.

Charge my ☐ Mastercard ☐ Visa ☐ American Express Card

Account No. ☐ Exp. Date

Signature

Penton Education Division
1100 Superior Avenue • Cleveland, Ohio 44114
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Industry standard Microsoft QuickBASIC, C, or QuickC compatible development tools for data acquisition and instrument control

Work with interactive easy-to-use function panels that generate 100% Microsoft QuickBASIC and C compatible code, and still use industry standard compilers to create standalone programs for any DOS computer.

Functions for all your instrument control needs

All the functions you need to control and read data from GPIB, RS-232, and VXI instruments, plus an instrument library of over 70 ready-to-use instrument drivers for hassle-free instrument programming.

Integrated support for plug-in data acquisition boards

Write programs quickly and easily for multichannel acquisition direct to disk, digital control, and waveform generation using the National Instruments plug-in boards.

High-performance analysis libraries make number crunching fast and simple

Have the analysis functions you need right at your fingertips, including array operations, statistics, FFT and digital filtering functions, and much more.

Extensive graphics capabilities make it easy to put your data on display

Creating sophisticated multiplot displays and real-time strip charts is no problem, plus you get hard copy support for HPGL plotters and over 160 dot-matrix and laser printers.

LabWindows... making industry standard programming languages work for you in data acquisition and instrument control.

Ask for a FREE Catalog and Demo Disk
(800) IEEE-488 or (512) 794-0100
CAREFUL DESIGNING IS NEEDED TO MEET TODAY'S STRINGENT TIMING REQUIREMENTS AND TO SUPPLY CLEAN CLOCK SIGNALS.

LOW-SKEW CLOCK DRIVERS MAXIMIZE MPU SYSTEMS

Today's CISC and RISC microprocessor systems have frequencies that approach 40 to 50 MHz. As a result, maintaining a synchronous system demands precise, well-controlled clock signals. Many microprocessors also require input clock duty cycles very close to 50%. These stringent timing requirements mandate the use of special, low-skew clock distribution circuits, or clock drivers. Just plugging one of these parts into a board doesn't ensure a trouble-free system, however. Meeting system timing requirements and providing clean clock signals call for careful design techniques for systems and pc boards.

Designers of microprocessor systems want to use as much of a clock cycle as possible without adding unnecessary timing guardbands. Unfortunately, propagation delays of peripheral logic don't scale with frequency. Therefore, as the clock period decreases, system designers have less time but the same logic delays to accomplish the function. How do designers gain more time? One option is to use a special clock source that minimizes clock "uncertainty."

A simple example illustrates this concept. At 33 MHz, $T_{cycle} = 30$ ns. An FCT240A octal inverter buffer, for example, has a high-low uncertainty of the min/max spread of $t_{PLH}$ to $t_{PHL}$ of about 3.3 ns. If 1.7 ns of pin-to-pin skew due to the actual part and pc-board trace delays is also considered, then only 25 ns of the clock period is still available. The worst-case $t_p$ of clock-to-data valid on the 88200 M-bus is 12 ns, which leaves only 13 ns to accomplish other functions. In this case, 17% of a cycle is required for clock distribution or clock "uncertainty." From a system designer's point of view, this percentage is an unacceptable penalty. At 50 MHz,
The penalty balloons to 25%.

A maximum of 10% of the period allotted for clock distribution is an acceptable standard. If multiple levels of clock distribution (one clock driver’s output feeding the inputs of several other clock drivers) are necessary owing to large clock fan-outs, the additional part-to-part skew variations add even more to the clock uncertainty. Standard logic has always been specified with a large (and conservative) delta between the minimum and maximum propagation delays. This delta creates excessive clock uncertainty, which designers have been forced to design into their systems, even though it’s unrealistic.

When system frequencies were below 16 MHz, this large clock penalty could be tolerated. As the preceding example points out, that’s not the case today. A clock driver’s specifications guarantee this min/max delay delta to be a specific, small value. To reduce the clock overhead to manageable levels, a clock driver with minimal variation (less than 5%) from a 50% duty cycle and guaranteed low output-to-output and part-to-part skew must be used.

**CLOCK-SKEW DEFINITIONS**

A typical clock driver has one input, which is usually driven by a crystal oscillator. The clock driver can have any number of outputs, which have a certain frequency relationship to the clock input. And clock-driver skew is typically defined by three different specifications (Fig. 1).

The first specification, \(t_{os} \) measures the difference between the fastest and slowest propagation delays (any transition) between the outputs of one part. Note that this number must be 1 ns or less for high-end systems.

The second specification, \(t_{ps} \), measures the difference between the high-to-low and low-to-high transition for one output (pin). It defines how close to a 50% duty cycle the clock driver’s outputs will be. For example, if this specification is 1 ns (\(\pm 0.5 \) ns), the output duty cycle at 33 MHz is 50% (\(\pm 3.5\%\)). A clock driver, which buffers only the crystal input, creates a 1:1 input to output frequency relationship. This can be a problem if a very tight tolerance to a 50% duty cycle is required.

**OUTPUT DUTY CYCLE**

In this case, the output duty cycle depends on the input duty cycle, which isn’t well-controlled in most crystal oscillators. The clock driver’s outputs switching at half the input frequency (\(\pm 2\%\)) is a common relationship. This means that the outputs switch on only one edge of the oscillator. As a result, the output doesn’t depend on the duty cycle of the input (crystal oscillator frequency is very stable).

The third specification, \(t_{pv} \), measures the maximum propagation-delay delta between any given pin on any part. This specification defines the part-to-part variation between any clock driver (of the same device type) ever shipped. This number reflects the process variation inherent in any technology.

For CMOS, \(t_{pv} \) is usually 3 ns or less (see “What’s available now?”). High-performance ECL technologies can bring this number down into the 1-to-2-ns range. Another way to minimize the part-to-part variation is to use a phase-locked-loop clock driver, which is just now becoming available.

When designing a clock driver into a system, it’s important to give consideration to the skew specs that are usually specified at a fixed, lumped capacitive load. In a real system environment, the clock lines usually have various loads distributed over several inches of pc-board trace, which can contribute additional delay. Because the clock lines sometimes act as transmission lines, the system designer must use careful board-layout techniques to minimize the total...
The ADSP-2100.
- The ADSP-2100 computes a 1024-point complex FFT in less than 3 ms with a total memory requirement of less than 4k bytes. It also computes a $2 \times 2$ 2D convolution in 1.2 µs and executes ADPCM in only 68 µs.
- The ADSP-2100 can access two words of external data every cycle.
- The ADSP-2100 supports zero-overhead loops of any length. So our looped code—which is the easiest to write—is also the fastest.
- The ADSP-2100's two dedicated data address generators can auto-increment/decrement by any offset value, and they have automatic circular buffer wraparound.
- The ADSP-2100 Assembler supports the easiest language in the business. So you code a multiplication/accumulation the same way you'd write the original algorithm. For example, the algebraic $R = R + X \cdot Y$ codes as $MR = MR + MX0 \cdot MY0$.

The TMS320C25.
- The TMS320C25 takes more than three times as long to compute the same size FFT, while it devours over 47k bytes of memory.
- The TMS320C25 is limited to one access of external data every two cycles.
- The only zero-overhead loop the TMS320C25 can execute is one instruction repeated no more than 256 times.
- Circular buffers? The TMS320C25 doesn't support them.
- The TMS320C25 is programmed with 133 mnemonics like SPAC, BGEZ, MACD, XORX, and SBRK. A multiplication/accumulation is coded as MACD > FF03,* - . While this might not scare the XORX out of you, it's not the easiest thing to debug or maintain.

We're not saying the TMS320C25 is slow. But even if it were twice as efficient as it is now, it'd still be a lot slower at DSP than the ADSP-2100. The fact is, the ADSP-2100 is out in front of the TMS320C25 in performance, readability of code, and development tools.

Just how far out front? Get our free technical booklet and read about it. Or better yet, get an ADSP-2100 sample kit for only $49.95 and see for yourself. To request either, call DSP Marketing at 1-617-461-3771.
LOW-SKEW CLOCK DRIVERS

system skew. In other words, just plugging a low-skew clock driver into a board won't solve all timing problems.

Consider a scale replication of a section of an RISC 88000 system board layout (Fig. 2). The board section includes the MC88100 CPU, the MC888200 cache MMU devices, and the MC88914 CMOS clock driver. The only pc-board traces shown are the clock-output traces from the MC88914 to the various loads. For this clock driver, the output-to-output skew (t_{pdc}) is guaranteed to be less than 1 ns at any given temperature, supply voltage, and fixed load up to 50 pF.

MINIMIZE CLOCK SKEW

To calculate the total system skew, the difference in clock pc-board trace length and loading must be taken into account. For an unloaded pc-board trace, the signal delay per unit length, t_{pd}, depends only on the dielectric constant, e_r, of the board material. The characteristic impedance, Z_0, of the line depends upon e_r and the trace’s geometry. These relationships are depicted for a microstrip line (Fig. 3). The formulas for t_{pd} and Z_0 are slightly different for other types of strip lines. For simplicity, all calculations in this article assume a microstrip line.

The equations are valid only for an unloaded trace. Loading down a line increases its delay and lowers its impedance. The signal-propagation delay (t_{pd}) and characteristic impedance (Z_0) due to a loaded trace are calculated by the formulas:

\[ t_{pd}' = t_{pd} \sqrt{1 + C_d/C_0} \]
\[ Z_0' = Z_0/\sqrt{1 + C_d/C_0} \]

C_d is the distributed load capacitance-per-unit-length, which is the total input capacitance of the receiving devices, divided by the length of the trace. C_0 is the intrinsic capacitance of the trace, which is defined as:

\[ C_0 = t_{pd}/Z_0 \]

Assuming typical microstrip dimensions and characteristics as w = 0.01 in., t = 0.002 in., h = 0.012 in., and e_r = 4.7, the equations yield Z_0 = 69.4 \Omega and t_{pd} = 0.144 ns/in. (Fig. 3 again). C_0 is then calculated as 2.075 pF/in. If it’s assumed that an MC88100 or 88200 clock input load is 15 pF and that two of these loads, along with a 7-pF FAST TTL load, are distributed along a 9.6-in. clock trace, C_d = 37 pF/9.6 in. = 3.85 pF/in. The loaded trace propagation delay and characteristic impedance are then calculated as t_{pd}' = 0.243 ns/in. and Z_0' = 41 \Omega.

In terms of trace c, the two MC88200s are about 3 in. apart (Fig. 2, again). Using the calculated value of t_{pd}', the clock-signal skew due to the trace is about 0.7 ns. Because these two devices are on the same trace, this is the total clock skew between these devices. Careful inspection of all the clock traces shows that clock-signal skew was accounted for and minimized on the board layout. The longest distance between any 88000 devices on one clock trace is

WHAT’S AVAILABLE NOW?

Low-skew clock drivers come in several technologies (see “How is a low-skew clock-driver chip achieved?”, p. 96). There are big differences among clock drivers in operating frequencies, voltage levels, power consumption, and packaging (see the table). Some drivers have features like power-off reset and external reset, which enables multiple clock-driver devices to be synchronized.

One clock driver design that can be helpful in large applications is the MC88915 phase-locked loop. Using an internal V_{cc} and phase-frequency detector, the PLL forces the driver output always to be in phase with the input signal. Thus, a system clock, which feeds several boards and may be of lower frequency, can be regenerated after crossing a backplane to ensure that each board is synchronous with the others.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>CMOS 4</th>
<th>TTL 5</th>
<th>ECL 6</th>
<th>ECL/TTL 7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Max. input clock frequency (min.) (MHz)</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output characteristics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>40+2Q'</td>
<td>4Q'</td>
<td>9Q+9Q'</td>
<td>80Q–1:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levels (V)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_{oh} )</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>-1.1</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_{ol} )</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.7/1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timing (50-pF load; maximum values):</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_{pd} )–propagation delay skew (ns)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_{pd} )–output-to-output skew (ns)</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_{pd} )–part-to-part skew (ns)</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>0.5/0.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drive sink/source current (mA)</td>
<td>24/24</td>
<td>20/24</td>
<td>50/15</td>
<td>24/15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input requirements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_{in} ) (V)</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>-0.7</td>
<td>PECL/TTL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_{il} ) (V)</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>-1.4</td>
<td>PECL/TTL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse width (minimum) (ns)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply voltage (V)</td>
<td>+4.5 to +5.5</td>
<td>+4.5 to +5.5</td>
<td>-5.0 to -5.4</td>
<td>+4.75 to 5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( I_{CC \text{ (quiescent)}} ) (mA)</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packaging</td>
<td>14-pin DIP, 14-pin SOIC</td>
<td>14-pin DIP, 14-pin SOIC</td>
<td>28-pin PLCC, 28-pin PLCC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTES:
1 If \( \phi_1 \text{actual} \neq \phi_2 \text{actual} \)
2 Any two outputs from a given input clock
3 For a given set of conditions (that is, capacitive load, temperature, and \( V_{CC} \)) at each device
4 Reference data sheet MC74F803
5 Reference data sheets MC88913, 88914, 88915
6 Reference data sheets MC10E111, 100E111
7 Reference data sheets MC10H, 100H640, 641, 642, 643
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about 4.5 in., which translates to about 1.1 ns of skew.

The two 88000 devices farthest from the clock driver (traces a and c) are at about the same distance along their respective traces. This makes the clock skew between them the 1 ns guaranteed from output to output of the clock driver. As a result, the worst-case clock skew between any two devices on this board is about 2.1 ns.

Consider then a clock-signal waveform seen at the receiver end of an unterminated 0.5-in. trace and an unterminated 9-in. trace (Fig. 4). These results, which were obtained using Spice simulations, may not be exact but are adequate to predict trends and for comparison purposes. The 9-in. trace, well beyond the 1.5-in. limit where transmission-line effects come into play, exhibits unacceptable switching characteristics caused by reflections shuttling along the trace. Even the 0.5-in. line exhibits substantial overshoot and undershoot. At these edge rates, any unterminated line shows some overshoot and undershoot.

Transmission-line effects occur when a large mismatch is present between the characteristic impedance of the line and the input or output impedances of the receiving or driving device. The basic guideline to determine if a p-c board trace needs to be examined for transmission-line effects is as follows: If the smaller of the driving device's rise or fall time is less than three times the propagation delay of a switching wave through a trace, transmission-line effects will be present. This relationship can be stated as an equation:

\[ 3 \times t_{pd} \times \text{trace length} \leq t_{\text{rise or fall}} \]

For the MC88914 CMOS clock driver described previously, rise and fall times are typically 1.5 ns or less (from 20% to 80% of \(V_{cc}\)). Analyzing the clock-trace characteristics presented earlier for transmission line effects means that \(3 \times 0.243 \text{ ns/in.} \times \text{trace length} \leq 1.0 \text{ ns} \) (1 ns is used as “fastest” rise or fall time). Therefore, the trace length must be less than 1.5 in. for the transmission-line effects to be masked by the rise and fall times.

4. SPICE SIMULATIONS, run with parameters of 25° and \(V_{cc}\) of 5 V, were done for an unterminated, 0.5-in., 41-μ transmission line (a) and an unterminated, 9-in., 41-μ transmission line (b). The 9-in. trace shows unacceptable switching characteristics caused by reflections moving back and forth along the trace. Even the 0.5-in. line shows a great deal of overshoot and undershoot.
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Introducing the ADSP-2105 at only $9.90 each.

Introducing a DSP that could only come from Analog Devices, the ADSP-2105. An exclusive because it combines the high performance of our ADSP-2100 family with an unprecedented price in DSP - just $9.90 each. So now you can consider the power of DSP in a host of new applications.

Just how well does the ADSP-2105 combine low price with high performance? Find out for yourself by ordering our EZ-KIT from your local Analog Devices sales office today. Or call DSP Marketing at (617) 461-3771.
Because clock lines are driven only from one location, they lend themselves to termination more easily than bus lines, which are commonly driven from multiple locations. Digital systems use various types of termination techniques (Fig. 5). Because no single termination scheme is optimal in all cases, the trade-offs in the use of each needs to be discussed and recommendations made specific to clock drivers.

The driving device in the Spice simulations of various termination schemes was the MC88914 output buffer. In all simulations, it drove a 9-in., 41-Ω transmission line. The simulations were run using model parameters at 25°C and $V_{CC}$ of 5.0 V.

**Series Termination**

Series termination is recommended if the load is lumped at the end of the trace and the output impedance of the driving device is less than the loaded characteristic impedance of the trace. It is also recommended when a minimum number of components is required. The problem with series termination arises when the driving device has different output impedance values in the high and low states, which occurs in TTL and some CMOS devices. A well-designed CMOS clock driver should have nearly equal output impedances in the high and low states, avoiding this problem. An additional advantage is that series termination doesn’t create a dc current path.

As a result, the $V_{OH}$ and $V_{OL}$ levels aren’t degraded. The Spice-generated waveforms of series termination show that this termination effectively masks transmission-line effects.

If each clock output is driving only one device, series termination is recommended. Because this isn’t realistic in most systems, series termination isn’t generally advised for clock-line termination.

Parallel termination uses one resistor tied to ground or $V_{CC}$, whose value is equal to the line’s characteristic impedance. Its major disadvantage is the dc current path it creates when the driver is in the high state (if the resistor is tied to ground). This performance ECL devices.

Designing and manufacturing a low-skew clock-driver chip calls for many of the same factors in system design, but obviously on a much smaller scale. Careful circuit design, symmetrical layout techniques, and good control of the fabrication process are needed for low output-to-output and part-to-part skew characteristics.

First, using circuit design methods, the high-to-low and low-to-high transitions from the clock input to the distributed outputs must be as close as possible to each other. Then the rise and fall times of a signal out of the output buffers (drivers) must be evenly matched. This is done by matching the output impedances of the pull-up and pull-down transistors. Satisfying these two requirements results in a 50% duty cycle.

The design-related methods depend on computer simulations and the accuracy of the simulator models. But when the circuit is implemented in silicon, layout parasitics can adversely affect circuit performance. Chip-level parasitics are similar to the pc-board trace parasitics that must be accounted for when calculating signal delays on the board level. However, one advantage at the chip level, due to the short length of signal lines, is that transmission-line effects are negligible. A clock-distribution part has several outputs, usually at least four, whose propagation delay skews must be matched within a given tight specification (for example, less than 1 ns). If the path to one output has more layout-induced parasitic resistance and/or capacitance than the other outputs, then its propagation delay might be slower than the others by more than the specified limit.

Layout parasitics are always present, therefore the trick is to match the parasitics of each output as closely as possible. This means that the layout must be symmetrical, with the path from clock input to each output looking almost identical. As such, the length and parasitic resistance and capacitance of each signal path must be equal. ECL’s extremely high switching speeds also demand that the characteristic impedance of the paths be tailored to avoid reflections at the branching points.

Packaging effects must also be considered to minimize skew. The leads of a standard DIP package have large parasitic inductive parasitics. As a result, the outputs must be connected to package leads that have matched inductances—that is, symmetrical pins on opposite sides of the package. Again, for ECL, the high speeds demand a package such as a plastic leaded chip carrier, which minimizes the inductive and capacitive effects of the pins. External impedance matching of clock lines is also important.

Within a part, the circuit design, layout, and packaging techniques that are described guarantee that one part will have low output skew. However, in a synchronous system using more than one clock driver device, the part-to-part output skew must be within a reasonable tolerance (two to three times the output-to-output skew).

Achieving this goal requires tight control over the fabrication process. CMOS particularly doesn’t have ECL’s high temperature and voltage compensation features. How well critical process parameters, such as channel length and threshold voltage, are held within a small tolerance determines how small the part-to-part variation will be.

References
1. “A Clock Distribution Circuit with a 100-ps Skew Window” by Rajnish Maini, James McDonald, and Lou Spangler, IEEE 1987 BTCM.
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causes excessive power dissipation and $V_{OH}$ level degradation. Because a clock driver output is always switching, the dc-current-draw argument loses some credibility at higher frequencies. For one thing, the ac switching current becomes a major component of the overall current. Therefore, the key consideration in parallel termination is how much $V_{OH}$ degradation can be tolerated by the receiving devices. This termination technique is effective in minimizing switching noise. Nonetheless, Thevenin termination has some advantages compared with parallel termination.

Thevenin termination uses one resistor tied to ground and a second tied to $V_{CC}$. When designers use this type of termination, it’s important that they consider the choice of resistor values to avoid settling of the voltage between the high and low logic levels of the receiving device. TTL designers commonly use a 220/330 resistor value ratio, but CMOS is somewhat tricky because the switch point is at $V_{CC}/2$. With a 1:1 resistor ratio, a failure at the driver output would cause the line to settle at 2.5 V. Besides causing system-debugging problems, this could lead to potential damage to the receiving devices.

In Thevenin termination, the parallel equivalent value of the two resistors should equal the line’s characteristic impedance. A dc path does exist in both the high and low states. However, it’s better than parallel termination because the resistance in the Thevenin dc path is at least two times greater.

The Thevenin termination waveforms exhibit characteristics similar to those for parallel termination but with less $V_{OH}$ degradation (Fig. 6). The only real advantage of parallel over Thevenin is fewer resistors (half as many), resulting in more available board space. If space isn’t a factor, Thevenin termination is recommended over parallel.

Ac termination typically uses a resistor and capacitor in series to ground. The capacitor blocks dc current flow but allows the ac signal to flow to ground during switching. The time constant of the resistor and capacitor must be greater than twice the loaded line delay. Ac termination is recommended because of its low power dissipation and the availability of the resistor and capacitor in single-in-line packages (SIP). A pull-up resistor to $V_{CC}$ is sometimes added to set the dc level at a certain point because of the failure condition described in regard to Thevenin termination. As noted earlier, the argument of lower dc current is less convincing at high frequencies. The ac-terminated waveform walks out slightly toward the end of a high-to-low or low-to-high transition, making it somewhat less desirable than Thevenin termination at higher frequencies.

Thevenin and ac termination are the two recommended termination schemes for clock lines, but it depends on the clock’s frequency. It’s safe to assume that ac is the best choice at frequencies of 25 MHz and below. If the system frequency could reach 40 MHz and beyond, Thevenin becomes the better choice.

The results presented might imply that terminating the clock lines completely solves noise problems, but termination can cause secondary problems with some logic devices. Termination acts to reduce the noise seen at the receiver, but that noise actually appears as additional current and noise at the driving device’s output. If the internal and input logic on the source device isn’t sufficiently decoupled on chip from the high-current outputs, internal threshold problems can occur. This phenomenon is commonly known as “dynamic threshold.” It’s usually evidenced by glitches appearing on the outputs of a fast, high-current drive logic device as it switches high or low. This is most severe on “ACT” devices,
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6. SPICE SIMULATIONS, run with parameters of 25° and $V_{cc}$ of 5 V, were done for various terminations of a 9-in., 41-Ω transmission line. Simulation results are for series termination (a); parallel termination (b); Thevenin termination (c); and ac termination (d). The waveforms for Thevenin termination show similar characteristics to those of the waveforms for parallel termination, but there is less $V_{OH}$ degradation.

which have high current and high slew-rate CMOS outputs, along with TTL inputs, which have low noise immunity. This problem can be minimized by decoupling the internal ground and $V_{cc}$ supplies on-chip and in the package.

This decoupling is accomplished by having separate “quiet” ground and $V_{cc}$ pads on-chip, which supply the input circuitry’s ground and $V_{cc}$ references. These pads are then tied to extra “quiet” ground and “quiet” $V_{cc}$ pins on the package or to special “split leads.” These resemble a tuning fork and use the leadframe inductance to accomplish the decoupling. When choosing a clock source, designers should note that the part must have one of these decoupling schemes.

A reliable, high-frequency microprocessor system requires a low-slew clock driver, along with special attention to the board layout of clock traces. The line lengths and loading must be matched to avoid excessive signal skew between CPUs, cache MMUs, and other critical peripheral devices.

To ensure a clean clock signal throughout the system, clock traces must also be terminated in some fashion. Carefully addressing these issues early in the design cycle helps designers to guarantee optimal system performance.
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The MAN-amplifier's tiny package (only 0.4 by 0.8 by 0.25 in.) requires about the same pc board area as a TO-8 and can take tougher punishment with leads that won't break off. Models are unconditionally stable and available covering frequency ranges 0.5 to 1000MHz, NF as low as 2.8dB, and power output as high as +15dBm.
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CIRCLE 105
Ganged potentiometers are widely used in audio stereo systems and in many instrumentation circuits. Often, the performance deficiencies in this type of equipment can be traced back to the ganged potentiometers, which have two resistance tracks that are out of step. Here, a circuit is developed to rapidly test the ganged-potentiometer tracking. The tracking error can be measured with an accuracy of better than 1% at all shaft-slider positions in the entire electrical travel of the potentiometer.

The circuit uses ultra low-offset-voltage op amps, eliminating the need for offset nulling (see the figure). The inverting amp built around op amps U₁ and U₃ uses the potentiometers under test as feedback resistors.

At any given shaft-slider position, let $R_1 / R_2 = n$ volts at point A. As a result, $V_A = 1 \times (R_1 \, \text{k}Ω / 1 \, \text{k}Ω) = R_1 = nR_2$.

The voltage at point D, $V_D = V_C / \text{gain of } U_3 = nR_2 / (R_2 / 1) = n$, and at point E, $V_E = 10 \times (n - 1)$.

These relationships show that $V_E$ is positive when $R_1 > R_2$, zero when $R_1 = R_2$, and negative when $R_1 < R_2$. One volt at the circuit's output corresponds to a tracking error of 10%.

This circuit measures the tracking error of ganged potentiometers. Less than 1% accuracy can be achieved at all shaft-slider positions of the potentiometer.
ular concern, especially that produced by resistor R5. The circuit is limited to low-frequency and dc applications due to its 400-nV/√Hz noise. For applications that don’t require the circuit’s 10-pA output, lower values of R5 can be substituted. This will cause an increase in bandwidth.

Because a high impedance exists at the input, a 10:1 resistive attenuator can be added to enhance the resolution of the input source. The output of the circuit is trimmed to 0 pA, while the input is grounded. As the circuit is assembled, care should be taken to prevent leakage-current errors. When the prototype was built, R5 was mounted on teflon standoffs and pin 3 of U2 was soldered directly to R5.

A HIGH-ACCURACY, LOW-VALUE CIRCUIT can be achieved by using an OP80 op amp in the feedback loop of a current-source circuit.

FIND TEMP WITH RTD, VARIED CURRENT
ROBERT MAYER
Peerless Instrument Co., 90-15 Corona Ave., Elmhurst, NY 11373; (718) 592-3300.

To measure temperature with a resistance-temperature detector (RTD), a known current is passed through the RTD as the voltage across it is measured. By applying Ohm’s law, the RTD’s resistance is calculated as V/I. This resistance then corresponds to a one-to-one function of the RTD’s temperature.

The RTD’s resistance can also be found by determining the current and voltage separately (see the figure). When the 7407 open-collector output transistor is on, current I flows through R1, R2, and the RTD. R1 limits this current to a maximum of 33 mA.

A data-acquisition system measures the voltage across R2 and across the RTD. The circuit’s microprocessor (not shown in the figure) divides V_R2 by R2 to find I, then divides V_RTD by I to find the RTD resistance. When these steps are followed, I drops out of the equation leaving:

\[ \text{RTD resistance} = \frac{R_2 \times V_{\text{RTD}}}{V_{R2}}. \]

This approach offers four advantages over conventional methods that employ a constant-current source to supply the known current. First, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is excellent because a large RTD voltage is induced by a large current. Second, only one precision component (R2) is required to supply a high-accuracy result. A constant-current source with the same accuracy and SNR would need additional high-precision components.

The third advantage of this method is that the current can be switched on and off by a TTL signal. Errors caused by selfheating of the RTD can be reduced by turning the current off between measurements. Finally, the RTD resistance can vary over a large range. The constant-current-source method has a much smaller range because it can’t supply the required current when the RTD resistance exceeds the quotient of V_supply/I_constant.
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CIRCLE 125
Systems utilizing the new Samsung 84C31 take off. They run like Triple Crown-winning thoroughbreds. They blaze, scorch, and leave others in their dust.

In a word, they are fast.

And they make even speedy 68040 systems that don't use the 84C31, look like they're not in motion.

The 84C31 was designed with the close cooperation of Motorola. It is the only DRAM controller designed specifically for Motorola's powerful 68040 and 68030 microprocessors.

Like the extremely successful earlier-generation Samsung System Accelerators™, the part is highly integrated and inherently fast. And as the cutting edge in memory control, it can help you simply and economically enhance even 68040 performance.

The 84C31 supports both the burst and non-burst modes of the 68040. It also provides a direct interface
WITH OUR DRAM CONTROLLER: CERTAIN IMPROVEMENT.

...to the microprocessor. Which saves you dollars, board real estate, and design time, since it means you don’t need additional glue logic.

Ease of design is another advantage. As a glance at our System Design Guides will show, it’s an unusually simple chip to design in.

All in all, we believe the 84C31 is the best memory controller solution available today.

For details on using it to make your designs take off, contact DRAM Controller Marketing, Samsung Semiconductor, 3725 No. First St., San Jose, CA 95134. Or call 1-800-669-5400, or 408-954-7229.
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CIRCLE 82
NEW PRODUCTS

WORKSTATIONS AND HDTV GET TRIPLE 10-BIT 80-MHZ DAC ICs FRANK GOODENOUGH

For the first time, designers of high-resolution computer graphics systems can get 10-bit video digital-to-analog converter (DAC) ICs. Moreover, they can get three of these 80-MHz DACs on a single chip for under $20. The ADV7121/22 triple DACs from Analog Devices can resolve over one billion colors at any given time, a capability that's well beyond that of the human eye. Such capability is needed by sophisticated color graphics systems such as HDTV and workstations, to linearize the transfer-function curve of drive current to light output (also known as a Gamma curve) of the display system (see the figure).

The DACs are aimed at any high-resolution color graphics application employing a true-color system or a special lookup table. These include workstations, medical imaging, and even high-end PCs.

With the higher 10-bit resolution (instead of the more common 6 or 8 bits), calculations for the required color shadings become simpler. For the graphic designer in need of a color with half the intensity, it's much easier to call out a digital half-code than to calculate which code associated with the given display system will produce the desired color.

This feature is in such high demand that NHK (the Japanese equivalent of the FCC) designed the 7121 into the prototype system they use for receiving their MUSE HDTV standard. Other HDTV development teams in both the U.S. and Europe are already using these DACs for their prototype systems. The DACs also comply with the Society for Motion Pictures and Television Engineering (SMPTE) 240, a proposed U.S. production HDTV standard.

At the heart of each ADV7121 and ADV7122 lie three RGB, 10-bit 30-, 50- or 80-MHz DACs, each with its own TTL-compatible latched pixel input port. An additional input is provided for the pixel clock which strobes the latches to refresh the DAC outputs. A reference amplifier converts an external 1.235-V reference to a 17.7-to-18.5-mA fullscale current source for each DAC. A variable resistor connected to the amplifier sets the exact fullscale current—the white level for all three DACs. The current sources are compliant from -1.4 to +1 V. Thus, each DAC can develop 0.5 V at the end of a doubly terminated 75-Ω line.

IDENTICAL DEVICES

The two devices are identical (the same chip) except that the 7121 lacks the SYNC and BLANK inputs due to its 40-pin double-width DIP package (the 7122 is in a 44-pin PLCC). In addition to the three speed-versions and two packages types, there are two performance grades. Integral and differential nonlinearity (INL and DNL) of the J-grade device run ±3 and -1 LSB maximum, respectively, over the temperature range of 0 to 70°C. Under similar conditions, INL and DNL of the K-grade units run ±2 and ±1 LSB, respectively. All are guaranteed to be monotonic over temperature.

The availability of three speed versions permit system designers to choose the most economical device as a function of CRT resolution. For example, at a refresh rate of 60 Hz, the 80-MHz converters are required for the latest 1024-by-1024-pixel CRT displays. Maximum current consumption from a 5-V power-supply rail for these CMOS chips is just 125 mA for the 80-MHz units and 100 mA for the others. In quantities of 1000, pricing ranges from $18.35 each for the 30-MHz, J-grade ADV7121 to $35.30 each for the 80-MHz, K-grade ADV7122. Small quantities are in stock.

Analog Devices Inc., 804 Woburn St., Wilmington, MA 01887; Chris Hyde, (617) 937-1422 CIRCLE 301
NEW PRODUCTS

MULTIPLEXED SAMPLING AMPLIFIER DELETES COSTLY DACS

While the cost of 12-bit IC d-a converters (DACs) has dropped, if you need a lot of them, total system cost can climb—and they not only take space, but the input digital lines to them do as well. Another approach, somewhat analogous to dynamic vs static RAMs, uses a single DAC and multiple sample-and-hold amplifiers which are continuously refreshed. To fill that need, Precision Monolithics has announced the SMP-08. It has eight, voltage-output, sample-and-hold amplifiers any one of which can have its held voltage uniquely updated, at any time, from a single DAC. A 3-bit input word selects the channel. An update to 8-bit accuracy for 0 and 10 V typically takes 1 µs. Droop rate is 0.25 mV/ms. And that's with on-chip capacitors. Absolute accuracy is 8-bits, linearity 12-bits. Unit price in lots of 100 runs $6.25.

Precision Monolithics Inc. P.O. Box 58202, Santa Clara, CA 95053-8020; Walt Heinzner (408) 562-7254. FRANK GOODENOUGH

MICROPAC INDUSTRIES, INC. INTRODUCES THE ISOLATION AMPLIFIER

To replace the industry standard ISO-100 in those applications requiring up to 125°C performance

- Military Operating Temperature -55°C to 125°C
- Available screened to specific MIL-STD-883 methods
- Miniature 18 Pin Hermetically Sealed DIP package
- 750 Volt Isolation (optically coupled)
- Wide Bandwidth 60KHz
- Versatility along with outstanding DC and AC performance

Applications include:
- Test Equipment
- Industrial Process Control
- Bio Medical Measurements

The Micropac Hybrid Product Line offers a wide range of capabilities including:
- Standard Products
- Proportionally Controlled Heaters
- Solid State Relays
- Dual Tri-State Line Driver
- Thin Film Etchants
- Replacement for Obsolete Devices & More!
- Analog - Digital
- RF - M/W - 200°C operating temperature.

For more information please contact the local Micropac Representative in your area or Micropac directly.

Micropac Industries, Inc.
905 E. Walnut Garland, Texas 75040
Phone: (214) 272-3571 Fax: (214) 494-2281
Micropac is Certified to MIL-STD-1772
CIRCLE 139

SAMPLE TO 16-BIT ACCURACY IN 250 NS

With the SP9760 sample-and-hold amplifier, you can grab a 10-V signal to 16-bit accuracy in just 250 ns, typical, and a 20-V signal to the same accuracy in typically 350 ns, or 500-ns maximum. This hybrid, whose speed comes from a pair of custom dielectrically-isolated ICs, is the fastest 16-bit accurate sampling amp available. Other critical specifications for the 0-70 °C model include an aperture uncertainty of 75 ps rms and a full-power bandwidth of 2 and 4 MHz respectively for 20- and 10-V output swings. Slew rate is a minimum of 75 V/µs. Total harmonic distortion at 100 kHz for 5 Vp-p output is typically -90 dB; at 10 kHz for a 20 Vp-p signal, it is -88 dB. Applications include CAT scanners, magnetic resonance imaging, and high-performance automatic test equipment. In its 24-pin double width DIP the commercial grade SP9760 runs $199 each in hundreds. The mil-grade unit $90 more.

Sipex Corp. 6 Fortune Dr., Billerica, MA 01821; Jack Worthen (508) 663-9981. CIRCLE 308

SHUNT REFERENCE IN TO-92 SINKS 100 MA

An adjustable shunt-type linear reference/regulator, the LT1431, comes in a 3-pin TO-92 as well as 8-pin DIPs and SOICs. It contains a 2.5-V band-gap reference, its output transistor sinks 100 mA, and, with just a single external resistor, can be connected to deliver 2.5 or 5 V out with 1% accuracy. Two resistors set the output voltage between 2.5 and 36 V. It can also provide the reference and isolated negative feedback in a 5-V switching regulator by connecting a resistor to the regulator's output and driving the LED in an opto-isolator with the IC's open-collector npn. The LT1431 (TO-92) goes for just $0.92 each in hundreds.

Linear Technology Corp., 1630 McCarthy Blvd., Milpitas, CA 95035-7487; Bob Scott, (408) 432-1900. CIRCLE 304
Want to see a precision narrowband sweep that usually takes about a minute?

Oops, you blinked.

By blending digital-filter and FFT techniques with swept technology, the new HP 3588A spectrum analyzer makes this measurement in less than a second... with high resolution and ±0.25 dB typical accuracy.

This analyzer offers unprecedented speed in two measurement modes. In the swept mode, you get a 10 Hz to 150 MHz range, RBW as narrow as 1.1 Hz and measurements up to 16 times faster than previously available. The narrowband-zoom mode gives you a span of 40 kHz or less anywhere in the 150 MHz range, RBW to 0.0045 Hz and measurements up to 400 times faster than traditional swept analyzers.

So, call 1-800-752-0900 today. Ask for Ext. 1212, and we'll send a videotape demo so you can see these fast measurements for yourself. But don't blink.

There is a better way.
The latest member of the HP 82000 family of IC evaluation systems, the Model D400, boasts a 400-MHz maximum vector rate that lets engineers verify their designs and characterize prototype ICs and ASICs at the devices’ full performance limits. In the past, designers had to use formulas to make assumptions about device behavior at full speed. The system accuracy is an excellent ±200 ps. Maximum pin capacity is 512 pins. Memory capacity of up to 1 Mvector is available behind each I/O pin. A tester-per-pin architecture permits independent per-pin timing and voltage levels.

The HP 82000 series features a modular design, so users can start with a basic configuration and increase pin count and vector rate as the need arises. HP can supply a variety of links to all commonly used electronic design automation systems. New high-throughput software is available to make the tester suitable for small-batch production testing.

The HP 82000 Model D400 costs about $3400 per I/O channel, depending on the number of channels and the system configuration. Delivery is estimated at 12 weeks.

Hewlett-Packard Co. Inquiries, 19310 Pruneridge Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014; (800) 752-0900.

Contact-free soldering and de-soldering of SMD, DIP and pin grid components and connectors in a matter of seconds with the Leister-Labor “S” hot-air tool. Electronic control of temperature and air supply. Over 400 special nozzles available.

Ask for free brochure UW 169

Brian R. White Co. Inc., 313 Henry Station Road
Ukiah, CA 95482 phone: (707) 462-9795
Farmingdale, NJ 07727 phone: (201) 938-2700

A newly designed lanthanum hexaboride high-performance electron source produces an 80-nm probe size for the IDS 5000Plus integrated diagnostic system. The new source offers a long, reliable cathode life approaching 2000 hours on the electron-beam probing system to ensure full brightness during design debug and verification, failure analysis, and device characterization. The unit features an electron column positioning system that delivers 0.2-µm resolution over a die area four times that of other systems, so engineers can probe chips up to 32 mm square. The IDS 5000Plus costs $625,000. Current IDS users can retrofit the IDS 5000Plus submicron capabilities and other features to their older systems.

Schlumberger Technologies, ATE Div., 1601 Technology Dr., San Jose, CA 95110-1397; (408) 453-0123.

A 16-bit multifunction data acquisition board for the PC/AT and compatibles features 16 single-ended and eight differential analog inputs. The LSDAS-16 includes an autocalibrating analog-to-digital converter, a 50-kHz sample rate, two deglitched digital-to-analog converters with optional buffer memory, a digital I/O port, and timers. An optional 32-ksample buffer memory generates waveforms independently of the host. The board comes with a full-function setup program and data acquisition utilities. Other software support available includes libraries to help in program development and a high-level language interface for C, Pascal, QuickBasic, and Fortran. Available from stock, the LSDAS-16 lists for $1285. Volume discounts are available. The optional memory costs $200.

Analogic Corp., Data Conversion Products Group, 360 Audubon Rd., Wakefield, MA 01880; (800) 446-8936.
Small Company's New Golf Ball Flies Too Far; Could Obsolete Many Golf Courses

Pro Hits 400-Yard Tee Shots During Test Round

Want To Shoot An Eagle or Two?

By Mike Henson

MERIDEN, CT — A small golf company in Connecticut has created a new, super ball that flies like a U-2, puts with the steady roll of a cue ball and bites the green on approach shots like a dropped cat. But don't look for it on weekend TV. Long-hitting pros could make a joke out of some of golf's finest courses and real men don't play par-three's. This new fly-power forces us to imagine a pro using it on TV and eagle-ing par-fours? It would turn the course into a par-three, and real men don't play par-three's. This new fly-power forces us to sell it without relying on pros or pro-shops. One way is to sell it direct from our plant. That way we can keep the name printed on the ball a secret that only a buyer would know. There's more to golf than tournaments, you know.

The company guarantees a golfer a prompt refund if the new ball doesn't cut five to ten strokes off his or her average score. Simply return the balls — new or used — to the address below. "No one else would dare do that," boasted the company's director.

If you would like an eagle or two, here's your best chance yet. Write your name and address and "Code Name S" (the ball's R&D name) on a piece of paper and send it along with a check (or your credit card number and expiration date) to National Golf Center (Dept. H-1448), 500 S. Broad St., Meriden, CT 06450. Or phone 203-238-2712, 8-8 Eastern time. No P.O. boxes, all shipments are UPS. One dozen "S" balls cost $24.95 (plus $2.50 shipping & handling), two to five dozen are only $22.00 each, six dozen are only $109.00. You save $55.70 ordering six. Shipping is free on two or more dozen. Specify white or Hi-Vision yellow.

TV advertising is too expensive to buy on your own, at least for us. "Now, you've seen how far this ball can fly. Can you imagine a pro using it on TV and eagle-ing par-fours? It would turn the course into a par-three, and real men don't play par-three's. This new fly-power forces us to sell it without relying on pros or pro-shops. One way is to sell it direct from our plant. That way we can keep the name printed on the ball a secret that only a buyer would know. There's more to golf than tournaments, you know."

The company guarantees a golfer a prompt refund if the new ball doesn't cut five to ten strokes off his or her average score. Simply return the balls — new or used — to the address below. "No one else would dare do that," boasted the company's director.

If you would like an eagle or two, here's your best chance yet. Write your name and address and "Code Name S" (the ball's R&D name) on a piece of paper and send it along with a check (or your credit card number and expiration date) to National Golf Center (Dept. H-1448), 500 S. Broad St., Meriden, CT 06450. Or phone 203-238-2712, 8-8 Eastern time. No P.O. boxes, all shipments are UPS. One dozen "S" balls cost $24.95 (plus $2.50 shipping & handling), two to five dozen are only $22.00 each, six dozen are only $109.00. You save $55.70 ordering six. Shipping is free on two or more dozen. Specify white or Hi-Vision yellow.
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**NEW PRODUCTS**

**ARRAY-PROCESSOR BOARD COMBINES i860, i960 RISC CHIPS**

A board-level array processor, the Warrior III, from Sky Computers Inc., combines the Intel i860 and i960 RISC processors to achieve a processing speed of 80 MFLOPS. A prevectorized software library optimizes the 64-bit i860, which performs all arithmetic operations. The i960 chip, acting as a DMA engine, handles system I/O, memory transfers, diagnostics, and other housekeeping functions. It can fetch data from anywhere in the VME host and is responsible for prefetching and caching the data. Thus feature minimizes the need for dedicated memory for the array processor.

Because of the extensive software library that exists for the Warrior III, users can easily develop custom applications in C or Fortran. There's no need to resort to complex assembly code or microcode. Users can access and manipulate data in rows, columns, or any pattern in a multidimensional array stored in memory.

Multiple Warrior III boards, operating in parallel, can be tied together without any I/O degradation. And the board uses just 37 W of power with a full complement of memory—nearly 50% less than typical array-processing boards.

Operating systems supported include Unix, SunOS, VxWorks, OS-9, and Concurrent RTU. It's available in either 6 or 9U sizes and conforms to all Sun and VME mechanical requirements. External interface options include SCSI, 32-bit parallel, and custom daughtercard. The Warrior III is priced at $8225 in OEM quantities and is available in 60 days.

**CALL TODAY FOR YOUR FREE VIDEO AND SOFTWARE DEMO**

(408) 866-1820.

---

**CIRCLE 92**

---

**DESIGN**

8051 68HC11

THE LEADING IN-CIRCUIT EMULATOR TECHNOLOGY.

Nohau EMUL-PC, the PC based in-circuit emulators which find bugs other emulators can't.

---
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4096 PROCESSORS FILL ONE BOARD

Using just one 32-bit adapter slot, the Coherent Processor board gives an IBM Micro Channel workstation the power of 4096 parallel processors. The board possesses 16 processing elements, each of which contains 256 parallel processors. Content-addressable memory is used to search and operate on an entire table of data in parallel. The board is aided by a Development System that offers hardware and software support for writing, debugging, and running parallel application programs in C language. A compiler lets users create custom design routines. Typical applications are for speeding up databases, neural networks, or expert systems, or to work in a real-time environment such as local-area networks, radar, or process control. The Coherent Processor is available now for $19,500. In addition, a Sun-compatible board will be released later this year.

Coherent Research Inc., 1 Adler Dr., East Syracuse, NY 13057; (315) 433-1010.

---
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RICHARD NASS
VICOR PROVIDES THE POWER FOR TELECOM APPLICATIONS

Central Office
- 4.6" x 2.4" x 0.5"
- 50-200 Watts

Customer Premises Equipment

Remote Cell Site

VI-200
- 2.28" x 2.4" x 0.5"
- 25-100 Watts

VI-J00
- 36 Watts/in² (50 Watts/in² ~ SlimMod® option)
- 80-90% Efficiency
- UL, CSA, TÜV
- Wide Input Ranges:
  - 21 to 56 VDC
  - 18 to 36 VDC
- Outputs: 2-95 VDC

Family features

From remote sites in Alaska and desert sites in Egypt to central offices in Oklahoma, agency approved Vicor converters have consistently demonstrated the ability to meet rigorous demands (Belcore or British telecom) at competitive prices.

For immediate delivery of converters or for additional information call VICOR EXPRESS today at 1-800-735-6200

Component Solutions For Your Power System

CIRCLE 93
In conjunction with the recent Microsoft Windows 3.0 release, Hewlett-Packard Co. announced version 3.0 of their NewWave software applications environment. NewWave, which runs on any 80286- or 80386-based PC running MS-DOS, integrates applications from many different software vendors. The list of independent software vendors porting their software to NewWave is an ever-growing one and now stands at more than 100.

New Wave offers a single, consistent user environment with icons to simplify use. Users aren’t forced to learn the workings of DOS or how to manage different files and programs. Version 3.0 of NewWave also includes an object-storage feature, which lets users share information on a network server by simply moving icons on the screen.

The user environment takes full advantage of all the new features added to Windows 3.0. These features include improvements to the memory management which lets NewWave run with 2 Mbytes of memory rather than 3 Mbytes. Windows also maximizes of the protected mode of 80286 and 80386 microprocessors to supply added memory for both the environment and the applications running on it. The MS-DOS Executive in the existing Windows programs are replaced with a Program Manager, a File Manager, and a Task List to supply a visual shell for completing directory, application, and file-management tasks. Color and design enhancements add to the polished user interface.

HP’s New Wave will be available in August for $195. Present users of NewWave can upgrade for $50. Windows 3.0 is available now for $150.

Hewlett-Packard Co., 19310 Pruneridge Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014; (800) 752-0900.

Microsoft Corp., One Microsoft Way, Redmond, WA 98052; (800) 323-3577.

Richard Nass
National’s family of CMOS op amps rises to a new all-time low: 40 femtoamps.

TAKING IT TO THE LIMITS WITH ULTRA-LOW INPUT BIAS CURRENT.

National’s new quad/dual CMOS op amps, the LMC660/662 and the LPC660/662, feature an extremely low input bias current of 40 fA typical. You can’t go much lower.

FEATURING RAIL-TO-RAIL OUTPUT SWING.

With a newly patented double feed-forward circuit architecture, National’s op amps provide an output swing that extends from one supply rail to the other. You can’t swing any more than that.

Use the LMC660/662 and LPC660/662 to drive rail-to-rail input A/Ds, or take advantage of the LMC’s fully specified 600 Ω load capability to process audio in telecom and cellular radio applications. Other typical applications include:

- Handheld meters
- Medical instrumentation
- Remote sensors
- Electrometers
- Spaceborne/Avionic subsystems

INPUT BIAS CURRENT VS. TEMPERATURE:

NATIONAL REDEFINES SINGLE-SUPPLY OPERATION.

In the past, a single supply op amp was an amplifier whose input common-mode range included ground. But in today’s +5V systems, you need op amps that take advantage of every last volt that the supply provides, and whose outputs swing fully from rail-to-rail. National was the first to deliver rail-to-rail performance with the LMC660 and now has a complete family—all in CMOS.

POWER UP WITH LOW POWER AND MICROPWR.

If you’re looking for low power, there’s the LMC660/662, which operate at 375 µA/amplifier. Or if your application calls for 40 µA/amplifier, we offer the LPC660/662, micropower versions of the popular LMC series. In either case, you get lower power dissipation and a longer lasting battery.

LMC660/LPC660 VS. THE COMPETITION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Output Swing (V+ = 5V)</th>
<th>LMC660/1</th>
<th>LPC660/1</th>
<th>TLC274/1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V0.5 (max)</td>
<td>3mV</td>
<td>3mV</td>
<td>5mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ii (typ)</td>
<td>400A</td>
<td>400A</td>
<td>6000A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply Current (typ)</td>
<td>375µA/amp</td>
<td>40µA/amp</td>
<td>675µA/amp</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GET THE LOWDOWN.

For more information on our new CMOS op amps and growing family of high-performance amplifiers, including VIP™ Bi-FET™ Super-Blocks™ and precision, call or write us today: 1-800-624-9613, Ext. 66. In Canada: 1-800-548-4529, Ext. 66. National Semiconductor Corporation, P.O. Box 7643, Mt. Prospect, IL 60056-7643. And find out how we can help take your designs to new heights.
Pass Data At 25 MHz With Bidirectional FIFO

Rather than use two memory blocks on the same chip to form a 2-kword-by-9-bit bidirectional first-in/first-out memory, the CY7C439 employs a lone 2-k-by-9 memory block and some on-chip control logic to move data. Furthermore, Cypress Semiconductor’s designers add two other data paths into the chip—a registered bypass mode and a transparent bypass mode. The registered mode acts like a 1-word-deep FIFO register in the reverse direction to the main FIFO buffer. It permits the sending system to transfer a 9-bit status word to the FIFO buffer’s write port. The transparent bypass feature allows a single 9-bit word to be immediately transferred in either direction, temporarily turning the chip into a 9-bit bidirectional buffer. With these modes, the chip can serve in applications such as a disk-drive buffer in which the transparent bypass mode allows the host to configure a ‘dumb’ peripheral while the registered bypass mode holds the status response from a data transfer.

Able to access in just 30 ns and operate with a 25-MHz cycle frequency, the bidirectional FIFO register’s transfer direction can be selected on a cycle-by-cycle basis. Indicator flag signals are available for conditions such as Empty/Full, and Half-Full.

Since only one memory block is required, the chip is small enough to squeeze into a 300-mil-wide DIP or small-outline J-leaded package. In 100-unit quantities the chip sells for $33.15. Samples are available from stock.

Cypress Semiconductor Corp., 3901 N. First Street, San Jose, CA 95134; Bill Eichen (408) 943-2600

Dave Burksy

Wide-Input PLDs Decode Addresses Fast

Designed specifically for address decoding, a very-wide-input decoder packs 36 input lines, 10 dedicated output lines and 12 additional programmable I/O lines. Fabricated in an advanced bipolar process the PHD48N22-7 can decode up to a 48-bit bus pattern (by using the 12 I/O lines as additional inputs) in just 7.5 ns from input to output (through the AND logic), making the chip the fastest wide decoder available from any company. Four of the 12 bidirectional I/O lines also serve as OR logic outputs, and three of those four provide 7 product terms; the fourth line has a slightly longer propagation delay—8 ns. The wide decoder is available in production quantities, and the plastic-housed leaded-chip carrier version sells for $22 in 1000-unit lots.

Philips-Signetics Corp., 811 E. Arques Ave., P.O. Box 3409, Sunnyvale, CA 94088; Paul Sasaki, (408) 991-2000.
Electronic Design

targets your mailings to 150,000 design and development engineers

Highly-educated engineers and managers in the electronics original equipment market.

Select by: Job function, type of industry, project responsibility, purchasing influence, employment size, and geography.

Guaranteed 99% deliverable 100% BPA audited circulation

Ideal prospects for your next direct mail campaign

CALL LITA PATTON AT 216/696-7000 (ext. 2525) FOR YOUR FREE CATALOG.
The Answers for the '90s

You know that a front-panel display is the first thing your customers will notice about your product. You need something to set your product apart from the competition, but you've got tight budget and packaging constraints. Now, IEE has a new family of brilliant answers!

You can have the outstanding appearance of a vacuum fluorescent display at an affordable price, with IEE's latest generation of enhanced "Ninety Series No-Frills" FLIP™ VFD modules.

Price isn't the only thing that's unusually trim. Surface mount technology makes these modules exceptionally compact. Other features include:

- Bright, easy to read 5 × 7 dot matrix characters
- Software-controlled dimming
- Extended/Euro character set
- User-defined characters
- Only a single +5 VDC supply required
- On-board microprocessor accepts parallel ASCII data
- RS-232 and 20mA loop serial data cards available

Call or write today and tell us your problems. We offer a wide variety of display technologies; what you see here are just a few of the answers we can give you.

Industrial Electronic Engineers, Inc.
Industrial Products Division
7740 Lemona Avenue
Van Nuys, CA 91405
(818) 787-0311, ext. 418
9600-BIT/S MODULE EASES MODEM DESIGN

Offering full-duplex operation at 9600 bits/s, the CH1790 modem module provides full V.32 compatibility. It has fallback and compatibility with 4800-, 2400-, 1200-, 300- and 110-bit/s rates and meets CCITT V.32, V.22 bis, V.22, V.21, and Bell 212A and 103 standards. Able to respond to the full Hayes "AT" command set, the modem can be controlled by a wide variety of available data-communication packages. Features include automatic answer, automatic speed and parity adjustment, and call-progress tone detection. Trellis forward error correction is used at 9600 bits/s along with MNP Level 4 error control. A built-in RS-232 (5-V) serial interface allows the host to communicate with the module. An evaluation test system that contains the modem, DAA and other hardware to run the module through its paces is also available—the CSP9696A. In small quantities, a full-featured V.32 modem, sells for less than $500.

Cermetek Microelectronics Inc., 1308 Borregas Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94088-3565; Thomas Newton, (408) 752-5000. 

CIRCLE 316

FAX MODEM CHIP TARGETS PORTABLE APPLICATIONS

Features added to the YM7109 fax modem IC qualifies the device for portable and remote applications. The new chip, the YM7109E, combines the capabilities of the earlier version with error correction for Group 3 fax, HDLC framing including bit stuffing, bit stripping, and CRC calculations, a UART for Bell 103 transmission, and an external clock synchronous mode for cellular phone and remote fax applications using radio transmission or satellite communications. Also on the chip are serial and parallel ports, a scrambler and descrambler, a programmable touch-tone generator and detector, and a programmable tone-detector for non-DTMF tones.

On-chip data converters have a 9.6-K samples/s sampling rate with a 12-bit resolution for voice recording and playback. The chip complies with standard half-duplex synchronous CCITT V.29 at 9600/7200 bps and V.27ter at 4800/2400 bps; synchronous CCITT V.21 half- and full-duplex at 300 bps; and full-duplex asynchronous Bell 103. The CMOS chip comes in a 40-pin DIP, a 64-pin quad flatpack, or a 68-pin PLCC. Pricing is $35 each in quantities of 10,000. Samples are available now, and production quantities are coming in November.

Yamaha Corp. of America, 981 Ridder Park Dr., San Jose, CA 95131; Robert Starr, (408) 437-3133. 
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CUT FREQUENCY HIGHS DOWN TO SIZE

Micro/Q 3000 Controls High Frequency Noise From ASICS

Design PGA packaged ASICS or MPUs into your board design and the noise level starts climbing. Surround these PGAs with standard 2 pin decoupling capacitors, and you’ll use valuable board space and provide inferior decoupling. Micro/Q 3000 decoupling capacitors from Rogers provide excellent noise suppression over a wide frequency range. For space savings, they’re specifically designed to fit under PGA devices such as fully custom ASICs, MPUs and gate arrays - where low noise and high density are essential.

Featuring the high performance reliability you’ve come to expect from Rogers, this family of very low inductance decoupling capacitors is through-hole mounted under pin grid arrays, PGA sockets, and PLCCs/LCCs mounted in sockets. They are available for all PGAs in a variety of sizes and dielectrics, including X7R and P3J dielectrics for greater temperature stability.

Micro/Q 3000 capacitors. Excellent noise suppression for high performance.

Write or call for free literature and product samples.

Micro/Q 3000 capacitors fit under PGA packaged ASICS and MPUs.

Also available through Mektron Europe, Ghent, Belgium and Rogers Inoue Corp., Nagoya, Japan. Micro/Q is a registered trademark of Rogers Corporation.

CIRCLE 102
THE ROAD TO INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS

BUSCON/90-EAST™
OCTOBER 16-18, 1990
ROYAL PLAZA TRADE CENTER
MARLBOROUGH, MASSACHUSETTS

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL (800) 243-3238
IN CONNECTICUT CALL (203) 852-0500
CONTROLLERS BOOST SERIAL COMMUNICATIONS PERFORMANCE

Two CMOS serial communications controllers from Zilog Corp. simplify system design by integrating functions previously performed by discrete devices.

The ZS5130 enhanced serial communications controller (ESCC) is a dual-channel, full-duplex multiprotocol controller with each channel containing a crystal oscillator, baud-rate generator, and digital phase-locked loop. The ESCC also includes an 8-byte-deep receive FIFO buffer and a 4-byte-deep transmit FIFO buffer for reducing data overruns, interrupts, and host CPU overhead by accumulating byte strings. The programmable FIFO and DMA request levels allow the user to select packet-handling response. SDLC protocol enhancements offload the CPU with automatic handling of frame conditions.

The ZS5C80 serial communications and small computer interface (SCSCI) combines Zilog’s ZS5C80 10-MHz serial communications controller (SCC) and the 3-Mbyte/s ZS3C80 small computer system interface (SCSI). Both functions share an 8-bit address and data bus for use in any system having a SCSI interface defined by the X3.131-1986 standard. The SCSCI has all features required to build a network using a typical disk-based file server, including an interface to multiplexed or non-multiplexed CPUs, programmable channels for asynchronous or synchronous datacom protocol, and a 10-by-19-bit FIFO buffer and 14-bit byte counter that support high-speed SDLC transfers using DMA controllers.

Packaged in a 40-pin DIP and 44-pin PLCC, the ZS5130 16-MHz version costs $13.65 in 1000-piece quantities. The 10-MHz part costs $8.85. Packaged in a 68-pin PLCC, the ZS5C80 costs $12.45 each in 1000-piece quantities.

Zilog Corp., 210 Hacienda Ave., Campbell, CA 95008; Mike Huime, (408) 370-8000. CIRCLE 339

DAA MODULE TACKLES HIGH-SPEED MODEMS

Designed specifically to improve the performance of high-speed modems, the CH1832 data access arrangement mates directly to V.32, V.33 and V.29 type modems. The DAA passes voice and data at speeds starting at 300 bps and up to 38.4 kbps. High-voltage isolation and surge protection up to 1000 V are built into the DAA. System features include ringing detection, hook-switch control, billing delay, and provisions for 2-wire or 4-wire leased-line operation. A 2-wire-to-4-wire converter is included in the 2.2-by-3.25-by-0.65-in. module. The DAA module is also pre-registered for FCC part 68, thus reducing the waiting time needed by a system that must obtain part 68 approval.

Cermetek Microelectronics Inc., 1308 Borregas Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94088-3565; Thomas Newton, (408) 752-5000. CIRCLE 342

9600-BPS V.22 BIS-COMPATIBLE MODEM TRIMS PRICE, NOT FEATURES

Able to operate at 9600 bits/s in a full-duplex mode, the 9624 modem series employs a custom chip set developed by Sharp to achieve CCITT V.22 bis compatibility. The custom chips allow the company to incorporate MNP5 error correction as well as the company’s own extended-baud-rate technology, which, together, permit a 2400-bit/s chip set to provide 9600-bit/s full-duplex asynchronous operation, as well as standard 2400-, 1200-, and 300-bit/s data modes. (To achieve the 9600-bits/s rate, a pair of

BOARDS PUT MACINTOSH ON ARCNET LANS

A line of board-level products enables Macintosh SE and Macintosh II computers to join an ARCNET local area network, the environment typically used for networking IBM PCs and compatibles. The Macintosh-on-ARCNET family allows the use of PC-type file servers and printers, eliminates the need for a dedicated Macintosh server, and enables Macs to share data among themselves without additional networking accommodations or cable. Furthermore, networks can employ coaxial cabling, twisted-pair wiring, or a mix of the two in in star, bus, or daisy-chain topologies. Hardware consists of a controller board and a transceiver board for the MAC SE, while the MAC II requires only one board. To accommodate the various topologies and cabling systems, four versions are available. For the MAC SE, the SE100 supports coax star topology and the SE250 handles twisted-pair star and daisy-chain topologies. For the Macintosh II, the NB210 supports coax star and bus topologies, while the NB250 is for twisted-pair star and daisy-chain topologies. The SE100 and SE250 sell for $495 each; the NB210 and NB250 cost $545 each.

Standard Microsystems Corp., 35 Marcus Blvd., Hauppauge, NY 11788; (516) 273-3100. CIRCLE 241

E L E C T R O N I C D I S E G N
A U G U S T 9 , 1990 | 1 2 5
IEEE-488 HARDWARE

Control any IEEE-488 (HP-IB, GP-IB) device with our cards, cables, and software for the PC/AT/386, EISA, MicroChannel, and NuBus.

MICROFAX EDA TOOLS

MICROWAVE EDA TOOLS
SPAN DESIGN CYCLE

The Cadence Microwave Musician design tools carry engineers from schematic capture through physical layout in one integrated package. The system offers front-to-back design capability for both monolithic microwave ICs and hybrid devices. Users can produce hierarchical schematics using a library of ideal components and a library of foundry components. In addition, the package supports multiple simulation runs at the same time. The Musician front end, which consists of schematic transferred through a system manager to the manufacturer's design and compilation software. Each system is tailored to the needs of the manufacturer by controlling libraries, hierarchies, drawing sizes, and output forms. The Schema-Quik package includes software, reference manual, and tutorial, and is upgradable to the Schema III package. The product is shipping now for $899.

Omnation Inc., 801 Presidential Dr., Richardson, TX 75081; (800) 553-9119. CIRCLE 330

RENEW SUSIE SIMULATOR RUNS
30 TIMES FASTER

The newest version of the popular Susie logic simulator from Aldec Co. is not only up to 30 times faster than the previous version, but also supports VHDL IC models and easy-to-use windowing. Susie 6.0 achieves the speed gain with a new event-driven algorithm and by taking advantage of 32-bit direct addressing on 80386- and 80486-based computers. In addition, the simulator runs from mouse-driven pop-up menus.

Version 6.0 gives users the same real-time operation they are used to, but adds high-speed simulation of VHDL IC models. Users can toggle switches, move jumpers, change propagation delays of any IC, modify Jedeec and hex files, and then instantly simulate the new design without visible compilation. Users can also perform instant simulation of selected design areas, which can speed the simulation process by 10 to 100 times.

Also, Aldec's VHDL IC timing model builder, Mobic/T, is a high-level modeling language designed specifically for Susie. It generates IC timing models with 11 input states and 15 output states, and includes predefined functions for modeling memories and PLDs. Susie 6.0 comes with TTL VHDL libraries. There are over 6000 parts available in Aldec's optional libraries.

Susie 6.0 is available now for $5995. The Mobie/T IC-model builder is $1995, and the optional libraries start at $795.

You get fast hardware and software support for all the popular languages. A software library and time-saving utilities are included that make instrument control easier than ever before. Ask about our no risk guarantee.

Free:
Informativ
catalog 800-234-4232
Applications help (617) 273-1818

SCHEMATIC-CAPTURE
COSTS LESS THAN $100

Engineers can have a schematic-capture system for less than $100 with Omnation Inc.'s Schema-Quik software, a low-cost version of the company's Schema III software. The package is aimed at PLD manufacturers as an alternative to data entry with logic equations, truth tables, or state machines.

Drawings created in Schema-Quik are

Free:
Informative
catalog 800-234-4232
Applications help (617) 273-1818

Capital Equipment Corp.
Burlington, MA. 01803
CIRCLE 90
Is Your PC Really Up to Speed?

You may think your PC is already up to speed, but what if it could run even faster? The fact is, with the Intel Math CoProcessor, your software can run up to 500% faster.

And speaking of fast, installation is fast — and easy — because compatible PCs already have a socket for an Intel Math CoProcessor. And with Intel Math CoProcessors for PCs, ATs and 386™ microprocessor-based systems in stock, Hamilton/Avnet can deliver in virtually no time.

In fact, the only thing that isn’t fast about the Intel Math CoProcessor is its five-year warranty and the continuous service and support that you can count on from Intel.

So don’t waste another nanosecond. Get your system up to speed by calling Hamilton/Avnet, toll free, 1 (800) 442-6458.

*C86 is a trademark of Intel Corp.
RUGGED ON-LINE UPS SYSTEM CAN HANDLE BROAD INPUT

Aimed at military and hostile industrial applications is an online ruggedized UPS from Transistor Devices Inc. The MIL-UPS combines the company’s BCE battery charger/power supply with its ACE sine-wave inverter.

The BCE module’s wide input range of 90 to 250 V from 40 to 440 Hz, as well as its high power factor, provide immunity to ac-input-voltage fluctuations. The system can handle a broad range of line disturbances such as extended-brownout conditions as low as 83 V, and frequency disturbances from 40 to 440 Hz, without battery power. It’s suited for remote site locations where generator fluctuations and low-power-factor loads can be too much of a burden for other UPS systems. Thanks to its universal-input feature, the system can function as a frequency changer and voltage conditioner between American, European, and special military power applications.

The charger/power module also features a battery-equalizer function, which optimizes battery-cell potentials and extends battery life. To prevent too many repetitive equalizing cycles, the function is automatically locked out at the end of each equalizing cycle. In addition, the BCE module has a reduced-voltage mode that prevents the batteries from heating excessively during a rapid recharge cycle.

From the sine-wave-inverter module, a true sine wave is generated with less than 1% total harmonic distortion. The module’s fixed-frequency output is crystal-controlled to better than 0.1% stability. The zero-lea-to-zero-lag load power factor of the system’s inverter easily drives unfriendly, non-linear load types such as motors and rectifier loads.

A 2-kVA system occupies only 12 in. of height in a 19-in. rack. Without batteries, the system weighs under 65 lbs. Such a system goes for about $10,000 without batteries.

Transistor Devices Inc., 85 Horsehill Rd., Cedar Knolls, NJ 07927; (201) 267-1900. Circle 327

DAVID MALINIUK

CONVERTER AND FILTER TANDEM NEAR MIL-STD-883C APPROVAL

With final process certification near, a combination of a dc-dc converter and EMI filter will soon pass the last hurdles to full compliance with MIL-STD-883C, method 5008. Interpoint’s MHF converter and matching FMC-461 EMI filters give military designers the reliability of components that have passed test conditions applied to mission-critical components.

The 883C versions of the converters and filters have dramatically increased tolerance to temperature extremes and acceleration. That’s achieved by using higher switching frequencies to reduce the magnetic’s mass and by redesigning the platforms the magnetics are attached to.

Input range for the 883C-qualified converter is 16 to 40 V dc. It produces closely regulated outputs of 5, ±12, or ±15 V dc in single or dual configurations up to a maximum output of 12 W. The operating temperature is from −55 to +125°C. The package is a low-profile (0.525 in.) hermetically sealed, gold-plated steel case that takes up just 1.6 square inches of board area. Power density for the device, which switches constantly at 600 kHz, is 30 W per cubic inch. The matching FMC-461 EMI filter reduces the converter’s reflected input-ripple current to meet MIL-STD-461B CE03 standards.

Pricing for the MHF converter is $780 in quantities of 100. In similar quantities, the FMC-461 EMI filter goes for $365. Pending qualification testing for the company’s process, the MIL-STD-883C-compliant devices will be available this fall.

Interpoint Corp., Box 97005, Redmond, WA 98073-9705; (206) 892-3700. Circle 328

DAVID MALINIUK

CONTROL 400 V AT 1 A WITH 5-V LOGIC

The PWR-NCH201 IC can control solenoids, lamps, relays, and small motors with 5-V logic while powered directly from the rectified 115-V ac line. Packaged in a 16-pin “batwing” DIP, it contains a monolithic pair of MOSFETs rated at 400 V and 675 mA each. On-resistance of each is just 5 Ω. Another version, the PWR-NCH401, holds four smaller FETs with a similar voltage rating; but with a current rating and on-resistance of 335 mA and 10 Ω, respectively. It is in a 24-pin skinny DIP.

With both FETs in parallel, the 201 handles up to 1 A; with all four FETs in parallel, the 401 handles up to 675 mA. Unlike other high-voltage MOSFETs, these turn on hard with just 5 V between gate and source, permitting logic-level control. The devices are current-sensing, or mirror FETs. Each has a separate source output-pin that provides a scaled current equal to approximately 1/1500 of the FET’s current. Versions rated at 200 and 400 V are also available. Pricing in hundreds ranges from $2.60 to $5.84.

Power Integrations Inc., 411 Clyde Ave., Mountain View, CA 94043; Doyle Slack, (415) 960-3572. Circle 324

REGULATOR IC SENSES VOLTAGE AT LOAD

A low-dropout linear regulator, the LT1087, offers both adjustable output voltage and 4-wire Kelvin sensing of the voltage across the load. The chip is rated at 5 A and regulates down to an input-to-output voltage of just 1.5 V maximum at 5 A. The 4-wire remote sensing feature eliminates load-regulation errors caused by voltage drops in the hot side of the line to the load and in the ground return. The feature is particularly important where sensitive circuitry, such as wide-band op amps operating at high gain, must be isolated from heat or noise generated by power supplies; in most regulators today the output voltage is sensed inside the package. The chip’s reference voltage is trimmed to 1% and the current limit is trimmed as well. This precision current limit minimizes stress on both the regulator and the power-source circuitry when the circuit is overloaded. The LT1087 comes in 4-pin TO-3 metal cans and 5-pin TO-220 packages. In quantities of 100 pricing for the latter runs $4.45.

Linear Technology Corp., 1630 McCarthy Blvd., Milpitas, CA 95035-7487; Bob Scott (408) 432-1900. Circle 329
**HIGH-RESOLUTION LCD MODULE MAKES GRADE FOR LAPTOP PCS**

A thin plastic film is used in the EG9007 LCD graphics-display panel to achieve a high-contrast black-and-white display that's well suited for notebook-and-laptop-PC applications. With its depth of just 0.33 in., the display offers the LCD market's thinnest profile, according to Epson OEM.

Epson's use of its newest formulated twisted-nematic technology in the EG9007 display results in a lighter, thinner module as well as lower manufacturing costs. The single-layer LCD also enabled the company to use edge lighting for the display, which further contributes to its thin profile.

Also featured in the 10- by-6.25-in., 1.5-in. display is a chip-enable transmission system that significantly reduces power consumption. Thanks to Epson's chip-on-flex technology, the display's drivers are mounted on a flexible printed-circuit board that is lighter and more compact than traditional rigid printed-circuit boards. The display, which weighs a scant 1.5 lbs, produces white characters on a black background with a resolution of 640 by 480 dots and a 1/242 multiplex ratio.

The EG9007 display also offers a faster fluid response time (120-ms turn-on at 25°C) than competitive displays. This translates into faster animation of text and graphic images. A cold-cathode fluorescent backlight provides illumination of the display.

In quantities of 100, the EG9007 display costs $285. It is available now in OEM quantities.

Epson OEM Division, Epson America Inc., 3145 Kashiwa St., Torrance, CA 90505; (213) 534-4500.

--- CIRCLE 326

**SLIDE-BASED LED REPLACES BULBS**

Slide-based incandescent lamps can be directly replaced with a high-intensity packaged-LED device. The 5SBF multi-LED device uses six discrete chips and boasts a lifetime of 100,000 hours. The incandescent pilot light it replaces, the 120PSB, lasts only 7500 hours. That suits the LED to tasks with high vibration. The LED device draws 7 mA at 120 V and comes in seven colors with peak wavelengths ranging from 555 to 660 nm. Pricing starts at $3.56 for lots of 1000 with availability in six weeks after receipt of order.

Data Display Products, 445 S. Douglas St., El Segundo, CA 90245-4630; (213) 640-0442.

--- CIRCLE 328

**TINY SURGE KILLERS SUIT AUTO TASKS**

A cost-effective and reliable alternative to Zener diodes for transient-voltage suppression in automotive applications has arrived. The V24ML series of semiconducting ceramics come in leadless chip form and are fabricated to absorb internally or externally generated surges that might otherwise damage or destroy a car's electronic components. The surface-mounted devices have no lead inductance and therefore act faster. The series is rated for peak currents up to 2000 A and comes in 1206, 1210, 2220, and 2820 sizes. Samples of the V24ML1220 are available now and production lots will be available in August. In lots of 1000, the device costs $0.46.

Harris Semiconductor, Box 883, Melbourne, FL 32901; (800) 442-7747.

--- CIRCLE 327

**10-IN. COLOR LCD HITS PRODUCTION**

Higher resolution, contrast, and brightness than the company's earlier color-TFT LCDs is offered in Hitachi's TM26D01VC 10-in. display, which is now in production. The direct-view display offers 640-by-480-pixel resolution and eight colors. When used with third-party gray-scale controllers, the number of colors can increase to 256. Contrast ratio is 100:1 and the display's brightness level is 80 NT, which meets or exceeds the brightness of CRTs. Response is quick enough for real-time monitoring applications. The display's wide viewing angles suit it to use in medical instruments. Production units are available now with samples priced at $3500 each. Initial production pricing is less than $200 per unit.


--- CIRCLE 328

**TO-254 HEATER REGULATES TEMPERATURE**

Hermetically sealed in a TO-254 package, the DN-501 is the first in a series of proportionally controlled heaters whose temperature can be programmed between 50°C and 100°C by one external resistor. What's more, it can deliver up to 28 W of power from an unregulated supply. The subminiature device, which operates from -55°C to +100°C, can be used for regulating the temperature of sensitive electronic components, such as crystal oscillators and microwave filters. It features 28-V operation and is electrically isolated from the case. The part can also be customized to meet specific application requirements.

Daum Electronics Inc., 2049 California St., Suite 2, Carson City, NV 89701; (702) 882-7721.

--- CIRCLE 317

**5-IN. COOLING FAN BOOSTS AIR FLOW**

Air flow that's improved by up to 50% while reducing noise by 50% compared with 4.7-in. fans is featured in the Galaxy 5-in. fan. The 1.5-in.-deep unit delivers air-flow levels of 150, 125, and 110 cfm at 12, 24, and 48 V. Comair Rotron's ThermaPro-V circuitry provides programmability, voltage regulation, and thermal speed control. Other features include electronic locked-rotor protection with automatic restart. The fan costs from $18 to $20 in OEM quantities. Samples are available now and production lots will ship in late August.

Comair Rotron, North St., Saugerties, NY 12477; (914) 246-3615.

--- CIRCLE 337
PHYSICAL-VAPOR-DEPOSITION SYSTEM BOASTS HIGH VACUUM FOR PURER FILMS

An ultra-high vacuum level (10^-9 torr base pressure) in the process chamber of Applied Materials' Endura 5500 physical-vapor-deposition (PVD) system is the key to purer aluminum-alloy and barrier-metal films for advanced IC metallizations. Besides higher purity, films produced with the system also exhibit a nine-fold improvement in resistance to aluminum electromigration.

By building on the company's experience in chemical-vapor deposition, the PVD system is designed to give exceptional step coverage and step-coverage symmetry—even in high-aspect-ratio, sub-micron features over wafers up to 200 mm. A down-sputtering source design uses rotating permanent magnets to give complete surface target erosion, with no adjustment needed in process parameters over the life of the target. The result is better uniformity and step-coverage symmetry.

A low-voltage precleaning chamber, which is part of the mainframe unit, conditions each wafer before metal deposition. This yields maximum wafer-surface cleanliness with no damage.

Base pricing for the Endura 5500 PVD system starts at under $2 million. The first system was shipped in April.
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POWER CONNECTOR HAS SECONDARY LOCKS

The Mini-Fit TPA power connector incorporates secondary locks in the form of red-colored keys that are inserted into the housings, ensuring that the terminals within are correctly and permanently sealed. The connector is particularly useful in wire-harness applications, where wires and connectors are often abused during manufacture.

The red secondary locking keys cannot be inserted unless the terminals are properly inserted, fully seated, and locked in the housings. An optional lock—a redundant, independent secondary housing lock—is applied after the connectors are mated. The Mini-Fit TPA can handle up to 9 A per circuit, at 250 V depending on circuit size. The centerline between contacts is 0.165 in. and from row to row is 0.217 in. The envelope size of a mated pair of wire-to-wire connectors is 1.36 in. Typical pricing for a 10-circuit housing is $0.06 per mated line (production quantities). Lead time is four to six weeks.

FIBERGLASS WEBS PROVIDE INSULATION

Craneglas fiberglass webs offer thermal and electrical insulation for a wide range of industrial, commercial, and consumer applications. When laminated with dielectric films and papers, as well as woven fabrics, they offer unique advantages as electrical tapes, wire and cable coatings, gaskets, flame retardants, and thermal-insulation materials. Combining Craneglas with foil results in an excellent heat-shield material. Non-wicking and abrasion-resistant treatments are also available. As a carrier for thermosetting electrical insulating resin systems, Craneglas webs are a low-cost means of insulating motors, generators, transformers, and reactors. They are also a cost-effective alternative as a core material for composite laminates in printed circuit boards. Craneglas is offered in a range of thicknesses from 5 to 120 mils (0.005 to 0.120 in.). Call for pricing and availability.

Electrolock Inc., P.O. Box 368, 16838 Park Circle Dr., Chagrin Falls, OH 44022; (216) 543-6626.

Fiberglass webs are a low-cost means of insulating wires and cables. They provide thermal and electrical insulation for a wide range of applications.

Craneglas fiberglass webs offer thermal and electrical insulation for a wide range of industrial, commercial, and consumer applications. When laminated with dielectric films and papers, as well as woven fabrics, they offer unique advantages as electrical tapes, wire and cable coatings, gaskets, flame retardants, and thermal-insulation materials. Combining Craneglas with foil results in an excellent heat-shield material. Non-wicking and abrasion-resistant treatments are also available. As a carrier for thermosetting electrical insulating resin systems, Craneglas webs are a low-cost means of insulating motors, generators, transformers, and reactors. They are also a cost-effective alternative as a core material for composite laminates in printed circuit boards. Craneglas is offered in a range of thicknesses from 5 to 120 mils (0.005 to 0.120 in.). Call for pricing and availability.

Electrolock Inc., P.O. Box 368, 16838 Park Circle Dr., Chagrin Falls, OH 44022; (216) 543-6626.
"Thank you, the TDS9092 has everything I was looking for in a board computer. Small size, low power, and high level language. The LCD and keyboard interfaces help the design. So do on-board multitasking, interrupts, dual RS232 ports, EEPROM and 35 I/O lines. An add-on gives precision A/D and battery backed RAM. A data logger can run 12 months on a small 9V battery.

Fast time to market is essential. Forth is the language of choice for embedded systems and here you can mix it with assembler. Achieve quick development and get the execution speed you need.

The series has been used 9 years for machine control, data-logging, instrumentation and automation. At $219 for 25, and with price dropping steeply with quantity, why not be in good company now?
MELFESS FIVE supplies all types of "Off-the-Shelf" optical components. Lenses, prisms, mirrors, irises, microscope objectives & eyepieces plus hundreds of others. All from stock. Rolyn also supplies custom products & coatings in prototype or production quantities. Write or call for our free 120 page catalog describing products & listing off-the-shelf prices. ROLYN OPTICS CO. 706 Arrowgrand Circle, Covina, CA 91722, (818) 915-5707 & (818) 915-5717. FAX: (818) 915-1379.

FREE CATALOG CIRCLE 252

"Optics for Industry"

Easy Emulator Pods & Adapters
- Plug your PLCC and LCC packages into your PC board in minutes, with these easy-to-use adapters.
- Emulator/logic analyzer users: Adapt-a-Pod™ converts one package type to another (LCC, PLCC, PGA, and DIPs).
- Emulator pods and adapters are available in all standard pin counts, with ribbon or ribbon cable headers.
- Custom engineering services and do-it-yourself emulator pod converters. Free catalog.

Emulation Technology, Inc. 2368-B Walsh Ave. Santa Clara, CA 95051 Phone: 408-982-0660 FAX: 408-982-0664

FREE CATALOG CIRCLE 253

Design:
Industry-standard language for PLDs

With new ABEL-PLD at just $895*:
- 150 PLD architectures supported (over 4000 devices).
- Uses ABEL™ Hardware Description Language (HDL).
- Intelligent synthesis and optimization.
- Upgradable to full-featured ABEL.

Call for your FREE ABEL-PLD demonstration diskette.
1-800-247-5700

*U.S. list price only.

DATA I/O Corporation DATA I/O CIRCLE 265

QUALITY & DEPENDABLE EPROM/MICRO PROGRAMMER
- Fast PC Interface via Standard Parallel Port
- Field Upgradable From One Model To Another

"GET IT FROM A REPUTABLE COMPANY"

Made in USA

408-243-7000 800-627-2456 FAX 408-736-2503

MELFESS FIVE, INC. 12304 Santa Monica Blvd., #121, Los Angeles, CA 90025. 800/533-2297.

MELFESS FIVE CIRCLE 278

How To Get More Emulation for Less
ORION 8620 ANALYZER-EMULATOR

- High-Level language/Symbolic debug support
- Over 170 processors supported with the same base hardware and software environment
- Easy-to-use, powerful triggering
- Extensive MACRO capabilities
- Program Performance Analyzer
- Built-In EPROM programmer

Go ahead and compare. The 8620 Analyzer-Emulator gets your product to market faster and costs less. Base prices start at $5500. Send for more information and free demo disk.

Toll Free 800/729/7700 or 415/327/8800

180 Independence Dr., Menlo Park, CA 94025

ORION INSTRUMENTS CIRCLE 281
(NEW) 8051/52 family
In-Circuit Emulators
The most advanced 8051 ICE on the market
80c31/52/c154
80515/c535
80c552/652/451
80c751/752
80c152/51FA

- Source level debugger for PLM/C-51
- IBM-PC/XT/AT windowing interface w/mouse
- Complex Hardware real-time breakpoints
- Breaks on SFRs and Internal Data RD/WR
- 32X64 hardware Trace Buffer with filtering
- Performance analysis with histograms
- Hardware Pass counters, 8 level sequencer
- Interchangeable Pods for other uControllers

SIGNUM SYSTEMS
171 E. Th., Oaks Bl., Thousand Oaks CA 91360
(805)371-4608 telex: 362439

CIRCLE 290
A minor glitch has shown up in the firmware, and our line of macro assemblers are easy to use and full featured, including conditional assembly and unlimited include files.

UNIPRO, the PC/XT/AT/386 based universal programmer/tester programs PROMS, EPROMs, OTPs, up to 4MB and 32-bit wide, PALs, PLDs, GALs, EPLDs, PEELs, and microcontrollers. JEDEC file compatibility and test vector verification allow the use of most popular PLD compilers. The unit also tests TTL/CMOS Logic ICs and Dynamic Static RAMs, 40-pin Gold Zip socket, built-in protection for short circuit and over current, high speed parallel interface to the PC, and menu-driven software are included at $485.

XELTEK
473 Sapena Ct., Unit 26
Santa Clara, CA 95054
Phone: (408) 727-6995 Fax: (408) 727-6996

CIRCLE 262

Tango-PLD, The New Price/Performance Leader.

Tango-PLD is a universal PLD design tool with sophisticated features at an affordable price. Creates complex designs with multiple PALs and GALs. Offers top-down approach, emphasizing logic description first and part selection second, along with a “C-like” design language, makes Tango-PLD easy to use.

Tango describes designs with Boolean equations, truth tables, state machines, high-level C expressions, or existing JEDEC files. Simulation with test vector coverage checking guarantees no surprises. Rich functionality, one year's updates, free tech support and BBS, plus our 30 day guarantee: All this for just $495. Call today.

FREE EVALUATION PACKAGE
800 433-7801 619 554-1000 619 554-3019 Fax
ACCEL Technologies • 6825 Flanders Drive • San Diego, CA 92121 USA
International inquiries may vary. Contact us for the distributor nearest you.

ACCEL TECHNOLOGIES
CIRCLE 264

ELECTRONIC DESIGN CIRCLE 269

NEW NEW NEW NEW
Telecom Design!

MF (R1) or MFC (R2)
TRANSCEIVER

M-986 transmits and receives CCITT R1 or R5 forward and backward multifrequency signals. For trunk adapters, test equipment, and other applications.

- Single or dual channel versions available
- Versions for North American (R1) or International (R2) toll signals
- Binary or 2 of 6 input/output format
- Complete microprocessor interface
- 40 pin IC. 5 volt power, crystal time base

For more info call: 1-800-426-3926

TELTONE
10801-120th Avenue NE, Kirkland, WA 98033
Phone: 206-827-9626 Fax: 206-827-6050

CIRCLE 292

DIRECT CONNECTION ADS

Cross-Assemblers as low as $50.00
Simulators as low as $100.00
Cross-Disassemblers as low as $200.00
Developer Packages

as low as $200.00/$50.00/50.00

NEW NEW NEW NEW

Telecom Design!

MF (R1) or MFC (R2)
TRANSCEIVER

M-986 transmits and receives CCITT R1 or R5 forward and backward multifrequency signals. For trunk adapters, test equipment, and other applications.

- Single or dual channel versions available
- Versions for North American (R1) or International (R2) toll signals
- Binary or 2 of 6 input/output format
- Complete microprocessor interface
- 40 pin IC. 5 volt power, crystal time base

For more info call: 1-800-426-3926

TELTONE
10801-120th Avenue NE, Kirkland, WA 98033
Phone: 206-827-9626 Fax: 206-827-6050
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Rene Oliver says he's got the best of both worlds. He's a tax accountant who works out of his home so he can be there for his two-year-old daughter Windy. "As a father, I'm concerned about being able to afford Windy's college," he says. "But as an accountant, I know the best way to save." Rene recommends U.S. Savings Bonds, the Great American Investment. "If you buy Bonds when your children are young, you'll be ready," he says. Today's Bonds pay competitive rates, and now can be completely tax free when used for education. To find out more, call 1-800-US-BONDS.
Now, high-speed, high-isolation switches with built-in drivers, tough enough to pass stringent MIL-STD-202 tests. There’s no longer any need to hassle with the complexities of designing a TTL driver interface and then adding yet another component to your subsystem... it’s already included in a rugged, low-cost, compact assembly.

Available in the popular hermetically-sealed TO-8 package or a small EMI-shielded metal connectorized case, these tiny PIN-diode reflective switches, complete with driver, can operate over a 10 to 3000MHz span with a fast 2µsec switching speed.

Despite their small size, these units offer isolation as high as 40dB (typ), insertion loss of only 1.1dB (typ), and a 1dB compression point of +27dBm over most of the frequency range. All models are TTL-compatible and operate from a dc supply voltage of 4.5 to 5.5 V with 1.8mA quiescent current.

Switch to Mini-Circuits for highest quality innovative products... and leave the driving to us.

SPECIFICATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>TOSW-230 ZFSW-230DR</th>
<th>TOSW-425 ZFSW-425DR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Freq. Range (MHz)</td>
<td>10-3000</td>
<td>10-2500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insert Loss (dB)</td>
<td>typ: 1.3, max: 1.9</td>
<td>typ: 1.1, max: 1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isolation (dB)</td>
<td>typ: 60, min: 40</td>
<td>typ: 60, min: 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1dB Compression (dBm)</td>
<td>typ: 17, min: 6</td>
<td>typ: 17, min: 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSWR (ON)</td>
<td>typ: 1.3, max: 1.6</td>
<td>typ: 1.3, max: 1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switching Time (µsec)</td>
<td>typ: 2.0, max: 4.0</td>
<td>typ: 2.0, max: 4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oper. Temp (°C)</td>
<td>-55 to +100</td>
<td>-55 to +100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stor. Temp (°C)</td>
<td>-55 to +100</td>
<td>-55 to +100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price (1-24)</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
<td>$89.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price (1-9)</td>
<td>$59.95</td>
<td>$109.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10 to 3000MHz from $39.95
For applications such as embedded control, where space is at a premium, these new high density, high performance PROMs let you build a smaller system, or pack more functions into your existing space.

You save on more than space and SRAM part costs. You save on power, because all these PROMs are in our proven, high performance, low power CMOS.

They are available in a wide variety of packaging, including plastic DIP, CERDIP, and PLCC. They are erasable. That lets us test every part 100% before shipping, and lets you specify windowed, reprogrammable versions.

So if you need more memory in less space with less power, go direct with our ultra-fast 256K PROMs.

New Ultra-Fast 256K PROMs:
At 35 ns, these 300-mil parts are so fast you can run code right from PROM, eliminating SRAM and logic expense. You cut space and cost requirements significantly.

They are available in a wide variety of packaging, including plastic DIP, CERDIP, and PLCC. They are erasable. That lets us test every part 100% before shipping, and lets you specify windowed, reprogrammable versions.

So if you need more memory in less space with less power, go direct with our ultra-fast 256K PROMs.